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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This book is about how differences between individuals impact their relationships. In
particular, how inequality in people’s benefits can be the by-product of social exclusion as
it results from exchanges between heterogeneous individuals. People have characteristics
that differentiate them; we are essentially heterogeneous. These differences can be a conse-
quence of who we are: in our gender (men and women), our beliefs (religious and atheists),
or our political affiliation (left or right wing), for example. Also, there can be differences
regarding what we can do: in the contribution to a scientific project (researchers with
specialized or general expertise), in the performance of a task in a firm (highly qualified
or average employees), or in the generation of status (cool or unpopular friends).

Heterogeneity in the individual characteristics people have is of primordial importance at
the societal level because (i) individuals relate to each other so that together they can
achieve valuable goals, and in many cases (ii) people have a say on whom to relate with
and to what extent. In this sense, heterogeneity can create differences in the opportuni-
ties actors have to relate between them. The more attractive a person is, in her social
environment, the more opportunities she has to relate with others. Conversely, the less
attractive a person is, the more likely she will be excluded from potential relationships
with others. Therefore, the social environment (i.e. social network) that results, as a
consequence of the choices people make, can be strongly influenced by differences in their
individual characteristics. That is, differences between individuals in a society can lead to
exclusion between those who have access to valuable goods and resources and those who
do not have it. In consequence, this can lead to unequal distributions of benefits between
the actors, given who they are.

For instance, when the relevant differences are in relation to what we can do, a natural
example is a setting of scientific collaboration. When choosing whom to write a scientific
paper with, researchers are likely to select partners depending on the expertise the poten-
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2 Introduction

tial co-authors have on the topic of the paper. If everyone is an expert in what they do,
the network of relationships that is formed might not be the same as when some people
are experts and others are not. Possibly, the specialized experts could be more attractive
co-authors than the more generalist experts, so that the former have more co-authorship
proposals and the latter end up being excluded by their colleagues. Thus, the existence of
heterogeneity between individuals potentially results in social exclusion of the least attrac-
tive partners, and depending on the composition of the group of co-authors, we can expect
the pattern of relationships and the outcomes achieved between them (e.g. the quality of
the research paper) to vary. Exclusion then affects the well being of the researchers, for
those who have less access to co-authorship opportunities are likely to achieve less benefit
compared to researchers who have a richer pool of potential co-authors from which they
can choose.

In other cases, where relevant differences regard who we are, a natural example is a coordi-
nation problem. There are multiple settings where people try to coordinate their behavior
with their partners, and people’s preferences influence their choices and relationships. In
these cases, people are better off when they choose alike with those around them, and the
more partners they coordinate their choice with, the better. For instance, if a person is
choosing a technological product (e.g. two operative systems such as MacOS and Win-
dows) and wants it to be compatible with her co-workers, her choice can change depending
on how many of them are using the same technology or a different one (Vives, 2005). These
interactions are known as coordination games, where a person’s incentives to adopt a given
behavior increase as more of those around her make the same choice. Because choosing a
setting (e.g. a technological product) frequently implies that one cannot simultaneously
choose a different one, then the pattern of behavior at the social level depends on who the
people making the choices are. If every person has the same preference, it is likely that
they can easily coordinate in choosing alike, and all would acquire the same technology.
However, when there is heterogeneity (e.g. users of different technologies), a conflict in
preferences can arise because individuals want to choose like others but they disagree on
what the best choice is. Therefore, it is likely that Windows users might end up becoming
MacOS users if many of the people they relate to are using MacOS. Thus, depending on
who they are, people relate to some, by choosing their same setting, and segregate from
(i.e. exclude) those who have chosen a different setting.

In essence, we define exclusion as a situation in which a focal actor does not exchange
with one or more other exchange partners, when those others would prefer to exchange
with the focal actor. Exclusion can come from different sources; heterogeneity of the
potential exchange partners may be one of them. When exclusion becomes structural
(i.e. the same actor repeatedly cannot exchange), inequality may be the result. That is,
due to heterogeneity, exclusion can occur as the systematic non-participation in exchange
by actors who have a specific characteristic. The very basic consequence of exclusion is
the unequal distribution of gains between actors in a social setting. For this reason, we
need tools that help us understand how and why people with certain characteristics are
excluded.
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Clearly, much sociological research has been devoted to showing how networks of rela-
tionships and patterns of behavior emerge at the macro-level (i.e. societal level) from the
aggregation of the choices individuals make (Coleman, 1990). However, individual choices
are not always isolated from the individual characteristics of the people who make them.
On the contrary, because there are strategic interdependencies between the individuals,
differences in who they are or what they can do influence individual decisions and thus
influence the social outcomes. That is a main contribution of the work contained in this
dissertation, investigating how heterogeneity, expressed as differences in individual char-
acteristics between people, affects exclusion and inequality in social networks? For this, we
study the emergence of the pattern of relationships, exclusion and unequal opportunities
to access benefits, as a consequence of the micro-processes between heterogeneous actors.
That is, we address the need to understand how these outcomes result from the basic
mechanisms at the micro-level.

1.2 Framework

To approach the problems of heterogeneity and social exclusion that this dissertation
is concerned with, we study social networks. Social networks are comprised of social
relationships people have and they provide a setting in which microlevel characteristics (i.e.
who the actors are), microlevel choices (i.e. selection of partners) and macro-level outcomes
(i.e. the structure of the social network and the distribution of gains and benefits) interact.
In essence, studying the way actors choose to relate (or not) with others, in a social
network, can be seen as an implementation of Coleman (1990)’s program to explain macro-
level structures (i.e. patterns of network relations) through the individual actions and
dyadic interactions that brought them about. In consequence, through the scope of social
networks, we can study the influence that individual heterogeneity has on creating patterns
of inclusion/exclusion in the relationships between individuals.

Overall, we focus on social networks where resources or opportunities are scarce. In terms
of resources, this means that if a person is using them in one relationship, it prevents her
from using them in another. So that when a researcher uses her resources (e.g. time and ef-
fort) in a project with a co-author, she cannot simultaneously use the same time to work in
a different project with another co-author. Similarly, in terms of opportunities, this means
that actors cannot choose different, and perhaps conflicting, conventions simultaneously.
If a person acquires one operative system, she might not be able to simultaneously choose
to use the other as well. These examples represent two ways in which social outcomes
take place in networks where resources or opportunities are scarce: selection of partners
and selection of settings. The choices of how (i.e. with whom) to use one’s resources or
what convention to adopt depend on the characteristics and decisions of the individuals
in the social network (i.e. who they are and what can they do).
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1.2.1 Productive exchange vs coordination settings

More concretely, we focus on two settings: productive exchange networks and coordination
networks. The first setting of productive exchange relationships is understood as the
type of interactions in which individuals combine their resources into a common pool
and produce with them a joint outcome. The motivation individuals have, to do so, is
that they can obtain better (i.e. more valuable) results for themselves than what they
could have obtained separately. Think about the work of two researchers co-authoring
a scientific paper (Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996). By combining their efforts the quality
of their research is likely to be higher than if they had each written an article alone.
The second setting, a coordination environment, is understood as the interactions where
individuals aim to choose alike (i.e. behave similarly) with those around them because
this improves their well-being. That is, a person’s incentives to adopt a given behavior
increase as more of those around her make the same choice. For instance, when two friends
purchase compatible technologies (e.g. operative systems) they can do things together and
share their knowledge of how to use their software better, by giving advice to each other
(Galeotti et al., 2010). This would be more beneficial than if each of them had purchased
incompatible technologies, which would forbid them from relating in this way.

For the two settings addressed, we focus on relevant individual characteristics, which can
differentiate how actors influence outcomes at the social level. In productive exchange
relationships, where individuals combine their resources and efforts into common projects,
a key characteristic is the productive capacities of the people involved (e.g. the expertise
of a researcher). This is a fundamental characteristic to be studied because even when two
actors have the same resources, it is the ability to use the resources (e.g. their experience,
accumulated knowledge, creativity) that can impact the outcomes that are achievable
(Collins, 1990). Therefore, the productive capacity people have, influences with whom
they choose to partner and whom they choose to exclude. That is, productive capacities
influence the emergence of productive exchange networks.

In coordination settings, where actors derive benefit in choosing similarly to those around
them, a key characteristic is their individual preferences over the available options. For
instance, their political views when choosing to attend a protest or not; or the technologies
they like or know how to use when choosing what operative system to purchase. Individual
preferences are fundamental because they influence the level of support (pressure) a person
needs to choose what she (dis)likes. If a person likes one technology more than the
other, she will need less of her friends using the same technology (i.e. support) for her
to purchase it, but she will require a larger number of friends choosing the product she
dislikes (i.e. pressure) for her to buy it. Therefore, the individual preferences people
have can influence the strength of pressure/support needed to choose one convention or
another. That is, individual preferences influence the pattern of behaviors that result in
coordination networks.
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1.2.2 Assumptions

The general theoretical framework of this dissertation is based on the assumption that
actors are purposive and rational. When deciding what relationships to form or what
behavior to adopt, the underlying assumption is that actors are driven by incentives to
benefit from their interactions (Becker, 1978; Hëdstrom and Stern, 2008; Wittek et al.,
2013). In this way, we use rational choice as our theory of action to model individual
decision-making. This means that when choosing to co-author a paper, researchers do
so because this can produce a valuable result for them. In the same way, when choosing
to acquiring a specific technology, people do so because that is a beneficial choice for
them.

The second main theoretical consideration in this dissertation is that actors’ outcomes are
interdependent (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1999; Schelling, 1978): the benefits actors get from
their social relations depend on their own behavior and the behavior of others. Choices are
strategically intertwined between them, so that outcomes depend on what an actor and
those she relates with do. The quality and value of the research paper that two co-authors
write depends on the involvement each of them has in their joint project. The benefit
of attending a protest (or purchasing a technology) depends on how many of the people
we want to coordinate with are choosing similarly or not. The outcome interdependence
implies that rational actors will make their own behavior contingent on the (expected)
behavior of others. In other words, outcome interdependence renders actors strategically
interdependent.

In order to account for strategic interdependencies between actors, we approach the deci-
sion problems from a game theoretic angle. Game theory studies individual behavior when
outcomes result from the interplay of decisions made by different actors (Fudenberg and
Tirole, 1999). Furthermore, in the past decades, specific game theoretical tools have been
developed to analyze the interaction of actors in networks (Goyal, 2007; Jackson, 2010;
Vega-Redondo, 2007). That is, the strategic choices actors make, selecting with whom to
relate or what convention to use, can be fruitfully modeled and analyzed through game
theoretic tools.

Importantly, people differ in ways that are relevant for the outcomes of social relationships.
Their individual differences pose an additional complication to the decisions actors make
concerning with whom to relate or how to behave. It is not only the problem of finding a
co-author and jointly using their resources in a common project. It is also the problem of
choosing such a co-author from a pool of heterogeneous potential partners who differ in
the way they can influence outcomes. Similarly, it is not only the problem of choosing one
social setting or another, but to do so when the preferences of those we want to coordinate
with might be in conflict with our own preference, regarding what the best setting to
choose is.

For this reason, the third element, common in all chapters, is that actors are endowed
with relevant individual characteristics for the problem at hand, and that they are hetero-
geneous in this respect. Heterogeneity is likely to affect the behavior of individual actors
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and the emerging patterns of social relations. Therefore, we try to understand how the
composition of the population, in terms of how heterogeneous it is, affects the decisions
of partner selection and behavior. The first two common characteristics of all chapters,
(i) rational actors and (ii) interdependent benefits, are standard elements in research on
the strategic interaction in networks. The third element, heterogeneity, is the focal point
of this dissertation, and the analysis of how it affects aggregate outcomes and influences
social exclusions, is our main contribution.

In the remainder of this introduction we discuss how our studies relate to the existing work
on productive exchange and coordination networks. Finally, we conclude by describing
the general approach of the dissertation and present an overview of each chapter.

1.2.3 Productive exchange networks

One of the most prominent theoretical tools to study inequality and exclusion in social
interactions, is social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Cook and Emerson, 1978; Homans,
1958). Within the wide range of possible types of social exchange interactions, we study
the case of productive exchanges (Molm, 1994a, 1997). Productive exchanges are social
interactions in which actors join their contributions into a common pool to achieve a
goal together, aiming at outcomes greater than the aggregation of what each could have
attained separately (Cook and Cheshire, 2013, surveys the literature). Scientific copro-
duction is an example of productive exchange.

Research on social exchange has pointed to a conflict between the beneficial and detri-
mental elements that come out of exchanges between actors. On the one hand, there is
the potential benefit of exchanging because of the complementarities that the relationship
offers, so that actors have incentives to exchange. These exchanges can benefit them and
society in a great way. On the other hand, inequality can increase if the benefits of the
productive exchanges are distributed unequally. Moreover, because only those who are
involved in the exchange relationship can benefit from it, being excluded and not having
exchange partners can be a cause for increasing inequality (Komter, 1996, “principle of
exclusion”).

As a consequence, inequality emerges between those who form successful productive ex-
changes and those who do not. For example, in the case of scientific co-authorship, it
is possible that the presence of different potential co-authors leads to inequality through
exclusion. If some of them can be more influential in guaranteeing a favorable result than
others (e.g. a good paper), through their involvement in the productive exchange, it is
likely that the former are perceived as more attractive partners. Thus, if scientists are
able to choose with whom to collaborate in their joint research, the more attractive a
partner is, the more likely she will be asked to be a co-author. Furthermore, scientists
who do not find co-authors to work with may lose in scientific standing because they are
less productive than their peers who do find co-authors to collaborate with (Jackson and
Wolinsky, 1996; Merton, 1968; van de Rijt et al., 2014).
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Identifying mechanisms and conditions that lead to inequality and social exclusion is a
major theme in theoretical and empirical research on social exchange (Cook and Cheshire,
2013). There are different interrelated explanations for inequality and exclusion in ex-
change environments. The position of the actors in the network has been widely studied
as one of them. It has been found that an actor’s position is very influential in facilitating
the exclusion of others and guaranteeing the inclusion of oneself in the most attractive
exchanges (Skvoretz and Willer, 1993; Willer, 1999). Another explanation is related to
the strategic use of power and how the use of coercion reduces the likelihood of unequal
outcomes (Molm, 1990; Molm et al., 1999). A third relevant explanation regards the effect
that initial inequalities have on resulting exclusionary network structures (Flache, 2001;
Flache and Hegselmann, 1999). For instance, how actors who are initially endowed with
more valuable resources are more attractive to others and end up receiving access to even
more valuable benefits. We focus specifically on how differences in the abilities actors have
to influence outcomes (e.g. their specialization in regard to the topic of a scientific paper),
influence choices of partner selection (with whom to collaborate) and resource allocation
(how to do so). These choices result in the emerging network structures where, due to
their individual characteristics, some actors can end up excluded from the opportunities
to interact with others. As a consequence, the benefit different actors gain can be dis-
tributed unequally. Studying individual differences can enhance our understanding of the
micro-processes that lead to these outcomes.

Particularly, we focus on problems of knowledge-intensive joint production where actors’
differences are expressed by their type of expertise in a certain domain; such as those in
which researchers write scientific papers together. Knowledge intensive joint production
occurs when a high degree of in-depth specialized knowledge of a particular domain is
required to be optimally productive in collaborative work. A paradigmatic example of
knowledge-intensive exchange is scientific co-production, but in certain realms like high-
end technology, creative industries or the arts, highly specialized knowledge may be sim-
ilarly relevant. In fact, as the complexity of technology and knowledge required to be
productive progresses in many domains, knowledge-intensive joint production is becoming
more and more important in those areas.

Arguably, for relationships that comprise knowledge-intensive production, an actor’s de-
gree of specialization is a key characteristic that can lead to fundamental differences in
exchange outcomes. To model this, our analysis builds on earlier work about the role
of actors’ expertise in the generation of scientific knowledge (Collins, 1990; Collins and
Evans, 2002, 2007; Sellinger and Crease, 2006). Essentially, this literature suggests that in
knowledge-intensive production there are two main types of actors’ expertise: generalist
and specialist expertise. The first type of actor is an expert who has a general knowledge
of the domain but cannot solve highly complex problems within a specific subarea of the
domain. The benefit of generalist expertise is that it allows actors to be very effective
in simpler or more general problems. However, the more the problem at hand demands
specific knowledge, the less effective further investments of time and effort of a generalist
will be. This is different for the specialist type of expertise. A specialist actor is proficient
in a certain type of knowledge on a very specific subfield in her domain. The benefit of
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specialist expertise is that it allows the specialists to perform a skilled practice of the
task they are involved with, solving increasingly complex problems within that subfield.
Technically, we can say that generalists have decreasing returns to their investments and
specialists have increasing returns to their investments.

This difference can lead to inequalities in valuable outcomes, depending on whether the
co-authors are specialized in the particular topic of the paper or not. Even if two potential
co-authors were to invest the same level of effort into a joint collaboration, the partner
with less expertise might not be able to match the expert’s contribution. Thus, individual
differences in the ways actors contribute to the joint outcome can lead to exclusion of
less attractive partners, and to inequalities in what actors achieve. Thus, we study net-
work emergence and how inclusion/exclusion occurs through multiple dyadic interactions
between actors that can differ in what they can do to affect outcomes.

In many cases, patterns of relationships portraying social exclusion arise as a result of
social exchange among unequal actors. For instance, exchange among unequal partners
makes those who are wealthy in resources also highly attractive as exchange partners.
Theoretical work (Flache, 2001; Flache and Hegselmann, 1999) illustrated how actors’
search for attractive exchange partners can then entail a mechanism in which wealthy
actors can choose from a wide range of potential exchange partners and therefore end up in
the “core” of exchange networks, exchanging with each other in mutually highly beneficial
interactions. Actors with relatively little resources are left to exchange with each other, in
exchanges that are less beneficial for them. The consequence is a further increase in social
inequality. Komter (1996)’s work on gift exchange can be seen as empirical illustration of
this mechanism of social exclusion. She showed how “those who give many gifts, receive
many gifts in return, but those who do not give much - often because their social and
material conditions do not allow them to do so - are also the poorest receivers” (p. 299).
More recently, Offer (2012) highlighted a similar process in the dynamics of personal
networks among low-income families.

In conclusion, the degree of specialization is a particularly fundamental class of heterogene-
ity that helps understand patterns of relationships (i.e. inclusion/exclusion) in productive
exchange networks in the realm of knowledge-intensive joint production. A main contri-
bution of this dissertation is our aim to study how and under what conditions differences
in the degree of specialization between actors lead to exclusion and inequalities. Specif-
ically because it complements the exchange literature studying similar patterns due to
differences in resources or position. As argued above, individual characteristics are an
essential aspect of exchange and partner selection which therefore require attention and
study.

Moreover, actors face the problem of choosing partners, which becomes complex given
there is heterogeneity in their individual characteristics. Due to this, we also aim to
answer the question of how actors solve the complex problem of choosing with whom to
relate and in which way, when there is a pool of potential partners available and these
partners influence outcomes differently. Consequently, connecting back to our interest of
understanding how individual differences can lead to social exclusion and inequality, we
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want to know what network structures emerge from the choices of the actors, influenced
by their individual characteristics. We study these problems in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.2.4 Coordination games on networks

One of the most prominent theoretical tools to study the emerging patterns of behavior
and network structures in coordination interactions is the study of coordination games
(Goyal, 2007; Jackson, 2010; Vega-Redondo, 2007). Coordination games are situations
where people are better off by choosing alike with those around them, because they can
benefit from it. By coordinating with others a person can share common experiences with
them (e.g. in a social setting) or advice about how to use a particular technology. The
difficulty (i.e. the coordination problem) is that there are at least two different options
and it is not clear which one is going to be chosen by others (Bojanowski and Buskens,
2011; Corten and Buskens, 2010).

Research on coordination games has shown that there are beneficial and conflicting aspects
in coordination interactions. On the one hand, there is a benefit to choosing alike with
others, and the more one coordinates with others, the greater the benefit. On the other
hand, the options one can coordinate on do not return the same benefits. In fact, a common
feature in coordination games is that coordinating in one choice can be more beneficial
than coordinating in the other. However, this is not straightforward because it tends to
be the case that highly beneficial choices imply a higher risk of potential greater losses, if
one fails to coordinate on them (Ellison, 1993; Kandori et al., 1993; López-Pintado, 2006;
Morris, 2000; Young, 1993).

As a consequence, inequality in the benefits actors gain emerges because a person can only
benefit from the relationships with those she is coordinating with. That is, coordinating
on the same behavior results in excluding those others who choose a different behavior.
Consider the example of two technological products, technology A which is commonly
used, and a new technology B that is recently introduced. The new technology, B, is
more expensive than the existing one, A, but also it is more efficient. In such a case, for
an actor to switch from the existing technology to a more expensive but efficient one, she
needs the support of those around her (i.e. coordinate with them), so that their benefit
can be greater than if they stick to the traditional technology (Galeotti, 2010; Galeotti
et al., 2010). Nonetheless, if she ends up acquiring the expensive technology alone, she will
not have the same gains as if her friends had joined, and the cost is greater than that of
staying with the technology she had. That is, she can only relate to those she coordinated
her choice with, which in this case is none of her friends.

In game theoretic parlance, the product that is potentially more beneficial in coordination
but gives a worse outcome (i.e. has a higher cost) in anti-coordination, technology B, is
denoted as payoff-dominant. It is the case where the benefits (i.e. payoffs) actors can
gain are the highest. The product where payoffs in coordination are not the highest but
the losses in anti-coordination are not the worst, sticking to the existing technology A,
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is denoted as risk-dominant. As a result, a fundamental question in coordination games
regards what will be the resulting pattern of behavior from the individual choices of the
people involved, given that outcomes depend also on the choices of those around them
(Granovetter, 1978). Essentially, because it is not clear which outcome is more likely to
occur at the aggregate level (i.e. given the tradeoff between benefits and risk), a general
question in the literature has been whether the payoff-dominant or the risk-dominant
outcomes are more likely to take place. A persistent finding in the literature is that the
most likely outcome is the risk-dominant (Ellison, 1993; Kandori et al., 1993; Young, 1993).
Instead of aiming to get the highest payoffs by choosing a risky option, actors are more
likely to focus on the less risky behavior at the expense of the benefits they can potentially
gain.

To address the questions of what patterns of behaviors can result from the interaction of
multiple actors in coordination networks, we focus on coordination games where there is
heterogeneity in the preferences people have over the behaviors they can coordinate on.
Differences in the way individuals benefit from coordinating in one behavior or another
can arguably be a source of conflict for coordination games. That is, actors are better
off by choosing the same as those around them (i.e. coordination) but have different
preferences over which outcome they want to coordinate on (i.e. conflict). For instance, in
our example of acquiring a technology, it is likely for actors to have different preferences
over the products available. In such a case, the more technologically oriented, for instance,
would prefer to acquire technology B and the rest would prefer to keep using the existing
technology A, when keeping everything else constant. Importantly, because heterogeneity
creates an environment of conflicting preferences, there is no clear trace towards payoff-
dominant and risk-dominant outcomes in the pattern of behaviors that emerge. What is
payoff-dominant to some (i.e. purchasing product B for the technological oriented actors)
is risk-dominant for others (i.e. the less technologically oriented would rather keep using
the product they know than face the risk of acquiring and new and expensive product),
and vice versa. Thus, a crucial way to approach coordination games is by considering how
differences in the preferences actors have over the conventions they can choose from, can
influence the emerging pattern of behaviors.

A person’s preference can have either a purely individual basis, but also a social one, such
as norms and identities. The way we study heterogeneity in coordination games is by con-
sidering preferences based on a person’s identity (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Tajfel and
Turner, 1979): who she is. That is, depending on who a person is, she obtains more benefit
from one behavior or another, when coordinating in her choice with those around her. The
behavior that gives the highest benefit is denoted as the behavior she prefers. That is, a
person’s identity can generate her preferences over the behaviors she can choose from. For
instance, what social setting a person chooses or what products to purchase. As a conse-
quence, a determinant element of how inequalities and exclusion can arise in coordination
games in networks is expressed by the interplay between the benefits of coordinating with
others and a person’s individual preference. If a person is surrounded by people choosing
the behavior she does not prefer, it might be better for her to choose against her prefer-
ence, so that she can gain more benefits from the relationships with others. Otherwise,
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if choosing in accordance with one’s identity but staying isolated, a person can end up
with a worse outcome. This interplay between individual preferences and social influence
has been modeled in coordination games in networks by thresholds functions (Galeotti
et al., 2010; Granovetter, 1978; Hernández et al., 2013). For instance, when a person is
deciding whether to acquire a specific technology or not, if more than a given number of
her neighbors (i.e. the threshold) uses that technology, this person would purchase the
new technology. Otherwise, she would keep using the existing technology.

In conclusion, when people do things together (i.e. cooperate) they frequently need to
adopt a certain technology or a set of behaviors or conventions. However, this is problem-
atic. On the one hand, choosing the same behavior as others is better than choosing a
dissimilar one. On the other, people may differ in their preferences over different behav-
iors. Differences in individual preferences, which result in conflict about what behavior to
adopt, are an essential class of heterogeneity. These differences can help us understand
what the micro-processes that lead to different patterns of behaviors in coordination games
are. By means of this, we can study how and under what conditions the differences in
individual preferences can make actors choose the behavior they dislike. And therefore,
whether it is possible that all actors behave in the same way, in settings with conflict-
ing preferences. That is, we want to understand the conditions that can lead to social
exclusion in the choice between different conventions and its effect of the benefits actors
gain from their choices (i.e. risk or payoff dominant outcomes), when actors differ in their
individual preferences over the different choices. We study these problems in Chapters 4
and 5.

1.2.5 Coordination problems vs coordination games

As a final comment, we want to clarify in more detail the difference between coordination
problems and coordination games. In both of the settings studied, Coordination and
Productive exchange, there are coordination problems.

In a productive exchange, individuals want to coordinate their choices of collaboration
and their investments of resources with others. For example, researchers want to use their
resources (e.g. time and effort) between projects with different co-authors, and they face
a coordination problem because a collaboration only takes place if both parties involved
decide to work together. Therefore, in a pool of many potential co-authors, there is a
coordination problem of choosing with whom to collaborate while also being chosen by
that same partner. Specially, because the outcomes actors can achieve depend on the
resources allocated by others as well.

In coordination games (e.g. acquisition of different technologies) the underlying coordina-
tion problem amounts to choosing conventions (i.e. behaviors), and the benefits a person
gains increase as more of those around her make the same choice. For instance, choosing a
social setting (e.g. a manifestation, a party, purchasing a technology) implies the problem
of coordinating or not with those around us. As the number of our friends making use
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of the technology increases, the better for us to share it with them, and thus the higher
the benefit of choosing that behavior. In conclusion, in both settings there are coordina-
tion problems, however only one is considered a coordination game, while the other is a
productive exchange.

1.3 Approach

To study strategic interactions in networks we integrate the techniques from research in
economics, in our modeling, looking at explaining network relations (Goyal, 2007; Jackson,
2010; Vega-Redondo, 2007, survey this literature). More recently, sociologists have further
built on and advanced this line of modeling (Braun and Gautschi, 2006; Dogan and van
Assen, 2009; Dogan et al., 2009). In this line of work, it is assumed that behavior in
networks, whom to relate with and how to do so, is driven by goal directed individual
actions. These actions are chosen by rational and strategic decision makers, who consider
the interaction between their choices and the choices of those around them, as determinants
of their benefits.

By means of the theoretical modeling of rational actors who interact strategically, we are
able to study the problem of how individual differences in the characteristics of the actors
can influence the emerging patterns of behavior and networks of relationships. Specifically,
how these differences affect the inclusion/exclusion of others in their relationships and lead
to inequality in the benefits actors gain in the social network. Game theory allows for the
systematic derivation of propositions on behavior in strategic situations. In this direction
and following Coleman (1990), our game theoretical analysis allows us to fully consider
how the macro-level and microlevel interact in social environments, as those of productive
exchanges and coordination games.

For all four of our studies, the composition of the population of actors, expressed by differ-
ences in their individual characteristics (heterogeneity), influences the way actors perceive
their potential interactions with others (bridge assumption). The individual character-
istics of the potential co-authors a researcher has, influences her incentives to form co-
authorships with some or others, and the involvement they are willing to put into each
research project. Similarly, the characteristics of those others influence our incentives to
behave in a certain way. Thus, they influence how we perceive our potential benefits of
attending to one social event or another, and the choices we make. As mentioned above,
the assumption is that purposive rational actors make these choices aiming to gain benefit
from them (theory of action). When multiple actors interact in social networks, the ag-
gregation of all their strategically interdependent choices can lead to particular patterns
of relationships (i.e. network structures), which can in turn result in unwanted, unequal
outcomes between actors, so that some perceive greater benefits than others. Possibly
due to the choices actors make to relate to some but not to all others (transformation
assumption).

A beneficial and necessary element of research on social interactions is to empirically test,
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complement and extend theoretical studies. One way of empirically testing theoretically-
derived predictions can be done through laboratory experiments. The experimental testing
of the theoretical models is also a fundamental aspect of this dissertation. The experiments
serve to unravel the understanding of the pervasive question of this dissertation: what are
the effects of heterogeneity in individual characteristics on the way actors behave and what
are the likely outcomes that emerge from the aggregation of the individual choices? Do the
choices of the actors exclude others from interacting with them? Do these outcomes result
in interactions that are affected by inequalities? To investigate this, we use experimental
methods as traditionally used in economics (Camerer, 2003; Kagel and Roth, 1995; Plott
and Smith, 2008, provide surveys of the literature).

A common trait of this type of experimental methodology is that interactions are motivated
by financial incentives. Subjects are paid to participate in the studies, but their earnings
depend on their individual choices and also on the choices of those they interact with
in the experiment. The financial incentives are one of many advantages that laboratory
experiments offer. In addition, a very useful possibility of laboratory experiments is that
researchers can control conditions and manipulations to focus on the particular aspects of
interest while keeping other aspects fixed. For instance, in our work we are interested in
the effect of individual characteristics of the actors on the choices of selecting with whom
to relate and how to do so. To implement this in the lab, it is possible to artificially
create individual characteristics expressed in the effect of a subject’s contribution to a
productive exchange (e.g. degree of specialization), or in the benefit that a subject gains
by coordinating with others in one action or another (i.e. individual preferences). We do
this while controlling for all other individual characteristics of the subjects, given they
interact through computer terminals and the interactions are anonymous.

Experimental work on networks is growing fast. Especially because the study of network
relationships in laboratory experiments allows for a greater understanding of how indi-
viduals form relationships and choose behavior in strategic network settings. In addition,
these individual decisions are also easy to integrate into studying the macro-level out-
comes. Thus, experimental research allows for the understanding and assessment of the
interplay between individual choices and aggregate outcomes, which is of great benefit
for problems of social networks such as those studied in this dissertation. Kosfeld (2004)
provides a survey of network experiments.

In conclusion, experimental methods and game theoretic models go hand in hand and
complement each other. This provides a fruitful and valuable interaction of two aspects
of the same interest, understanding the effect of heterogeneity in networks and identifying
conditions for exclusion and inequality from it. Therefore, in this dissertation we develop
theoretical models and also empirically assess predictions from these models by means of
laboratory experiments.
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1.3.1 Overview of the four studies

In what follows, a summary of the four studies is provided. The four studies in this
dissertation contribute to the understanding of how heterogeneity in the individual char-
acteristics of the actors affects their behavior and choices in network settings, and how
from their study we can understand the micro-processes that lead to social exclusion and
inequality. The four chapters are grouped into those studying productive exchange net-
works; comprising a theoretical study (Chapter 2) and an experimental study (Chapter
3). Second, those chapters studying coordination networks; comprising a theoretical study
(Chapter 4) and a theoretical and experimental study (Chapter 5). We conclude the dis-
sertation in Chapter 6 with a summary of the main findings and suggestions for further
research.

Chapter 2 presents a theoretical study of productive exchange networks in which the
interactions portray situations of knowledge-intensive coproduction. A model is proposed
where actors, endowed with resources, differ in the degree of specialization they have
regarding the task they want to carry out. Some are generalists and others are specialists,
and this influences the way their resources affect outcomes. Actors can choose their
partners and also the allocation of resources to each relationship they form. Although
multiple possible stable states can be characterized analytically (i.e. resulting outcomes
in terms of behavior and network structures), we study two types of outcomes that can
result from the choices actors make.

First, we consider which stable outcomes can emerge when purposive actors can make only
individual changes regarding their relationships. That is, if actors find that they would
be better in a different situation, the only changes they have access to are those that
they can achieve by unilateral actions (i.e. Nash equilibria). This is particularly relevant
to understand the dynamics of networks because in situations of productive exchange,
relationships are usually formed by mutual agreement of the parties involved but are
dissolved by unilateral decisions.

The second stable outcomes include the possibility that pairs of actors pursue profitable
outcomes by making changes together (i.e. Pairwise stable Nash equilibria). This means
that if two actors are not in a relationship together, they can improve by mutually agreeing
on it, while in the first type of outcomes they cannot. In our model we investigate how
exclusion of potential partners and inequalities in the benefits acquired by the actors
depend on the differences in the degree of specialization between them and on the way
they can affect outcomes (i.e. unilateral or bilateral deviations).

Chapter 3 presents an experimental study that aims to empirically understand how ac-
tors deal with the complex coordination problem that arises in relationships of productive
exchanges in networks. In situations in which actors decide with whom to form a relation-
ship and how much of one’s resources to allocate into each productive exchange, there is
great risk due to the fact that the formation of relationships requires mutual involvement.
Therefore, while the potential gains of exchanging together is greater than what actors can
achieve alone, if the counterpart does not get involve in the coproduction, the potential
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losses of failing are also substantial. This becomes more difficult when there are multiple
partners to choose from, and even more cumbersome when partners can differ in the way
they can influence outcomes (e.g. heterogeneity in their degree of specialization). That is,
our aim is to understand what the strategies are that subjects use to solve their coordi-
nation problems, and whether these choices can lead to stable collaborative relationships
between them.

To address this problem we develop a stylized experiment using an exchange game derived
from Chapter 2. Groups of four actors play the game with the same potential partners for
20 periods. Our experimental treatments use differences in the individual characteristics
(e.g. degree of specialization) to vary the way actors can solve severe coordination prob-
lems. This is expressed by the number of stable outcomes they can reach (i.e. equilibria),
for they reflect in turn how likely is that the collaborative relationships are sustainable
between different subjects along time. This is a very useful approach even for a simple
setup as that of our game. In our game there are four actors, each of them deciding how
to use 10 units of resources. Resources can be used in joint projects with any (or all) of
the three potential partners and in an individual project alone. There are 2864 possible
ways of choosing (around six billion). Thus, the strategies actors choose to relate between
them is not trivial. In particular, this chapter focuses on the issue of coordination and
equilibrium selection, and our theoretical hypotheses are based on the likelihood that sta-
ble resulting configurations can emerge. That is, on the likelihood that actors can sustain
collaborations with others along time.

Chapter 4 presents a theoretical study of coordination in networks when actors have
conflicting preferences. Interactions in this study portray situations in which actors have
individual identities that influence their inclination to adopt one behavior or another, but
aim to behave alike with those around them. Thus, if two actors are interacting and their
preferences are in conflict, each has incentives to choose the same as the counterpart, for
this makes them better off, but they have a conflict over which behavior is the one they
want to coordinate on.

A model is proposed in which actors, embedded in a network of social relationships, can
choose how to behave from a set of two possible choices. There are two general classes
of stable outcomes. Either all actors coordinate in the same choice, so that behavior
in the social network is specialized in a single action, or some actors choose one action
and others choose the other, so that behavior is hybrid and both choices co-exist in the
social network. As actors differ in their preferences, they do not attain the same payoffs
depending on the action chosen by them and by those around them in the social network.
Thus, the interplay, between the gains an actor obtains by coordinating with others and
her individual preferences, can lead to inequalities in the benefits actors can achieve. In
this direction, our model provides a very simple framework to understand how inequalities
between actors depend on how heterogeneous in preferences the network is. The simplicity
of our model allows us to also consider the opposite case in which actors aim to anti-
coordinate (i.e. differentiate) with those around them.

Furthermore, a key contribution of this chapter is that we compare two classes of stable
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outcomes in which actors do not have incentives to change their behavior unilaterally:
equilibria. In the first case actors are informed about the identities of all others around
them, so that they choose how to behave, while knowing what those around them prefer
(i.e. Nash equilibria). This first consideration is fundamental to understand the effect
of conflicting preferences on network relationships. In the second case actors know their
individual preference and have an idea of how the population is composed, but cannot
directly observe the identity of those around them (i.e. Bayesian Nash equilibria). This
assumption is more realistic than that of complete information, especially for larger sizes
in the population.

Finally, Chapter 5 proposes a model that extends the theoretical work in Chapter 4 and
develops an experimental study of the findings from the model. Particularly, the extension
of the theoretical model is on the way network relationships occur. In Chapter 4 the focus
is on the effect of conflicting preferences in network games, so that network relationships
were not part of the individual decisions of the actors but given exogenously to them. In
Chapter 5 we relax this assumption, and model situations in which actors can choose what
behavior to adopt and who they want to interact with.

Thus, in our model, actors play a coordination game with multiple partners and can decide
who those partners are. We study stable outcomes in which actors can deviate unilaterally
(i.e. Nash equilibria) and also in pairs (i.e. Pairwise stable Nash equilibria). In our model
we investigate how exclusion of potential partners and inequalities in the benefits acquired
by the actors depend on the level of heterogeneity in the network.

The second part of this chapter presents the results of a laboratory experiment that tests
the analytical results of the model. Particularly, groups of 15 actors play a coordination
game and choose with whom to form a relationship and what behavior to adopt from two
possible choices. Actors earn higher benefits by coordinating on one action or another,
depending on their preference. Based on this scheme of incentives, we design three ex-
perimental treatments that vary the level of conflict in the network, due to the level of
heterogeneity in the population. The treatments are labeled as no conflict if all actors
have the same preference, low conflict if there is a significant majority of actors with one
preference and a very small minority of actors with the opposite preference, and high
conflict when majority and minority are not too different in size. Our experiment studies
under what conditions segregation between actors results from the level of conflict in their
preferences. For this we consider the interplay between the incentives an actor has to
choose the behavior she prefers, and the incentives an actor has to choose alike with those
around her. In addition, we study whether the resulting pattern of connections leads to
inequality in actors’ earnings.

As a final note, it is necessary to point out that each chapter in this dissertation was
written as a separate and independent research paper. This comes with a positive and a
negative consequence. The very positive one is that each chapter is self contained and can
be read independently of the others. The not-so-positive factor is that some concepts and
terms used might vary between chapters.



Chapter 2
How specialization can breed social exclusion:
A model of strategic interaction between
specialists and generalists in
knowledge-intensive productive exchange

2.1 Introduction

Collaboration is a fundamental aspect of social and economic life. In collaboration with
others people can often produce valuable goods more efficiently and achieve better results
for all parties involved, than when acting on their own (Coleman, 1990). Examples of mu-
tually beneficial collaboration range from scientific co-authorships (Jackson and Wolinsky,
1996) across R&D joint ventures between firms (Goyal and Moraga-González, 2001) to
mutual help and advice in organizations (Agneessens and Wittek, 2012) or neighborhoods
(Frieling et al., 2014).

One of the most prominent theoretical tools to study the emergence, process, and outcomes
of cooperation is social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Cook and Emerson, 1978; Homans,
1958). From the perspective of social exchange theory, collaborations can be analyzed as
productive exchanges (Lawler et al., 2000; Molm, 1997). Productive exchanges are social
interactions in which actors join their contributions into a common pool to achieve a goal
together, aiming at outcomes greater than the aggregation of what each could have gotten
separately (for a survey see Cook and Cheshire 2013). Thus, the reason for two actors to
engage in a voluntary exchange is that both benefit from it (Blau, 1964).

Research on social exchange has highlighted how productive exchange benefits the actors

0This chapter is co-authored with Jacob Dijkstra, Rafael Wittek and Andreas Flache. It is currently
in preparation to be submitted.
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involved, but it also pointed to two “downsides” of social exchange. First, social exchange
can increase inequality when the benefits of productive exchange are distributed highly
unequally between those who participate. Second, since benefits of the exchange accrue
exclusively to the participants, exclusion from exchanges can increase inequality between
those who can participate in the exchange and those who are excluded from it (“principle
of exclusion”; Komter 1996).

There are many examples for exclusion and inequality in exchange. In scientific co-
authorships, some co-authors may attain a more favorable return on their investments
in the joint product than others. Moreover, scientists who do not find co-authors to work
with may lose in scientific standing because they are less productive than their peers who
find co-authors to collaborate with (Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996). Similarly, in R&D
collaborations bigger and more powerful firms often obtain a higher profit from a joint
venture than their partner if they collaborate with a small start-up. But when big firms
enter R&D collaborations with each other, this may harm the prospects of smaller firms to
develop the same technology due to their lack of resources (Bojanowski et al., 2012; Goyal
and Moraga-González, 2001). Finally, the exchange of help, advice or valuable information
between employees in an organization is likely to benefit more those whose knowledge or
skills are more in demand or who have a more powerful position in the informal network
(Krackhardt and Hanson, 1993; Labun, 2012). In addition, these exchanges can marginal-
ize those employees in the organization who are excluded because they fail to find others
to exchange help, information or advice with (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2005).

Identifying mechanisms and conditions that lead to social exclusion and inequality is a
major theme in theoretical and empirical research on social exchange (Cook and Cheshire,
2013). Broadly, three interrelated explanations for exclusion and inequality can be distin-
guished.

First, a range of theories focuses on the structural position of an actor in a network and
how it can facilitate exclusion of others from exchanges and prevent exclusion of self (e.g.
Skvoretz and Willer 1993; Willer 1999). The simplest example of a position that gives
“strong power” (Skvoretz and Willer, 1993) is the center position in a network of three
actors A-B-A . Here B can choose an exchange partner between the two A’s, but the two
A’s have no alternative than to exchange with B.

Second, research on exchange behavior has highlighted the role of the strategic use of
power resources. Molm (1990) and Molm et al. (1999) showed that the strategic use of
“power-resources” through punishment and coercion can decisively affect whether resource
advantages will actually be translated into favorable exchange outcomes.

Thirdly, a range of theoretical and empirical studies showed how resource inequality prior
to the exchange generates unequal and exclusionary exchange structures. In exchange
among unequal partners, those who are wealthy in resources are often also highly attractive
as exchange partners (Flache, 2001; Flache and Hegselmann, 1999). As a result, the social
inequality generated by the unequal distribution of resources is further increased through
the social exclusion of relatively unattractive exchange partners, which occurs in exchanges
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among unequal actors.

Research on the role of network structures, the strategic use of power resources and the
effects of resource inequality has importantly contributed to understanding how and under
what conditions productive exchange entails social exclusion and inequality. Yet, these
strands of thought do not capture a source of exclusion and inequality that is of particular
relevance for productive exchange in knowledge-intensive joint production. Knowledge
intensive joint production occurs when a high degree of in-depth specialized knowledge of
a particular domain is required to be optimally productive in collaborative work.

A paradigmatic example of knowledge-intensive exchange is scientific co-production, but
in certain realms like high-end technology, creative industries or the arts highly spe-
cialized knowledge may be similarly relevant. In fact, as the complexity of technology
and knowledge required to be productive progresses in many domains, knowledge inten-
sive joint production is becoming more and more important in those areas. We argue
that in knowledge-intensive production, a fundamental difference in exchange outcomes
can arise between actors with highly specialized expertise and those with less specialized
expertise.

Our analysis builds on earlier work about the role of actors’ expertise in the generation of
scientific knowledge (Collins, 1990; Collins and Evans, 2002, 2007; Sellinger and Crease,
2006). This work suggests that there are two main types of actors’ expertise in knowledge-
intensive production: generalist and specialist expertise. Those experts who have a general
knowledge of the domain but cannot solve highly complex problems within a specific
subarea of the domain hold a generalist expertise. This means that generalist expertise
can be very effective in simpler or more general problems, but the more specific knowledge
is demanded, the less effective further investments of time and effort of a generalist will
be. The specialist type of expertise, on the other hand, refers to actors who are proficient
in a certain type of knowledge on a very specific subfield in their domain, so that their
abilities allow them to perform a skilled practice of the task they are involved with, solving
increasingly complex problems within that subfield.

A joint publication project between two scientists may serve as illustrative case. Consider
collaboration between two experts, one is an expert in general sociological theory and the
other a game theorist who is highly specialized in numerical methods for the identification
of trembling hand perfect equilibria in network games. If the latter wants to make a new
contribution to his specific subdomain of expertise, collaboration with the sociological
theorist will be of little use for him. The theorist may invest a lot of time into the joint
project, but his investments do little to foster the common project. Instead, the more time
the two spend on working together, the less efficiently their common time will be invested.
As they progress in addressing the highly specific problem of their paper, the specialist
will need to spend more and more time on explaining details to the generalist. However,
if the specialist collaborates instead with another specialist in the same subdomain, they
can expect to be jointly more productive in making a new contribution than if they had
worked separately. Moreover, as they progress in the project and invest more time, they
may become even more productive because they can jointly focus on what they are really
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good at and further add to each other’s knowledge.

This illustrative case suggests that experts with generalist knowledge may suffer from
social exclusion if exchange is dominated by knowledge-intensive collaboration. At the
same time, the example leaves open how this depends on the major preconditions of social
exclusion and inequality that previous work has identified: social structure, strategic use of
power resources and heterogeneity in resources. To answer these questions at a theoretical
level, this chapter elaborates and analyzes a formal theoretical model of collaborative
exchange in knowledge-intensive co-production. We draw upon and advance previous
formal models of social exchange networks.

Our model moves beyond most existing formal modeling in the sociological literature on
social exchange in its combination of four features. First, in order to address effects of
social structure, actors in our model form a network of exchange relations by making
decisions about who to collaborate with and who to leave out of their exchanges.

Second, we model the exchange network not as a given structure, but as resulting from
strategic decisions that actors make about how to invest their expertise optimally into
collaborative exchange relations. In this way, our model incorporates the strategic use of
exchange resources that Molm (1990) and Molm et al. (1999) highlighted.

Third, our model conceptualizes actors’ investment into collaborative exchange relations
as a continuous variable. That is, actors make decisions about the allocation of their
resources across a range of available potential partners, just like in decisions scientists
make about the allocation of time across different co-authorships, or in decisions firms
make about the allocation of financial resources across different R&D partnerships.

Fourth, our model allows for heterogeneity in the type of expertise between actors. In this
way, we can address whether and under what conditions expertise heterogeneity implies
similar structures of social exclusion than previous work found with regard to resource
heterogeneity. At the same time, heterogeneity in expertise is different from resource
heterogeneity, because experts differ not in how much of a specific resource (e.g. knowl-
edge) they have, but they differ in how specialized that knowledge is on a particular
domain.

In the remainder of this chapter, we first describe the theoretical framework of our mod-
eling work and relate it to previous formal models of social exchange, in Section 2.2.
In Section 2.3 the model is presented. Section 2.4 analyzes the network structures that
emerge from the interactions of the different types of experts. In Section 2.5 we describe
conditions under which different exchange network structures between actors arise and
how these generate social exclusion and inequality in exchange outcomes. We conclude
with a discussion of the implications and limitations of the study in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Framework

2.2.1 Exchange and network emergence

Our theoretical framework builds on two lines of work examining how network structures
emerge from actors’ individual characteristics and their choices in partner selection: social
exchange theory (from sociology) and strategic link formation (originating from economics
but recently increasingly adopted by sociologists; see Dogan and van Assen 2009). Elabo-
rations of the theories differ in the extent to which participants of an exchange are modeled
as perfectly or imperfectly rational and strategic. However, both social exchange theory
and the theory of strategic link formation start from the assumption that individual ac-
tors’ strive to use their structural position and their resources in order to obtain optimal
outcomes for themselves from the exchange. Our study integrates both lines of research
for the particular case of collaboration networks in knowledge intensive production.

Most research in social exchange theory has focused on effects that the structural position
of actors in a network has on the distribution of exchange outcomes (Cook and Whitmeyer,
1992). Actors with more alternatives to obtain resources, due to their connections in
the network, are less dependent and thus have more power (Cook and Emerson, 1978;
Cook et al., 1983). When considering the network as a fixed structure of opportunities
(Cook and Cheshire, 2013), there is a general and consistent finding in the theoretical and
experimental research on social exchange: The relative position in a network of exchange
relations produces differences in the relative use of power. This is typically manifested in
the unequal distribution of rewards across positions in a social network of possible exchange
relations (Bienenstock and Bonacich, 1992; Cook and Emerson, 1978; Cook et al., 1983;
Friedkin, 1992; Markovsky et al., 1993, 1988; Molm and Cook, 1995; Skvoretz and Willer,
1993).

An actor’s position in the network gives her a benefit in terms of the access she has
to valuable resources and the power she can exert over others to achieve better results.
Applied to collaborative exchange, this means that actors consider their own and others’
abilities to influence outcomes within given structural constraints, when choosing with
whom to collaborate (cf. Cook and Emerson 1978; Dijkstra and van Assen 2006, 2008;
Emerson 1962; Molm and Cook 1995).

Social exchange research has predominantly assumed the network to be exogenously given
(Cook and Cheshire, 2013; Cook and Whitmeyer, 1992), considering the pattern of con-
nections in a network structure as a sort of a market with restrictions determining who can
exchange with whom (van Assen, 2001). The limitation of this approach is, as pointed out
by Jackson (2008), that one cannot investigate how networks are formed in the first place.
Thus, by modeling the structure of social interactions as exogenously given, research on
social exchange has not taken into account the strategic use of resources (Molm, 1990;
Molm et al., 1999). Therefore, Molm’s program integrating the strategic use of power
resources with the effects of social structures can only be carried out incompletely if the
structure of an exchange network is assumed to be static.
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To study network formation with respect to productive social exchanges we integrate into
our modeling the techniques from an increasingly growing body of research in economics
(for surveys of this literature see Goyal 2007; Jackson 2010; Vega-Redondo 2007) on mod-
eling strategic link formation in networks. More recently, sociologists have further built
on and advanced this line of modeling (Braun and Gautschi, 2006; Dogan and van Assen,
2009; Dogan et al., 2009). In this line of work, actors are modeled as rational and strategic
decision makers, albeit with limited ability to anticipate. Dogan and van Assen (2009)
find that models of rational behavior can predict final allocations well, suggesting that
actors’ behavior in pure exchange situations is rational at the dyadic level. Their evidence
also shows that exchange opportunities lead to large differences in actors’ payoffs.

The common denominator of models of strategic link formation is that rational actors are
not assumed to be governed by structural factors operating behind their backs (Schelling,
1978), i.e., a fixed network structure. Instead, theories of strategic link formation can be
seen as an implementation of Coleman (1990)’s program to explain macro-level structures
(i.e. patterns of network relations) through the individual actions and dyadic interactions
that brought them about. This, in turn, allows us to address how actors’ choices, with
whom to exchange and how much of their resources to use in joint collaborations, produce
social exclusion and inequality. Dogan and van Assen (2009) follows this approach by
studying what happens to both the network structure and actor payoffs when actors
change their links to maximize their payoffs. The authors observe that only few network
structures are stable, so that no actor wants to create new relationships or terminate any
existing connection.

Our model goes in line with these works and takes a similar approach to modeling the
decisions of actors to change their links, in order to understand how individual behavior
affects networks in productive exchange settings. Our work brings into the discussion of
network stability a fundamental exchange relationship, where actors can simultaneously
maintain different exchange relationships with others and use their resources and skills to
jointly produce outcomes. Some main differences in our model, compared to the current
work in sociology, relate to the exchange opportunities actors have. On one hand, we do
not restrict interactions to a one-exchange rule, so commonly used in exchange literature.
We consider situations in which actors can simultaneously maintain different exchange
relationships with others, such as settings of co-authorship and R&D.

A study that is closely related to our work, in terms of the type of emergent network
relationships that are modeled, is the co-author model by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996).
In the co-author model, each actor is a researcher who spends time working on research
projects. If two researchers are connected, then they are working on a project together.
Each actor has a fixed amount of time to spend on research, and so the time that an
actor spends on a given project is inversely related to the number of projects that she
is involved in. This is what social exchange denotes as a negatively connected network
(Dijkstra, 2009; Willer, 1999). The synergy between two researchers depends on how
much time they spend together, and the more projects a researcher is involved in, the
lower the synergy that is obtained per project. The main finding in this model is that
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there is a tension between individual incentives and social welfare, so that actors have
individual incentives to increase the number of their projects, but when the population
pursues such a behavior, society as a whole is worse off.

The co-author model allows integrating the strategic change of network relations in an
exchange network with effects of the emergent structural positions of actors on their ex-
change outcomes. However, the co-author model lacks heterogeneity between actors in
their type and resources, i.e., there are no (productive) differences between actors. The
entire analysis focuses on the number of connections that are formed. All that matters is
how many collaborative relationships an actor keeps up.

Heterogeneity between actors is an important ingredient for a useful model of produc-
tive social exchange. As various authors have pointed out, social exchange is often not
among equals (e.g. Cook and Cheshire 2013). It is frequent for actors to have individual
characteristics that create relevant distinctions between them. These distinctive charac-
teristics are often also the reason for inequalities and relations of power and exclusion. An
illustrative case is the system of social exchanges observed in Blau (1955)’s law enforce-
ment agency, in which competent employees exchange their advice with less competent
colleagues in return for social regard. Generally, if two actors A and B are involved in an
exchange, but A is more dependent on B for the achievement of a valuable outcome than
B is on A, this presents a relation in which B has power over A (Cook and Emerson, 1978;
Emerson, 1962). Power, as a potential outcome of differentiation, is typically defined as
involving some interdependence among actors (Brass, 1984). Differentiation in the way
actors can use their resources attains broader social significance than just the mere power
relationship at the dyadic level (e.g. in the relationship between A and B).

In many cases, patterns of relationships (i.e. network structures) emerge where social
exclusion and inequality arise as a result of social exchange among unequal actors. For
instance, exchange among unequal partners makes those who are wealthy in resources also
highly attractive as exchange partners. Theoretical work (e.g. Flache, 2001; Flache and
Hegselmann, 1999) has illustrated how actors’ search for attractive exchange partners can
then entail a mechanism in which wealthy actors can choose from a wide range of potential
exchange partners and therefore end up in the “core” of exchange networks, exchanging
with each other in mutually highly beneficial interactions. Actors with relatively little
resources are left to exchange with each other, in exchanges that are less beneficial for
them. The consequence is a further increase in social inequality. It starts from the unequal
distribution of resources, where some are wealthier than others, and follows to the exclusion
of those partners that appear relatively less attractive. Komter (1996)’s work on gift
exchange can be seen as an empirical illustration of this mechanism of social exclusion.
She showed how “those who give many gifts, receive many gifts in return, but those who
do not give much - often because their social and material conditions do not allow them
to do so - are also the poorest receivers” (p. 299). More recently, Offer (2012) highlighted
a similar process in the dynamics of personal networks among low-income families.

For our study of collaborative exchange in knowledge-intensive production, we will extend
the co-author model to include heterogeneous actors differing in productive ability. With
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this, the decisions about exchange relations actors make in our model are not restricted
to whether or not a particular relationship exists. If actors affect outcomes differently,
the strength of the relationships formed can vary. This points to the very fundamental
problem that when actors choose with whom to collaborate (e.g. with few or multiple
partners), the productive abilities, the type of expertise, of prospective partners will affect
their choices of how many resources to invest in different joint collaborations. Thus,
collaborative relationships of varying strength naturally emerge.

As stated above, by allowing heterogeneity in the types of expertise actors have, our model
provides insight into the interaction between individual actions and aggregate network
structure. Our model differs in particular from previous work in that we focus on the type
of expertise as the main form of heterogeneity between actors. Next, we elaborate how
the distinction of generalist and specialist expertise is integrated into the model and we
formalize the model assumptions.

2.3 The model

In this section we formally model the way rational actors form productive exchange re-
lationships between them. Actors are represented by the nodes in a network and a link
between them represents a joint task (i.e. a collaboration) they perform. We are con-
sidering weighted networks in which the intensity of the links represents the amount of
resources actors invest in the exchange relation under consideration. Moreover we inte-
grate two choices actors make: whom they partner with (link existence) and how much
of their resources they allocate to each of their collaborations (link intensity). Link ex-
istence and link intensity are decided simultaneously by the pair of allocation decisions
made by two (potential) exchange partners. If at least one of them allocates no resource
to the (potential) collaboration with the other, the collaboration does not come about. If
both allocate resources to the collaboration, the size of these allocations determines the
link intensity and the outcome of the productive exchange for each partner. The actors’
types of expertise determine how their resources affect the value of the outcome from the
productive exchange.

We first describe how generalist and specialist types of expertise are modeled. Then we
proceed to the network game, which models how actors form their collaborative relation-
ships.

2.3.1 Types of expertise

Differentiation in the types of expertise affects the structure of relationships that emerge,
when actors can perform joint tasks and are able to choose with whom they want to do
so. Collins and Evans (2007) distinguished two main types of actors’ expertise: generalists
and specialist. We consider actors’ expertise to be a continuous range that in the lower
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levels’ will be denoted as the generalist type and in the higher levels’ will be denoted as
the specialist type. Basically, what our modeling of expertise covers is that individuals
go through different stages of expertise depending for instance on the phase they are in,
in terms of their professional career. As time passes, and given the skills and talents
of specific actors, the level of expertise might increase with regard to a specific domain
of knowledge-intensive production. However, without loss of generality in our model we
assume that actors have a given type of expertise for the task they are to perform.

The generalist type of expertise characterizes those actors who have a general knowledge
to perform a task but their abilities associated to that knowledge, do not allow them to
provide deep insight into solving complex problems within a specific knowledge-intensive
domain. This is also denoted as beermat knowledge, as illustrated in Example 1, taken
from Collins and Evans (2007):

Example 1 Generalist type of expertise: Consider the following explanation of how
a hologram works: A hologram is like a 3 dimensional photograph you can look right into.
In an ordinary snapshot, the picture you see is of an object viewed from one position by
a camera in normal light. The difference with a hologram is that the object has been pho-
tographed in laser light, split to go all around the object. The result is a truly 3 dimensional
picture! This explanation, found on a beermat made for the Babycham Company in 1985,
appears to give an answer to the question What Is a Hologram? It is capable, presumably,
of making at least some people feel that they now know more about holograms. The words
on the beermat are not simply nonsense nor could they be taken to be, say, a riddle or a
joke. Presumably there are people now alive who have studied the beermat and, if asked:
Do you know how a hologram works? would reply: Yes, whereas immediately before they
had read the beermat they would have answered: No, to the same question (Collins and
Evans, 2007, pg. 18).

The hologram example is illustrative of the generalist type of knowledge. An actor who
possesses it can have a shallow comprehension of a topic, which allows her to use it for
basic applications. Nonetheless, this knowledge is not enough to apply it in a deeper
way. Thus, the generalist type of expertise is such that an actor cannot go beyond a
certain point of depth to perform more complex tasks without becoming less effective in
her contribution to them. This means that generalist expertise can be very effective in
simpler problems but the more there is demanded from it, the less effective it will be. In
our model we therefore assume generalist expertise to yield decreasing marginal returns
to effort, meaning that with such type of expertise an actor’s extra unit of effort in a task
will have a lower effect than the previous unit. In Figure 2.1(a) it is illustrated the returns
of a generalist when she uses her resources in a specific knowledge-intensive domain.

The specialist type of expertise, on the other hand, refers to actors who are proficient
in a certain type of knowledge. This type of expertise, according to Collins and Evans
(2007) requires immersion such as that needed to master scientific or technical knowledge.
Actors who are specialists have the ability to perform a skilled practice of the task they
are involved with. This skilled performance refers to the ability of deepening knowledge in
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such ways that actors can tackle difficult tasks and solve complex problems. A limitation
for the specialists is that they cannot connect to broader problems and therefore miss
important input. However, we argue that for knowledge-intensive productive exchanges,
the particular expertise in a domain is what makes the contribution of the specialist so
effective.

In our model this type of expertise is represented by a production function (i.e. a rela-
tionship between effort and outcome) with increasing marginal returns to effort. Thus, an
extra unit of effort exerted by an actor with specialist expertise will be more valuable than
the previous unit, since it allows for more profound problem solving and task performance.
As pointed before in our example of scientific co-authorship, an actor who is a specialist
in a domain of knowledge can be inclined to invest even more time on a project in that
domain, because she can expect to become more productive by focusing on what she is
really good at . An illustration of this is shown in Figure 2.1(c).

Although the two main types of expertise addressed in the literature are the generalist and
the specialist, we consider them to be the two extremes of a range of types of expertise.
In other words: we conceive of expertise as a continuum, going from levels of generalist
expertise all the way to levels of specialist expertise, passing through what we denote as
semi-specialist expertise, see Figure 2.1(b).
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Figure 2.1: (a) generalist, (b) semi-specialist and (c) specialist type of expertise. The horizontal axis
represents units of resources used by an actor in a task and the vertical axis levels of outputs achieved
with these resources, given a fixed and strictly positive investment by an exchange partner.

2.3.2 Strategic link formation

We now proceed to present our model of productive exchange. Consider the undirected
social network (N, g). The set N = {1, . . . , n}, where |N | ≥ 2, represents the actors
interacting. In the remainder “actors” will be called “players”, in accordance with game
theoretical usage. Also, we will denote by productive projects (or just projects) the tasks or
collaborations between players in our network game. The set of players is fixed throughout
the analysis, so we represent the network by the set of links, g. This means that we
assume, for simplicity, that no player will enter or leave the set of participants. Thus, the
population is fixed.
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Prior to the start of the game, players are informed about the size of the set of players and
the type of expertise of all players. That is, the type of expertise is common knowledge. I
know my type of expertise and I know the type of expertise any other player has. Also, all
other players know their and my type of expertise. The set of potential partnerships is the
complete network, gN , and any network configuration is part of the set G = {g : g ⊂ gN}.
In the network, if a pair of players i and j are connected by a link, it means they perform
a task together, which is denoted as ij ∈ g. If there is no link between them, we write
ij /∈ g. A player i can also have a link to herself denoted as ii ∈ g, representing her
performing a task alone. The set of partners a player i has is Ni(g) = {j : ij ∈ g}, for
all j ∈ N . The cardinality of Ni(g) is ni, (which is simply the degree of node i in the
network) and is endogenously determined through the interaction (i.e. the mutual choices
of all pairs of players). A player can have more than one connection simultaneously and
at most n.

Players from the set N play a productive exchange network game denoted by Γ. Ev-
ery player i ∈ N is ex-ante and exogenously endowed with a fixed amount of resources
Ω > 0, equal for everyone, and with an individual type of expertise δi > 0. A player i
simultaneously chooses whom to perform a task with and the amount of resources to be
invested in each of her productive collaborations, expressed by the vector of allocations
xi = {xi1, . . . , xi1, . . . , xin}. The allocation of resources by i can be made to two types of
productive projects (e.g. tasks): individual, xii, and combined with a partner j, xij. We
denote xNi(g) as the vector of allocations made to i by i’s partners. That is, the amount
of resources each other player j allocates to the joint project they perform with i. When
a player j does not wish to collaborate with i she simply allocates no resources to i.

Payoffs in the game are determined by a Cobb-Douglas production function, ui(Γ), which
depends on the choices made by all players and their types of expertise, as follows in
Equation 2.1:

ui(δi, δj, xi, xNi(g)) = ρxδi
ii +

n∑

j ̸=i

xδi
ijx

δj
ji . (2.1)

where ρ > 0 is a prime on individual production that weights the relation between indi-
vidual and combined outputs.1 The type of expertise, δi, weights the allocations made by
player i to her productive interactions, given the allocation of the exchange partner (or
given ρ). Note how this utility function captures the essential feature of productive ex-
change, where players cannot benefit unless both partners to the exchange contribute. This
condition on productive exchange is motivated by previous works (Lawler, 2001; Molm,
1990, 1994b), in which players do not bargain or negotiate the exchange of resources but

1For two players i and j, if xij > 0 and xji = 0, no link is formed between them and the resources
invested by i in the failed exchange are lost. However, the resources invested by a player in individual
production do not need reciprocity, but are multiplied by ρ. Coleman (1990) models his study of social
exchange assuming a ρ = 1. In our case, by allowing for multiple values of the prime on individual
production we cover a wider set of productive scenarios. For details of the analysis see Appendix A.
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participate in reciprocal (and contingent) acts of giving and receiving resources of value.
Particularly, the failure of reciprocity in such contexts results in the termination of the
relationship. Thus, without reciprocity (zero allocations to joint projects) no productive
exchange can occur.

Our utility specification captures several strategic scenarios in a simple way and allows us
to observe how players’ payoffs are affected by the choices of others given the distribution
of individual types of expertise. Since payoffs motivate the choices players make (i.e. with
whom to perform a task and how much to allocate in it), we can develop an understanding
of how the resulting network structure is affected by expertise heterogeneity of interacting
players.

In our setup, the productive interaction allows for endogenous differentiation of resource
allocations per project. This means that one same player can be part of multiple joint
projects without symmetrically distributing her resources between them (note that such
symmetry is assumed in the co-author model of Jackson and Wolinsky 1996). Thus, we
frame our network structures as weighted networks and define the output of a productive
project between i and j by the link intensity qij, such that qij = qji = xδi

ijx
δj
ji (compare

to Equation 2.1). The output of an individual productive project for player i is given
by the link intensity qii, such that qii = ρxδi

ii . In consequence, what an actor produces
individually ranges between, (0, ρΩδi) and what a pair of actors can produce together in a
joint collaboration ranges between (0,Ωδi+δj). These ranges of production are illustrated
by the intensity of the link actors have between them (joint projects) or to themselves
(individual projects). Link intensity is particularly relevant as a measure of cohesion for
the relationship between actors (Lawler, 2001; Lawler and Yoon, 1993, 1996, 1998). The
higher the intensity of an output the greater the benefits the players involved will receive
from it. This makes a relationship stronger, or in terms of social exchange theory, more
cohesive.

Players in our game Γ decide on the allocations of their resources across (potential) pro-
ductive exchanges with all other players (including themselves). These allocations are
denoted by vectors xi. A unilateral deviation by player i changes her choice xi to choice
x′
i, a reallocation of her resources between her projects, where xi ̸= x′

i. We call the collec-
tion of allocation vectors of all players (one for each player) an “allocation profile”, and
denote it by (x1, . . . , xn). When no player has incentives to unilaterally deviate from a
given allocation profile (x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
n), this profile is a Nash equilibrium. Formally:

ui(δi, δj, x
∗
1, . . . , x

∗
n) ≥ ui(δi, δj, x

∗
1, . . . , xi

′, . . . , x∗
n) ∀ x′

i ̸= xi
∗, i ∈ N.

An equilibrium, as illustrated by Schelling (1978) is a situation “in which several things
that have been interacting, adjusting to each other and to each other’s adjustment, are at
last adjusted, in balance, at rest” (pg. 25). The equilibria in our model can be understood
as the stable points in which the adjustments of the different players regarding their partner
selection and resource allocation are at rest. Or, as pointed out by Coleman (1990), an
equilibrium is the point in a social exchange in which the discrepancy between interest
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and control is reduced. No player wants to change her behavior given what the rest of
the players are choosing at that point. The equilibrium requirement can be seen as a
minimal condition for an exchange outcome to be consistent with the (myopic) rational
self-interest of the players involved. If the outcome is not a Nash equilibrium, then at
least some players would expect to gain from reallocating their resources and would do
so.

Note that in our model a deviation (i.e. a change of behavior in the way a player uses
her resources) can lead from one network structure to another without changing the set of
links that are formed, but only the link intensities (i.e. the production outcomes). That is,
even if the same productive exchanges are maintained, the resources allocated to each are
not the same as before, resulting in differences of how cohesive relationships are between
the players. Now we proceed to the description of equilibrium for the productive exchange
interactions.

2.4 Equilibrium

In this section we describe the set of Nash equilibria for the network game Γ, NE(Γ). Our
equilibrium analysis is carried out for the one-shot game with complete information. We
first define the set of strategies players have. Then we address the 2-person game and
extend the description to networks of size n ≥ 2.

2.4.1 Strategies

A player in the network game Γ chooses an allocation vector xi. Based on the types of
projects a player invests her resources in we can group the allocation profiles. She either in-
vests only in her individual project (xii = Ω;

∑
j ̸=i xij = 0), only in combined projects with

others (xii = 0;
∑

j ̸=i xij = Ω), or both in individual and combined productive projects
(xii > 0;

∑
j ̸=i xij > 0), where xii +

∑
j ̸=i xij = Ω.

The strategies of all players together induce the resulting network structure. Thus, we have
four possible network configurations as illustrated in Figure 2.2: (i) the empty network
(∅) where no player allocates resources to individual production and none of their intended
combined projects is reciprocated (this configuration emerges due to complete coordination
failure); (ii) no exchange networks (NE), where at least one individual project is formed
but no joint projects exist; (iii) the full exchange networks (FE), where at least one joint
project is formed but no individual projects exist; and (iv) the hybrid exchange networks
(HE) where at least one individual project and one joint project are formed.
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Empty NE FE FE

HE HE HE HE

Figure 2.2: Resulting configurations. A connection between two nodes shows a combined project
and a loop around a node shows an individual project. The defined strategies and resulting configurations
illustrate the relation between allocation profiles and resulting networks. This categorization helps focus
our attention on the relation between the productive projects that are created and equilibrium in the
network game. Our main results are expressed in terms of the types of productive projects formed
between the players and the level of cohesion each project portrays, expressed by the amount of resources
exchanged between the parts involved in the collaboration.

2.4.2 Nash equilibrium

To describe the set of Nash equilibria, NE(Γ), we consider the optimization of the payoff
function ui(Γ), constrained by the endowment of resources, xii +

∑n
j ̸=i xij ≤ Ω. That is,

we assume rational actors who create productive collaborations with others and allocate
resources to their projects in order to achieve the maximum individual benefit. Proposition
1 presents the best responses in terms of individual and combined productive projects for
a player i ∈ N . After the descriptions of the best responses, Lemma 1 gives the conditions
under which any dyadic interaction is formed. This is specified for any player i given her
type of expertise δi ! 1 (i.e, generalist, semi-specialist, or specialist). In Lemma 2 we give
the conditions for multiple productive projects to form simultaneously; and the optimal
number of projects a player is part of, given her type of expertise. Through these results
we illustrate the Nash equilibria for our game.

Proposition 1 Best Responses in Γ: For a productive exchange network game, the
proportion of resources a player i allocates to a project is equal to the proportional produc-
tivity of the given project compared to her total productive output in equilibrium. Therefore,
the best response of player ii on her allocations to an individual project, x∗

ii, is:

x∗
ii =

ρx∗δi
ii

ρx∗δi
ii +

∑ni

j ̸=i x
∗δi
ij x

∗δj
ji

Ω, (2.2)

The best response of player i on her allocations to a combined project with j, x∗
ij, is:

x∗
ij =

x∗δi
ij x

∗δj
ji

ρx∗δi
ii +

∑ni

j ̸=i x
∗δi
ij x

∗δj
ji

Ω. (2.3)
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Proof: The proof for Proposition 1 is presented in Appendix A.

In the productive exchange network game, a player wants to create individual and/or
combined projects in order to maximize the aggregate output of her resources. The best
response functions in Proposition 1 are implicit expressions of x∗

ii and x∗
ij. They shows

that if a player i is best responding, the proportion of resources she allocates to a given
project with j (Equation 2.3) is equal to the proportional productivity of that project,
compared to her total productivity. The same holds for the allocation i makes to her
individual project (Equation 2.2). Thus, the greater the output of a productive project,
say qij > q′ij, the more resources, xij > x′

ij, i allocates to such project.2

This result goes along the lines of the algorithm developed by Cook and Whitmeyer
(1992), consistent with power-dependence theory, which they referred to as the “equi-
dependence” formulation. It indicates equilibrium points in the network at which the
dependence between exchange partners reaches a “balance”. These authors argue that
social exchanges in a network proceed toward an equilibrium point at which partners
depend equally on each other for valued resources. For our productive exchange case this
is measured by the link intensity of the exchange. That is, in our formulation power
and dependence can be reached even between players who differ in their type of expertise
(i.e. levels of power), through differences in the allocation of resources each puts into a
combined project between them. The more productive the resources of a player, because
she is more specialized to perform a certain task, the less she needs to allocate in a joint
project to reach an equi-dependent equilibrium point with a partner.

The argument in Proposition 1 links directly to empirically observed findings in productive
exchange experiments (Lawler, 2001). These studies have shown that the more cohesive a
relationship is (in our case, the higher the productive output) the more inclined a player
is to invest greater resources in that relationship. This in turn gives more incentives to
her partner to do the same, giving cohesive relationships a higher likelihood of becoming
stronger. In summary, Proposition 1 addresses two main aspects of our analysis. On one
hand it points to the possibility that any player can collaborate with another player inde-
pendently of their type of expertise, as long as the resources they use for their productive
interaction are enough to reach a point of “equi-dependence”. On the other hand, those
players who establish stronger collaborations are more likely to receive higher resources
from their productive partners, making these relationships more cohesive.

Notice that so far, our model points to the idea that the more productive an exchange
can be, the stronger the incentives players have to allocate resources to it. However,
Proposition 1 does not imply that players necessarily use all their resources in a single
relationship, neither that they will reciprocate all potential partners. It is possible that

2A unilateral deviation by a neighbor j, increasing her investment to a common project with i, gives

incentives to i to make an increasing unilateral deviation as well, given xii
xij

=
x
δi
ii

x
δi
ijx

δj
ji

and xij

xik
=

ρx
δi
ijx

δj
ji

x
δi
ikx

δk
ki

.

Then, ∂xii
∂xji

≤ 0, ∂xik
∂xji

≤ 0, and ∂xij

∂xji
≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ N and j, k ∈ Ni(g) : j ̸= k.
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the same player forms multiple relationships with different levels of intensity or focalizes
her devotion to a single exchange. For instance, organizational studies have observed that
strong ties between business units facilitate the transfer of complex knowledge, whereas
weak ties are sufficient for less complex knowledge (Brass et al., 2004; Hansen, 1999),
suggesting scenarios where both types of relationships coexist. In the following section
we present how the choices of having few more intense relationships versus having mul-
tiple less intense relationships take place for any dyadic interaction through the 2-person
game.

2.4.3 Dyadic interactions: The 2-person game

In the 2-person productive exchange game, a player chooses to allocate her resources Ω,
(i) in producing alone, no exchange, which gives her a payoff ui(NE) = ρΩδi , (ii) in

producing a combined project with j, full exchange, obtaining a payoff ui(FE) = Ωδix
δj
ji ,

or (iii) in producing both types of productive projects, hybrid exchange, with a payoff

ui(HE) = ρxδi
ii + (Ω − xii)δix

δj
ji . Lemma 1 shows that a player i’s best response to her

interaction with a partner j, depends on i’s and j’s type of expertise. Note that the best
response is expressed in terms of what player i invests in her own individual project.3

Lemma 1 Optimal allocations in a dyad: There is a monotonic relation between
the types of expertise of the players interacting in an exchange and the level of cohesion
(productive output) of the exchange relationships. In equilibrium specialists can establish
more cohesive productive relations than generalists. Therefore, the optimal allocations in
a dyadic interaction for a player i who has a specialist type of expertise (δi > 1), is:

x∗
ii =

{
0, iff x

∗δj
ji > ρ,

Ω, otherwise.
(2.4)

The optimal allocation in a dyadic interaction for a player i who has a semi-specialist type
of expertise (δi = 1), is:

x∗
ii =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, iff x
∗δj
ji > ρ,

∈ [0,Ω], iff x
∗δj
ji = ρ,

Ω, iff x
∗δj
ji < ρ.

(2.5)

The optimal allocations in a dyadic interaction for a player i with decreasing productive
capacity (δi < 1), is:

x∗
ii = Ω[1 + (

1

ρ
)

1
1−δi x

∗
δj

1−δi
ji ]−1 ∀ x

∗δj
ji > 0. (2.6)

3As shown in the proof of Lemma 1 this analysis can be made, with no loss of generality, for Ω̂ ≤ Ω
available resources.
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Proof: The proof for Lemma 1 is presented in AppendixA.

Lemma 1 specifies how Proposition 1 can be understood for players with different levels of
specialization. It shows that the productivity of a project differs considerably for different
types of expertise, depending on the players’ investments. The intuition behind Lemma 1
can be described in two parts: (i) a specialist expects higher allocations from a potential
partner j than a generalist, before she reciprocates with a positive allocation to a combined
project; and (ii) a specialist reciprocates to a combined project with a higher allocation
than a generalist. For both cases the semi-specialist can behave as a specialist or a
generalist depending on the allocation her partner makes. The first implication, (i), states
that depending on her type of expertise a player i requires specific levels of allocations
from a potential partner in order to reciprocate (see Equations 2.4 through 2.6). Observe
that in order to give a positive allocation of resources to a combined project, players with
specialist expertise (i.e. increasing returns to own effort: δi > 1) require their potential
partner’s allocation to be greater than the prime on individual production. For players
whose type of expertise is generalist (semi-specialist) the minimum contribution can be
lower than (equal to) the prime. Thus, specialists expect more from a potential partner
than generalists do, in order to team up with such a partner.

The second implication (ii) states that a player with specialist type of expertise, in equi-
librium, has two corner solutions: allocate all resources either to her individual project (if
the partner allocates insufficient resources to their joint task) or to the combined project
(otherwise). Players with generalist type of expertise have a unique interior solution: al-
locate a positive amount of resources to both the individual and the combined projects.
Players with semi-specialist type of expertise have either the two corner solutions or a
continuum of interior solutions. If a semi-specialist player receives what is needed to sus-
tain an exchange (x

δj
ji = ρ), this player allocates also the necessary amount of resources

(xδi
ij = ρ), and uses the rest for individual production (behaving similarly to generalist

players). However, if this same player receives from her partner a greater amount of re-
sources, she will best respond by allocating all her available resources into the combined
project (behaving similarly to specialist players). Thus, once a player has chosen to team
up with a partner and collaborate together, the specialists are more inclined to put higher
levels of effort into the collaboration than the generalists, because this makes their project
more productive.

From Lemma 1 we can summarize then a relation between levels of cohesion in the pro-
ductive relations and types of expertise. Although it is necessary that a potential partner
j allocates a greater amount of resources to a combined project when the focal player
is a specialist (i.e. the “equi-dependence point” is harder to achieve given differences in
power), once player i finds that she is better off reciprocating, her allocation is also greater
if she is a specialist, compared to a generalist. Therefore, in equilibrium, there is a mono-
tonic relation between the types of expertise of the players interacting in an exchange and
how cohesive a productive exchange is.

For an illustration, take our example of a joint collaboration between two scientists (i.e,
a general sociologists and one specialized in numerical methods) aiming to make a con-
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tribution to the specific domain of identifying the trembling hand perfect equilibria in
network games. Implication (i) means that the numerical specialist would require from
a co-author to have a certain level of knowledge and effort invested in the project that
would not hinder the flow of work, so that her participation can improve the outcome of
the research, instead of having to spend more and more time on explaining details to such
co-author.

However, a generalist would not require the same minimum amount of knowledge and
effort but a lower one. Implication (ii) means that once the numerical specialist has found
a co-author who can guarantee the minimum level of contribution she needs to have in
the project, her best choice is to put all of her time and attention to that project. As they
progress and invest more time, they may become even more productive because they can
jointly focus on what they are really good at and further add to each other’s knowledge.
The generalist however is better off not putting all her eggs in the same basket, because
there is only so much she can contribute into a single project before she becomes less
productive.

The intersections of the best responses presented in Lemma 1 result in the Nash equilibria
of the 2-person game. For an illustration of the 2-person Nash equilibria see Figure 2.3. It
is straightforward to see how, depending on the type of expertise of the players involved in
the interactions, the emerging configurations vary; the types of productive projects that are
created and the level of cohesion (i.e. output) of such projects are different. Although it is
not depicted in Figure 2.3, the case where all players produce only individual projects, the
no exchange network, is always a Nash equilibrium. If a player expects to receive nothing
from her potential partners, she has no incentives to invest resources in a combined project
with her. This allocation profile is Nash independently of the expertise of the players in
the network.

Expertise

δi < 1
δi = 1
δi > 1

Intensities
> ρ
= ρ

! ρ

Expertise homogeneity

HE HE FE FE

Expertise heterogeneity

HE HE HE FE

Figure 2.3: Characterization of the dyadic interactions in equilibrium. A connection between
two nodes shows a combined project and a loop around a node shows an individual project. The color
of the node represents its expertise. The type of line connecting two nodes represents the minimum
allocation necessary by either one or both players to reciprocate to the combined exchange between them
(i.e. level of cohesion).
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2.4.4 Connectivity in the n-person network

From Lemma 1 we know that specialists have two corner solutions to exchange (all or
nothing), generalists have an interior solution (allocate to both individual and combined
exchanges), and players with semi-specialist type of expertise fall in a combination of inte-
rior and corner solutions depending on the allocations of their potential partners. Lemma
2 shows the number and classes of projects that can be created when an allocation profile
is a Nash equilibrium given the expertise of the players. This Lemma gives conditions for
networks in which there are n ≥ 2 players interacting.

Lemma 2 Optimal number of projects in equilibrium: There is a monotonic rela-
tion between the type of expertise of a player i and the number of collaborations she forms,
ni. In equilibrium, specialists establish (i.e. reciprocate to) fewer projects than generalists.
Therefore, in Γ a Nash equilibrium is an allocation profile such that networks portray:

• “No exchange” configurations if all players are specialists and resources are low (Ω ≤
ρ). Thus, ni = 1 if δi > 1.

• “Full exchange” configurations, formed by components of size 2, if all players are
specialists and resources are high (Ω > ρ). Thus, ni = 1 if δi > 1.

• “Hybrid exchange” configurations, if all players are generalists, where all players
always create an individual project. Thus, 1 ≤ ni ≤ n if δi < 1.

• “Full exchange”, “Hybrid exchange” or “No exchange” configurations if all players
are semi-specialists, as a function of the size of the resources, Ω ! ρ. Thus 1 ≤ ni ≤
n if δi = 1.

Proof: The proof for Lemma 2 is presented Appendix A.

Lemma 2 characterizes network configurations in equilibrium, given the players’ types of
expertise and the allocations by their neighbors. The intuition behind this Lemma is that a
specialist reciprocates to fewer projects than a generalist. For the case of generalists, both
individual and combined projects are created in equilibrium, resulting in a hybrid exchange
network. On the other extreme, with the specialists, a single combined project is formed
for every pair, resulting in a full exchange network composed by dyads. Between these
two types of players are the semi-specialists, who behave as a combination of specialists
and generalists.

If there is expertise heterogeneity, players behave as in homogeneity but configurations
vary in their levels of cohesion, depending on the types of expertise of the players. That
is, the specialist focalize their resources and the generalist diversify them.

Thus, we can study the way Nash equilibria depend on the distribution of types of expertise
in the network. Since a Nash equilibrium is any combination of best responses, it is clear
there will be very many different equilibria in any given network. Examples of these
equilibria are illustrated in Figure 2.4, for four-player networks.
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Expertise

δi < 1
δi = 1
δi > 1

Intensities
> ρ
= ρ

! ρ

Expertise homogeneity

1.NE 2.HE 3.FE 4.FE

5.HE

Expertise heterogeneity

6.HE 7.HE 8.FE

Figure 2.4: Examples of the set NE(Γ). A connection between two nodes shows a combined project
and a loop around a node shows an individual project. The color of the node represents its type of
expertise. The type of line connecting two nodes represents the minimum allocation necessary by either
one or both players to reciprocate to the combined exchange between them.

As observed in the illustrated networks, the multiplicity of Nash equilibria varies for
expertise homogeneity and expertise heterogeneity. Even when all players are identical
(i.e. all are specialists or all are generalists), there is a wide range of network configurations
and allocation vectors. The fist configuration in Figure 2.4 is the NE network, which is
always a Nash equilibrium for any distribution of expertise, as mentioned above. If all
players are generalists, there is a wide range of equilibrium configurations, from the NE

where only individual tasks (i.e. self-links) are performed to any HE where all players
perform an individual task and they also perform up to n(n−1)

2 joint tasks.

Under homogeneity, generalists can reciprocate to productive exchanges even with the
entire set of potential partners. For the case of semi-specialist players, the same is true
if the allocation of resources each partner makes to a combined project is exactly ρ.
Otherwise players will either form NE networks where no combined projects are created or
FE networks where players only have one combined project and no individual production.
Thus, the network is composed of dyads.4 Finally, if all players are specialists, each
participates in a single project so that the networks formed are either NE or FE. In the
first type of network players perform a single task alone and in the second they perform a
single task in a dyad with a partner.

As a matter of illustration, considering our example of general sociologists and numerical
experts. If all actors are general sociologists, the depth of their knowledge is not such that
it would be worth it for them to only work in one research project at a time. Instead,
it is optimal for them to diversify into various collaborations, so that when their efficacy
in one task runs low, they can better contribute to another. Thus, a network with only

4If n is odd, there is one player excluded from exchanging with others and will use her resources to
produce alone.
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general sociologists would portray multiple collaborations between them, such that each
researcher would be part of different projects at a time. Instead, if all actors are numerical
specialists, their knowledge is so specialized that they are better off either working alone
if the available co-authors are not “good enough” for them, or putting all their efforts into
a single research collaboration if they found a co-author who can guarantee a contribution
that will help their work. Particularly, in a network with only specialists each researcher
would be part of a single research project at a time, so that they can be most effective in
their outcome.

When the distribution of types of expertise in the network is heterogeneous the incentives
for individual players do not change compared to a network with homogeneous types of
expertise. That is, the generalists can reciprocate to (multiple) projects for allocations
of any size, as long as these allocations are positive. The specialists only reciprocate to
a combined project if the allocation received by a partner is greater than the prime on
individual production (ρ), and will create only a single productive project. The semi-
specialists, depending on whether the allocations received from their partners are below,
equal or above the prime on individual production create individual, multiple or a com-
bined project, respectively. Moreover, notice that any pair of players can create combined
projects as long as the conditions in Lemma 1 are satisfied, independently of their types
of expertise. Specialists and generalists can collaborate together if their knowledge and
resources are enough to satisfy the conditions presented above.

The main feature of expertise heterogeneity is not a difference in the individual incentives
players face to form productive exchange relations compared to expertise homogeneity, but
the allocation of resources (i.e. level of cohesion) across these projects that varies given
the differences in the type of expertise of their productive partners. For example, observe
in the illustrations of Figure 2.4 that the first three configurations under heterogeneity
(networks 5, 6, and 7) have the same number of combined projects but the cohesion of the
relationships (i.e. productive outputs) is not the same. It depends on the expertise of the
players interacting.

In sum, specialized experts find it optimal to be part of fewer tasks than generalists. Thus,
the numerical specialist, from our example, would focus on a small number of research
projects at the same time. In doing this, she would be able to make ground-breaking
contributions by investing her time and attention to deepening the problem at hand.
Whether she would do it alone or with a partner would depend on the conditions of who
the partner is and what can the partner contribute to the joint project. On the other
hand, the general sociologist is better off having different projects simultaneously and
giving each of them part of her attention. Given her knowledge is not so specialized the
contribution of the generalist has a decreasing marginal effect. However, what our model
also implies is that in equilibrium it is possible to observe different matchings between
actors, as long as the above conditions are satisfied. Generalists collaborating between
them or with specialists, and vice versa.

Therefore, we can say that in a setting of productive exchange, in equilibrium, players
with specialist type of expertise focus on strengthening the cohesion of a single project and
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those with generalist type of expertise focus on the quantity of projects. Semi-specialist
players, depending on the available resources exchanged, behave as either specialists or
generalists. In the following section we conclude our study by analyzing how the possi-
bility of forming small coalitions affects players behavior and the set of Nash equilibrium
configurations.

2.5 Pairwise stable Nash equilibria

In the previous section we have described the network configurations that emerge in equi-
librium given the types of expertise of the players in the game. To do so, we have used
Nash equilibrium as the solution concept. However, in social and economic settings such
as the productive exchanges studied here, players form and maintain relationships while
having discretion in how many resources to devote to different relationships (weighted
networks), in a setting where a relation requires mutual agreement to be created. Because
these players are assumed to behave rationally (i.e. they are utility maximizers), it is
fundamental that they form relationships that are (mutually) beneficial and to drop rela-
tionships that are not. For instance, one would expect players to talk to each other and
form a productive exchange if it is in their mutual interest.5 That is, players communicate
about mutual improvements and coordinate their behavior to achieve them (i.e. coalition
behavior). The idea of coalition formation for the improvement of well being has been
widely used in social exchange because it is illustrative of the way actors reach points in
which they are not interested in changing neither their partners nor the way they are using
their resources. For instance, Emerson (1972) argued that coalition formation was a key
mechanism in order to stabilize relationships.

Some standard game theoretic equilibrium notions are not well-suited for the study of
network formation, as they do not properly account for the communication and coordi-
nation that is important in the formation of social relationships in networks. Thus, they
do not take into account how coordination and coalition formation can occur. Jackson
(2010) states that “Nash equilibrium-based solution concepts, do not capture the fact that
forming a relationship or link between two players usually involves mutual consent, while
severing a relationship only involves the consent of one player. Therefore, these solution
concepts fail to capture the possibility that if two players each want to engage in a rela-
tionship then we should expect them to” (pg. 203). Specifically, a solution concept that
accounts only for unilateral deviations (i.e. individual and uncoordinated reallocation of
one’s resources), includes some equilibria that are easy to be unreasonable, such as the
no exchange network, which is always a Nash equilibrium regardless of payoffs. For an

5Communication between players, prior to deciding whether to exchange or not, is a natural way to
address their uncertainty. This underlying communication process can be understood as what Crawford
(1990) calls explicit bargaining or Farrell and Rabin (1996) call cheap-talk. That is, those cases where
players communicate by sending non-binding messages with no direct payoff implications on their decisions.
Tacit bargaining, as opposed to explicit bargaining, implies that players can only communicate by making
offers and counteroffers that directly affect their payoffs, see Nash (1953).
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illustration see Example 2:

Example 2 Equilibria in No Exchange. Consider the 2-person game where each
player is endowed with a set of resources Ω > ρ. Independently of the resources each
player allocates to individual production, there is an equilibrium where both players in-
vest resources to create a combined project between them, and another where both players
choose not to allocate to the combined project. The last vectors of allocations form a Nash
equilibrium since neither player has an incentive to make any reallocation, given the (cor-
rect) anticipation that the other player will not allocate to the combined project (see Figure
2.5). This second equilibrium does not make much sense in a social setting, where we
would expect the players to talk to each other and create the combined project if it is in
their mutual interest.

Capacities

δi < 1
δi = 1
δi > 1

Intensities
> ρ
= ρ

! ρ

NE HE

NE FE

NE FE

Figure 2.5: Equilibria in dyads. A connection between two nodes shows a combined project and a
loop around a node shows an individual project. The color of the node represents its type of expertise.
The type of line connecting two nodes represents the minimum allocation necessary by either one or both
players to reciprocate to the combined exchange between them.

Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) proposed pairwise stability as an alternative to the Nash
concept that captures mutual consent (see also Jackson and Watts 2001, 2002). A network
is pairwise stable if no player wants to eliminate a relationship she has and no two players
both want to form a relationship between them if they do not have one. This concept
has led to the notion of pairwise stable Nash equilibrium (PNE), so that a network is
PNE if it is Nash and pairwise stable. Particularly, PNE can be related to a game
theoretic solution concept used for a wide variety of exchange situations: the core6 (see
Bienenstock and Bonacich 1992, 1993; Dijkstra 2009). The core is based on the assumption
that no individual or coalition of players in an exchange with others should accept an
outcome if by forming a coalition, they can all do better. If there is a situation where all
players are assured that they cannot guarantee themselves more by leaving their current
situation, that situation is said to be in the core. Applied to exchange networks, this

6The core was first introduced in Edgeworth (1881) and later by Von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944).
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assumption involves only dyads (Bonacich and Bienenstock, 1995), so that pairs of players
form coalitions. Thus, if in a network this criterion cannot be satisfied by all dyads
simultaneously, such network has an empty core. The same dyadic strategic behavior is
what defines PNE as a solution concept.

We can argue then that PNE is based on two conceptions of rationality: individual and
dyadic rationality (Rapoport, 1970). Individual rationality is needed to ensure Nash equi-
librium outcomes where no player will choose an allocation profile that gives her a lower
outcome than what she could achieve, given the allocation of the other partners. Dyadic
rationality is the same assumption with respect to pairs of players. It ensures pairwise
stable Nash equilibrium outcomes.

This notion has been widely used in strategic network formation models, where links are
either present or not. However, in settings such as productive exchanges, players decide
how much of their resources to devote to various collaborations. Thus, the question is not
only whether a connection exists or not, but what is the intensity of such connections.
Particularly, in our setting of weighted networks, we need to adapt the notion of pairwise
stability from a binary choice set to a continuous choice set. Thus, we use an adapted
definition of pairwise stability in productive exchange, presented in Definition 1:

Definition 1 Pairwise stability in productive exchange: A network is pairwise
stable if no player i would benefit by any reallocation of her resources in vector xi, and no
pair of players i and j would benefit by a reallocation in xi and xj.

With this in mind, Proposition 2 characterizes the equilibrium configurations that are
pairwise stable, PNE(Γ):

Proposition 2 Pairwise stable Nash equilibria: The set of PNE(Γ) is a subset of
NE(Γ) where specialists form exchanges in such a way that the most expert players connect
between them, then those who follow in their level of expertise, and so on, such that:

• Under homogeneity only NE or FE configurations emerge if players have specialist
(semi-specialist) type of expertise, when Ω ≤ ρ (Ω < ρ) and Ω > ρ (Ω ≥ ρ),
respectively. Only HE configurations, maximally connected, emerge if players have
generalist type of expertise.

• In heterogeneity a player best responds as if in homogeneity given her type of exper-
tise, and the only configurations that emerge are those in which segregation by types
of expertise arises.

Proof: The proof of Proposition 2 is presented in Appendix A.

The definition of pairwise stable Nash equilibria (PNE) implies that if a network is PNE
it is also a Nash equilibrium. Thus, it is straightforward that the set of PNE(Γ) is a
subset of NE(Γ). Less obvious is, however, the specific pattern of productive relations
and resource allocations that emerges when assuming that players will pursue, bilaterally,
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relationships that if formed will benefit both parts (PNE). For settings with expertise
heterogeneity, PNE networks are configurations where the specialists exclude the gener-
alists. As a consequence, these networks portray specific connection patterns in which
segregation arises.

To illustrate this result let’s consider some cases with homogeneous expertise. As pointed
in Example 2, if players are specialists and resources are high enough to guarantee joint
exchanges, a Nash equilibrium can be either a NE network where all players have a single
individual project or a FE where all have a single combined project. But, the only Nash
equilibrium that is pairwise stable is the second one. In the same way, the set of PNE
networks is smaller for players with semi-specialist type of expertise. Specifically, there are
no hybrid exchange networks in equilibrium. For these players, as shown in Equation 2.5, if
the available resources are greater than the prime but the allocation received by a partner
to a combined project is equal to the prime, a semi-specialist player best responds by
reciprocating also with an allocation equal to the prime and using the remaining resources
to produce alone.

However, if both players can agree on a bilateral deviation, they would be better off
exchanging all their resources and investing no resources at all in individual production.
Conversely, if the resources are not enough to guarantee a profitable exchange (lower than
ρ), only an equilibrium where all players produce alone is PNE. Finally, if players are
generalists, they always produce individually in a Nash equilibrium. In addition, they
create combined projects with all other players. Thus, the only PNE is a hybrid exchange
configuration completely connected. All these configurations emerge because players have
the possibility to follow deviations by pairs, so that all the projects that can benefit two
unconnected players are formed, resulting in the complete network.

Under heterogeneity players follow similar strategies as in homogeneity, meaning that those
with specialist and semi-specialist types only create a single project with another player,
and generalists create multiple projects with many other players. The main difference,
between NE and PNE is that in Nash any pair of players can interact, independently of
their types of expertise, as long as the amount of resources necessary for an exchange
to be reciprocated is met. For example, consider a case where a player i is a specialist
and two potential neighbors, j and k, both allocate more than the prime on individual
production to a combined project with her. There is an equilibrium in which i reciprocates
to j and another in which i reciprocates to k. However, in PNE there is only one point of
equi-dependence in which i reciprocates to j if her total allocation is greater than that of
k (x

δj
ji > xδk

ki). If the allocations are equal i is indifferent.

To illustrate better what PNE implies, consider our example of how co-authors can decide
on the research projects they want to be part of and with whom. As shown before, it is
possible that a generalist and a specialist could collaborate together in a complex project,
as long as the generalist had enough resources (e.g. knowledge, time and effort) to make
the project better, otherwise the generalist could require constant explanation which would
delay the process instead of boosting it up. If such an interaction becomes available and
the two researches decide to collaborate, the best option for the specialist is to put all of
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her effort in this task.

What PNE brings into consideration is that, if there were not one but two potential part-
ners for the specialist, the only likely outcome is such in which the specialist pairs up
with the most productive partner. Thus, in a setting in which generalists and special-
ists interact; which is a very plausible setting in a research environment, a problem of
exclusion would arise. Generalists have the intention and availability to collaborate with
other generalists as well as with specialists, but the specialists would only be interested
in joining efforts with other specialists, excluding generalists from their collaboration net-
works. As a consequence the network of relationships would result in segregation by types
of expertise.

In the same vein it is natural to observe that the most specialist player connects with the
player closest to her in degree of specialized expertise. This process is repeated until all
specialists are paired. If the number of players with this expertise is odd, there is one
who connects with a semi-specialist player, until also all semi-specialist are paired. If a
semi-specialist is not paired with another player with her type of expertise, she connects
with a generalist player, while all other players who are generalists connect between each
other. Thus, while in Nash equilibrium a heterogeneous population can lead to multiple
equilibria in which players with different expertise form combined projects, in PNE the
only equilibria is such in which segregation between types of expertise arises.

In summary, the main results of our model are that in a collaborative exchange in knowledge-
intensive co-production, in equilibrium: (i) optimal investment in a collaborative project
is proportional to the overall productivity of the project (Proposition 1); (ii) specialists
expect a higher allocation from a potential partner than generalists, before it is optimal
for them to reciprocate and give a positive allocation to a combined project between them
(Lemma 1); and (iii) specialists allocate more resources to a collaborative project than
generalists, once they have found a partner to team up with (Lemma 1); (iv) special-
ists form fewer projects than generalists in equilibrium (Lemma 2); and (v) when actors
are able to choose their partners and form coalitions to improve their well being, social
exclusion will be manifested as segregation between types of expertise in the pattern of
collaborations (Proposition 2).

2.6 Discussion

We have argued that differences between actors, in their types of expertise, are important
in knowledge-intensive joint production, because they can decisively affect outcomes. To
elaborate this argument, we proposed a model in which actors are differentiated by the level
of specialization they have on the domain of the specific task they are to perform. Following
sociological research on actors’ expertise and the generation of scientific knowledge (Collins
and Evans, 2007), we assumed that in knowledge-intensive production actors’ expertise
ranges across a continuum from generalists to specialists. The generalists are actors who
have a general knowledge in the domain of the task they are to perform but cannot solve
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highly complex problems within a specific subarea. The specialists are actors who can
perform a skilled practice of the task they are involved with, solving increasingly complex
problems within that subarea of domain.

We applied our model to analyze populations with different expertise composition, such
as those in which all actors are generalists or specialists, or those in which actors with
different types of expertise interact together. This allowed us to tackle the problem of
whether and under what conditions specialization in knowledge, i.e., type of expertise,
implies structures of social exclusion. We first comment on our theoretical results (i), (ii)
and (iii), which are results at the individual level. Then we address results (iv) and (v)
which inform about the emerging network structure.

Result (i) indicated that the resources an actor invests in a collaboration with a potential
partner depend on how productive the collaboration can be. Thus, it is possible that
any actor can collaborate with another actor independently of their type of expertise,
as long as the resources they use for their productive interaction are enough to reach a
point in which they find the collaboration mutually beneficial (equi-dependence point; see
Cook and Whitmeyer 1992). Moreover, within beneficial collaborations, the actors who
establish stronger collaborations, say because they allocate more resources, are more likely
to receive more resources from their productive partners, making these relationships more
cohesive.

Results (ii) and (iii) specify differences in the conditions of forming a collaboration in
terms of the type of expertise of the actors involved. Depending on how specialized they
are, actors require specific levels of allocations from a potential partner in order to form a
collaboration with them. Also, they reciprocate with different levels of resources once they
find it profitable to join efforts in a project together. A potential partner needs to allocate
a greater amount of resources to form a combined project with a specialist than with a
semi-specialist or a generalist, before the specialist is willing to reciprocate. In addition,
once that actor is better off reciprocating, the amount of resources she reciprocates with
is also greater when she is a specialist than a generalist.

Thus, combining (i), (ii) and (iii) we can say that stronger collaborations are formed
between actors that can influence outcomes in ways that make them more beneficial, and
those actors are the specialists. For instance, in complex settings, a generalist can attempt
to collaborate with a partner who possesses a highly advance knowledge about a difficult
task they aim to develop. But, as our model has pointed out, unless the less specialized
actor can provide a certain level of contributions (i.e. because she has a minimum level of
knowledge necessary to perform the task) her involvement would actually slow down the
effectiveness of the specialist. So, the expert would rather work alone or with someone
else.

Following the results at the micro-level, result (iv) gives insight into how networks are
configured in equilibrium, given the distribution of actors’ types of expertise. We found
that if actors pursue optimality in performing a task, behavior can differ dramatically
between those who are specialists or generalists. In cases in which populations are homo-
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geneous, say all actors are either specialists or generalists, networks will be less connected
for the first and more densely connected for the second. Specialists are more productive
by participating in fewer collaborations. For this reason, the optimal structure is that in
which each actor forms a single productive exchange with a partner (or alone) and invest
all her time and resources in achieving a strong outcome out of it. Generalists, on the
other hand, reciprocate to multiple projects, so that instead of focalizing in a single collab-
oration they diversify and achieve better outcomes by aggregating the results of multiple
exchanges.

Notice that our results, although intuitive, are surprising in some ways. At first sight,
one could think that a specialist could, with relatively limited effort, add his specialty to
a project. Therefore, she should also be able to be involved in relatively many projects,
because her input is small and focused. Conversely, a generalist should be involved in few
projects because his specialty is so restricted that it requires much effort to contribute
in a significant way to a project. These considerations are precisely the arguments our
model addresses. Our results point to a pattern of behavior such that, in equilibrium,
specialists focus on strengthening the cohesion of a single project and generalists focus
on the quantity of projects, changing the number of projects and the intensity of such
projects in a network, depending on the composition of the population in terms of their
types of expertise.

Our model of productive exchange also implies that when individual decisions are not
coordinated, there is not necessarily exclusion in exchange network. For homogeneous
populations, if all actors are specialists, they are interested in exchanging between them
but focus on very cohesive relationships so that only one exchange takes place at a time
for every actor involved (i.e. the network is shaped by dyads). If all actors are less
specialized (i.e. generalists), they are also interested in collaborating together and ag-
gregating multiple productive exchanges between them, instead of focalizing in a single
strong collaboration.

For heterogeneous distributions of types of expertise in the network, so that there are
specialist and generalists at the same time, the incentives for individual players do not
change compared to a network with homogeneous types of expertise (in equilibrium).
The patterns of connections show that the less specialized actors are, the less effective
their contributions become for given tasks and therefore, the better for them to diversify
their investments into multiple collaborations. Thus, the more generalists there are in a
network, the higher the number of projects. For the case of the specialists, actors whose
expertise to perform a task is greater are more inclined to pursue greater outcomes out
of their collaboration interactions. This is due to their ability, which affects positively
a more intense dedication to performing a task, because the knowledge and expertise of
such an actor can lead to ground-breaking results that are not achievable in more cautious
approaches. Thus, the more specialists in a network the lower the number of projects
there are, but the stronger the collaborations will turn out (i.e. more intense).

So far, results (i) to (iv) have addressed the conditions actors need to exchange and partic-
ipate jointly in knowledge-intensive collaborations. Our final section extended the analysis
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of our model to coalition formation and considered what happens if actors communicate
about mutual improvements and coordinate their behavior to achieve them. That is, if
two actors each want to engage in a relationship then we should expect them to, even if
that meant rearranging the way they are using their resources. Thus, actors are free to
rearrange their connections if a more profitable option is available.

With this in mind, result (v) states that when actors pursue, bilaterally, relationships that
if formed will benefit both parts, networks configurations will be such that the specialists
exclude the generalists, so that segregation would arise. Our model suggested that the
more able an actor is to influence outcomes (i.e. specialists over semi-specialists over
generalists) the more attractive that actor is as an outside option for those she is not
collaborating with. In this same direction, those who are already exchanging with such
an actor are less attracted to outside options.

As a consequence, the way this ranking of preferences connects individual behavior at
the macro-level results in all actors preferring to exchange with others who are more
specialized experts or are at least as specialized as they are. This is what generates a
pattern of segregation by degree of specialization in the network. Actors are not interested
in collaborating with those who are not as specialized experts as them, because they are not
attractive partners, which results in actors mostly exchanging with those similarly or even
more specialized. Specialists connect in this case with specialists and generalists connect
with the generalists, even though the generalists would be interested in collaborating with
the specialists. Particularly, once the networks are segregated, they are connected in the
way pointed in result (iv). That is, networks are more connected when the population is
composed by more generalists than by less.

According to result (v) the pattern of relationships, in heterogeneity, that leads to social
exclusion is the following: under heterogeneity the most specialist actor collaborates with
the actor closest to her in degree of specialization. This pattern in the same for all
specialists until they are paired together. The specialists connect among each other, which
leaves the generalists connecting only within their type. As a consequence, the equilibria
that result are such in which segregation between types of expertise takes place. Therefore,
those who need it the most are less likely to be reciprocated by others, especially by
those with higher levels of expertise. This result mirrors the segregation by attractiveness
of helping partners that previous theoretical studies of exchange networks found (e.g.
Flache and Hegselmann 1999), but it extends it to the new realm of knowledge-intensive
collaboration in areas with heterogeneous types of expertise.

Some potential limitations of our work warrant further discussion. Compared to other
works on productive exchange (see Lawler et al., 2000), we model collaborations as dyadic
interactions while other works have assumed them to be group interactions (i.e. more
than three actors). Our aim was to understand link formation and the emergence of
network structures using the tools developed in the game theoretic studies of networks.
Accordingly, we decided to maintain the structural assumptions central to this approach.
Dyadic interactions are common collaboration settings and our model can naturally be
extended to larger groups in further research.
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Our work also points to interesting approaches that can be pursued in further research. On
one hand, testing experimentally the theoretical predictions of our model can give light
on the process of how networks come about. Laboratory experiments present a useful
a powerful technique for analyzing social and economic questions. Experimental studies
on network formation have become more common in the past decades given they pro-
vide a main advantage in controlling variables (such as heterogeneity) that could possibly
influence individual and aggregate behavior; for a survey see Kosfeld (2004).

Particularly, by studying how experimental subjects interact, we can discover in more
depth how certain network structures are more likely to emerge than others, while con-
trolling how the types of expertise in the population are distributed. On the other hand,
theoretically there are many aspects that can be extended and dealt with in more de-
tail. For instance relaxing the assumption that expertise is always observable can provide
a fruitful framework in studying adverse selection. Modeling situations of uncertainty
about the level of expertise actors possess can help us understand conditions under which
actors have incentives to signal different expertise levels than their own to achieve higher
positions of power.



Chapter 3
The coordination of exchange relations:
Equilibrium and reciprocity in network
formation

3.1 Introduction

Creating and sustaining social or economic relationships frequently requires that individ-
uals solve complex coordination problems. The complexity results from the fact that, on
the one hand, individuals have to make the double decision with whom to form relation-
ships and how much resources to allocate to these relationships, while on the other hand,
individuals’ well-being depends on the combinations of decisions made by themselves and
others. For instances, relationships of the type of productive exchanges, such as collabo-
rations or joint ventures, are situations in which actors jointly put their resources into a
common pool and use them together to achieve valuable outcomes that separately might
be unattainable (Molm and Cook, 1995).

In productive exchanges, there is a requirement of mutual involvement, so that both parties
need to agree for a relationship to form between them. In these cases, the coordination
problem is rendered especially acute by the underlying opportunity costs of using resources
in one relationship rather than another. That is, by choosing to relate to one partner
individuals are leaving aside another, risking that the partner chosen may not deliver.
Intuitively, in the context of productive exchange, the larger the number of ways actors
can choose their partners and their involvement to the relationship, the more severe the
coordination problem is. And, the more severe the coordination problem is, the less
likely their collaborative relationships will be sustainable along time. For this reason,
in this chapter we address the question: Does severity of coordination reduce sustainable
collaboration in the formation of productive exchange networks?

0This chapter is co-authored with Jacob Dijkstra. It has been submitted and is currently under revision.
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We theoretically and experimentally apply social exchange theory to address our research
question (Blau, 1964; Cook and Emerson, 1978; Homans, 1958). In a social exchange,
and particularly in the type of relationships denoted as productive exchanges, individuals
relate between them with the intention of improving their well-being through the use and
transmission of different types of resources (Foa, 1971). Friends spend time together for
this makes them happier (Currarini et al., 2009; de Klepper et al., 2010; Geven et al., 2013).
Firms use their money or technological assets to develop common projects (Bojanowski
et al., 2012; Goyal and Moraga-González, 2001). Researchers devote time and effort to
write joint papers (De Stefano et al., 2013; Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996; Muñoz Herrera
et al., 2014). In all these instances individual actors have to decide with whom to connect
and how much of their resources to devote to each partner, with their well-being depending
on the configuration of decisions made by themselves and their potential partners. These
are typically very tough decisions to make: even in cases where actors have but few
potential partners, the space of possible partner choices and resource allocations quickly
becomes overwhelmingly large, rendering the coordination problem very demanding and
complex. Technically speaking, the severity of the coordination problem is linked with the
number of strategy profiles.

Solving severe coordination problems can vary because in some situations it is more evi-
dent for those involved which relationships to form when aiming to achieve greater benefits
(i.e. there are focal points), while in other situations it is very difficult to identify them.
This means that the severity of the coordination problem can be attenuated by the pos-
sible ways to solve it, when some strategies are focal choices for the actors. As a result,
depending on how severe the coordination problem is, the sustainability of the relation-
ships between actors (i.e. the permanence of their choices along time) cannot always
be expected to occur. Thus, by understanding the micro-process that leads to forming
productive exchanges in contexts of coordination problems with different severity, we can
understand the mechanisms that explain how sustainable can collaboration be between
actors in exchange networks.

In essence, we define sustainable collaborations as a stable exchange relation over time.
Specifically, in the sense of stable allocations of resources in productive exchanges be-
tween pairs of actors, over time. Notice, nonetheless, that sustaining collaborations does
not necessarily mean that actors in a relationship are very cooperative (i.e. they allocate
a lot of resources to their productive exchange). Sustainable collaboration refers to the
maintenance of a certain level of investment in an exchange relationship, sometimes even
when an actor has material incentives to change her involvement. That is, sustainable
collaboration in our study goes along the lines of ‘the power of commitment over incen-
tives’. Explicitly, note that for collaborative relationships to be sustainable over time, it is
required that the coordination problem of forming exchange relationships is solved. Actors
form exchange relationships and allocate resources (i.e. solve the coordination problem
they face) and interact repeatedly, so that they can choose to sustain their relationships
as they are or to change them (i.e. not sustain their collaborations).

In this chapter we present a behavioral game theoretic experiment on social exchange net-
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works, which contains three conditions that differ widely in how the coordination problem
can be solved. By varying the way the coordination problems can be solved, and thus the
severity of the coordination problem, we can differentiate mechanisms for the sustainability
of collaborative relationships in the social network. That is, understanding the effect that
different levels of severity in the coordination problem have, based on how the problem
can be solved, is key to understanding the emergence and evolution of exchange networks
(Buskens and van de Rijt, 2008). Moreover, it is key to understand the conditions that can
lead actors in these networks to collaborate between them along time, and to exclude or
include others in their relationships (Flache, 2001; Flache and Hegselmann, 1999; Komter,
1996; Molm, 1990, 1997; Skvoretz and Willer, 1993; Willer, 1999). To address this matter,
the rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 provides our theoretical frame-
work and presents our hypotheses. In Section 3.3 we describe the experimental design.
Section 3.4 presents the results from the laboratory experiment. We conclude in Section
3.5 with a discussion.

3.2 Framework

The decisions actors make on how to relate between them result in a network of exchange
relationships. The network of relationships represents the collective level phenomenon (i.e.
outcome) that we focus on in this study. This collective outcome, the network, has the
potential to evolve and change along time. Conversely, the dyadic interactions between
different actors in the network can vary, new relations can be formed, and others can
be severed. These changes that can take place in the network of productive relationships
affect, in turn, how sustainable the collaborative relationships can be between the different
actors in the social exchange network. As argued above, the severity of the coordination
problem actors face when making these decisions is a determinant element on how likely
is that relationships are formed and sustained. Such severity has been referred to as
the difficulty actors have to identify which relationships to form and how. For instance,
consider two social interactions with the same number of potential partner to choose and
the same way actors can use their resources in the exchanges they form. Consider also
that out of all possible ways to establish productive exchanges, one of the situations has
ten outcomes where actors have no interest in changing their behavior and choices if they
were to reach that state, while the other has just one. We say the first has a more severe
coordination problem than the second.

Based on the example previously stated, we can argue that one major way in which
the severity of the coordination problem can be solved, and in consequence in which
the sustainability of collaboration in the relationships between actors can be studied, is
through the notion of Nash equilibrium. A Nash equilibrium, in our framework can be
intuitively understood as a state of the exchange system in which no one has an interest
to change either their exchange partners or the way they exchange resources between
them, given that if an actor does so she will be worse off in terms of her well being. This
means that actors in equilibrium are choosing the best way to respond to the choices of
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those around them. Nash equilibrium is a concept that illuminates the problem of how
can severity in the coordination problem reduce sustainable collaborations in productive
exchange networks. In this approach subjects are assumed to behave rationally and best
respond to the behavior of those around them. However, equilibrium is not the only
approach in the literature on how actors form network relationships.

Another major explanation in network research of how individuals form their relationships
and sustain them along time recurs on the notion of stability. In particular, it points to
reciprocity motivations as a major antecedent of sustainable collaborations. Stability can
be understood as a state in which actors in the network of relationships do not change their
choices along time (i.e. allocate the same amount of resources to each of their productive
exchanges). However, in contrast to equilibrium, stability does not necessarily imply that
if an actor changes the way she relates to others, her well-being will decrease. That is,
actors are not necessarily best responding to others when reaching stable outcomes that
are not in equilibrium. Instead, for example, actors could be reciprocating to the behavior
of those around them in the previous interactions in a way that sustains the collabora-
tive relationship between them, although each could be better off behaving differently.
Thus, reciprocity can be an important cause of stability. That is why, it is clear that all
equilibrium outcomes are in theory stable but all stable outcomes are not necessarily in
equilibrium.

Reciprocity is a mechanism that actors use in order to decide with whom to relate over
time. Reciprocal actors respond to the behavior of their partners in a previous point
in time, increasing (decreasing) their allocations to projects with partners who increase
(decrease) their allocations as well. When actors condition their behavior in this way, they
use reciprocity to choose the partner they want to stay with. This promotes stability in
the network along time.

In order to tackle the research question of this chapter, our theoretical framework addresses
the two different behavioral approaches that have been used to study sustainability in re-
lationships: equilibrium and stability. By studying how differences in the severity of the
coordination problem actors face in their exchange relationships influence their choices we
can understand the conditions under which networks evolve towards an equilibrium. In
addition, when equilibrium is not the outcome that results, we can assess whether actors
can nonetheless use a mechanism such as reciprocity to achieve stable outcomes. Under-
standing the way these different approaches serve to explain behavior when coordination
problems are severe is very necessary. In particular, because in the different lines of the
literature on exchange relationships they have mainly been studied separately, either equi-
librium or either stability. For this reason we experimentally investigate individual and
aggregate choices in productive exchange networks to understand the role of equilibrium
and stability as mechanisms of sustainable collaborations over time.

Importantly, this experimental study is not a direct test of the model proposed in Chapter
2. This is an experiment on the severity of coordination problems in productive exchange
networks. We draw from the model in Chapter 2 a framework for our experimental game,
to design a setting where collaborations between different potential partners can be form,
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and where the use of resources in each collaboration can be differentiated. However, we do
not attempt to recreate in the lab all the features of our model from Chapter 2, because
this model is not concerned with the coordination problem of how hard it is, in practice,
to form productive exchange relationships. More specifically, the model in Chapter 2 is
focused on equilibrium play and the properties of equilibrium.

In the following sections we present the different approaches to how the coordination
problem can be solved. First we describe the general theory of action we use to study the
behavior of the experimental subjects: rational choice theory. Because we are interested
in productive exchange relationships which require mutual involvement and coordination
of choices between exchange partners, we present how our study can be well suited to use
game theory as the tool to address the strategic interdependencies of the individuals in
the network of relationships. With the description of rational choice and game theory as
the theoretical basis of the choices individuals make, we proceed to specify some details
of how our experimental and theoretical approach differs and complements existing work
on strategic interactions in networks relationships. Once the general framework of our
study is presented we elaborate on equilibrium and stability and present the hypothesis
we derive from the different behavioral approaches.

3.2.1 Exchange networks and exchange games

Theoretically, social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Cook and Emerson, 1978; Homans,
1958) has an underlying assumption stating that individual actors are purposive and be-
have rationally (Wittek et al., 2013). Individuals exchange with others in order to obtain
beneficial outcomes for themselves (Cook and Cheshire, 2013, reviews rational choice in
social exchange). Actors benefit from the exchange interactions when both parties mutu-
ally and willingly work together and consequently form an exchange relationship. That is,
actors are assumed to be purposive but their individual choices are not made in isolation
of the choices of those they relate with. Individual decisions are not enough to succeed in
the achievement of profitable outcomes, because the resulting benefits of an actor strate-
gically depend on the choices of other actors (e.g. actor B cannot be friends with actor
A unless actor A also chooses to be friends with actor B). In order to account for the
strategic interdependencies in the exchanges, and for the sustainability of collaboration in
productive exchange networks, we approach the microlevel decision problem actors face of
whom to partner with and how to use one’s resources, from a game theoretic angle.

The study of strategic interactions (i.e. game theory) has been widely used in sociology,
among other disciplines (e.g. economics, political science), to fruitfully model and predict
individual behavior when outcomes result from the interplay of decisions by different
actors (Swedberg, 2001, provides a survey of the literature). That is, individual benefits
strategically depend on one’s and others’ choices. In the game theoretic perspective,
actors have strategies (i.e. action plans) and the combination of individual strategies (i.e.
a strategy profile) is what brings about the behavior of the social system and the payoffs
individuals obtain (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1999; Schelling, 1978). Therefore, rephrased in
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game theoretic parlance, the coordination problem we study is one in which actors have
a large number of strategies to choose from, and in the exchange network (or group of
actors) there is a very large number of strategy profiles.

A key characteristic of exchange problems is that actors have scarce resources to allocate
between relationships, so that if choosing to exchange with a given partner, the resources
cannot be used to exchange with someone else (Coleman, 1990; Cook and Emerson, 1978;
Cook et al., 1983). Moreover, in the problems we study, actors make their partner and
allocation choices in ignorance of what others do. This means that they do not observe
first what others have chosen and react on it, but instead see the choices of others only
after they have made their own choices. As a consequence, there is an underlying problem
of opportunities and risk given the costs associated to not using the resources in other
available options. For an illustration consider the following example:

Example 3 Three individuals, A, B, and C, want to use their resources to collaborate in
different projects together. Everyone has 2 units of resources available, say two dollars
per person. Each dollar can be spent either alone or in a joint collaborative project with
another person. In this case, actors face the combined decision of whom to partner with
and how to use their endowment in each relationship. If an actor chooses not to collaborate
with anyone but to pursue her goals alone, she gets “a” units of benefit, for every dollar. If
two actors pool resources together, each gets “b > a” units of benefit for every dollar they
mutually invest in their venture. But, if one invests from her resources in the relationship
but the other does not, this is worse than just being alone, because the collaboration is not
reciprocated, so the actor who puts her money in gets “0 < a < b” units of benefit. Thus,
collaborating with a partner gives a greater benefit than just staying alone, but choosing to
stay alone is better than investing in a relationship where the other part is not involved.
Some illustrative network outcomes are portrayed in Figure 3.1.

(a)

A

B

C

(b)

A

B

C

(c)

A

B

C

(d)

A

B

C

Figure 3.1: A loop around a node represents an actor using her resources alone. An arrow from one
node to another represents an actor investing her money in a relationship with the receiving node. If
both actors send an arrow to each other, this represents a collaborative relationship that is reciprocated
mutually. If there is a single arrow coming from a node it means she uses both dollars in that relationship.
If there are two arrows coming from a node it means she uses one dollar in each relationship.

Even for a simple case as that of three individuals and few units of resources to exchange
together (see Example 3), there are many different strategies for the actors and there
are even more combination of choices (strategy profiles) that can result. As with many
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other activities (e.g. friendships, co-authorships, partnerships), this example illustrates an
exchange situation in which actors receive benefits only if they succeed in coordinating in
the way they use their resources, either alone or together with another party. However,
if out of a pair of actors only one invests resources into the relationship, this leads to a
coordination failure, and the unreciprocated actor does not receive any benefit.

Figure 3.1 illustrates four cases: In case (a) all actors use their resources separately so
that each stays alone instead of investing in a relationship with someone else. Case (b)
illustrates the case where B wants to join forces with A, but A is not reciprocating and
instead uses all her resources alone. Thus, they fail to coordinate and there is no exchange.
There is also a coordination failure between C and A, and C and B. Case (c) illustrates
a situation where both A and B use one dollar of their endowment alone and invest the
other in a joint venture with C. Actor C splits her endowment between A and B. Finally,
case (d) is one in which B and C put all their resources together, while A uses her two
dollars alone.

Taking into account the example above, we can describe three essential characteristics of
the experimental exchange game used for this study: (i) endogenous formation of exchange
relationships, (ii) simultaneous decisions of partner selection and resource allocation, and
(iii) flow of resources. The combination of these three elements builds a suitable setup
where we can study how the severity of the coordination problem in the formation of pro-
ductive exchange relationships can reduce sustainability in the collaborative relationships
actors form over time.

The first element, endogenous formation of relationships, means actors actively choose
their relationships instead of assuming that relationships are given to them. This addresses
a main limitation that much research on exchange networks has had, by assuming networks
to be exogenously given. In such a context, the opportunity of interacting with one partner
or another is not a choice of the actors. In the tradition of exchange networks, the pattern
of connections in a network structure has been conceived as a sort of a market with
restrictions determining who can exchange with whom (van Assen, 2001). The limitation
of this approach is, as pointed out by Jackson (2010), that one cannot investigate how
networks are formed in the first place.

For this reason, we develop our study under the assumption that networks are dynamic
and emerge as the result of decisions actors make on forming their exchange relationships
(Buskens and van de Rijt, 2008; Corten and Buskens, 2010; Snijders, 2013). The literature
on the endogenous formation of network relationships has been explored in different fields.
The study of social network dynamics was pioneered by sociologists and anthropologists
(Snijders, 2013; Stokman and Doreian, 1997; Weesie and Flap, 1990; Wittek, 1999, 2001).
There is also a fruitful line of research on game theoretic modeling of endogenous network
formation in economics (Goyal, 2007; Jackson, 2010; Vega-Redondo, 2007, survey the
literature) and in sociology (Braun and Gautschi, 2006; Dogan and van Assen, 2009;
Dogan et al., 2009).

The second element, simultaneous decision of partner selection and resource allocation, in-
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tegrates in one the choices actors make. By doing so, we addresses a limitation in research
on endogenous network formation, which has assumed that the choice of relationships
implies in itself a certain degree of involvement of the actors in the relationships, and
therefore actors need only to choose with whom to connect. For example, involvement in
relationships can be operationalized as the amount of time people spend together. In this
sense, the limitation is that in existing theoretical models actors would divide symmet-
rically their time between the relationships they form. Having a relationship determines
how involved actors are, and actors cannot differentiate how they use their resources across
different relationships (Jackson and Watts, 2001; Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996). Thus, to
allow for a natural extension from exogenous to endogenous exchange networks, we model
the choices of partner selection and resource allocation as one of simultaneous choice. Ac-
tors decide how much of their resources (e.g. time) they want to allocate to each of their
relationships and by doing so they simultaneously choose with whom to relate and how
“involved” they want to be in each relation they form.

The third element of our exchange game, flow of resources, addresses a very fundamental
aspect of exchange networks: in exchange relationships actors exchange resources. Homans
(1958)’s definition of social behavior as an exchange of goods implies pure exchange, also
called direct exchange by sociologists. In pure exchange, partners are endowed with bun-
dles of commodities that they can exchange with each other, and have different preferences
over these commodities (Coleman, 1990; Edgeworth, 1881; Emerson, 1976). In contrast to
choosing how to use resources to exchange, there is a line of work on exchange problems in
which actors choose how to split the outcomes of the exchange (Dijkstra and van Assen,
2008).

Integrating these elements into the interactions portrayed in our exchange game and draw-
ing from the illustration in Example 3, it is clear there are multiple possible outcomes that
can result from actors’ choices. That is, many different networks of relationships and lev-
els of “involvement” in them can result. From these possible outcomes (notice there are
many more possible networks, not represented in Figure 3.1), it is evident that selecting
with whom to exchange and how much resources to allocate is a difficult decision. There
is an implicit coordination problem when deciding what strategy to follow, given that
outcomes strategically depend on the choices made by others. Individual strategies are
very numerous in a case with even a small number of potential exchange partners and
few resources, and the number of strategy profiles in the exchange network is huge. For
this reason we address the questions of how actors choose their strategies in the exchange
game and which strategy profiles emerge at the network level.

3.2.2 Individual rationality: Nash equilibrium

To illustrate better our theoretical framework we first briefly describe the exchange game
we use in our experiment. With this in mind, we can better relate the theoretical questions
on equilibrium and stability to the empirical assessment of sustainable relationships in the
productive exchange network. We study an exchange game where 4 actors, each having
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10 units of resources, can distribute them across four projects, one individual and three
combined with the other actors (i.e. dyadic). These simultaneous choices represent the so-
called stage game. Actors play 20 repetitions of the stage game between them. Based on
this game structure, and in order to address the above mentioned questions on how actors
choose their strategies, we look at Nash equilibria of the stage game.1 Nash equilibrium
is based on a requirement of individual rationality. That is, a Nash equilibrium is a
strategy profile such that no actor individually wants to change her strategy (partner
choice and resource allocation) given that others do not change their strategy either. In a
Nash equilibrium no actor has individual incentives to deviate from the choice she makes.
That is, if a Nash equilibrium is played over time, each individual actors has sustainable
collaborations, for none has incentives to change the allocations made.2

From this definition of equilibrium and the requirement of individual rationality, it is clear
that in Example 3, three of the networks portrayed are Nash equilibria: cases (a), (c) and
(d). In all of them, no one has incentives to change her choice of who to use her endowment
with and how, if the other actors do not change their choices either. For example, case
(a) is a Nash equilibrium because if an actor expects a counterpart not to partner with
her and invest in an exchange relationship, she is better off staying alone. In case (c) both
A and B have a successful exchange with C, and both A and B also use some resources
alone. None of them has incentives to change their allocation strategy unilaterally. In case
(d) both B and C are successfully using all their endowment on their joint venture and
have no incentives in changing their strategy. That is, they are coordinating and thus, if
they each expect the other to stay involved in the relationship, neither is better off being
alone or trying to collaborate with A. Also A has no incentives in changing the way she
invests her endowment because that would lead to a coordination failure, given B and C
are exchanging all their resources together.

Because an exchange only takes place if both parties are involved, case (b) is not a Nash
equilibrium for this game. Instead of using her resources in attempting to exchange with
A, B would be better off using the resources alone or reciprocating to C, because A is
using everything alone. That is, if A does not change her strategy B has incentives in
changing hers. The same holds symmetrically for C.

This example illustrates that even for a very simple case, such as this one, there are

1In finitely repeated games where the time period is fixed and known (i.e. 20 rounds), it is optimal
to play a Nash strategy in the last period. From this, using backward induction, there is a sequence of
equilibria corresponding to the equilibria of the stage game, if actors are assumed to be patient enough
(they do not discount future payoffs). In addition, there are combinations of strategies that become
equilibria even when they are not equilibrium of the stage game. Given the complexity of the game we
model, and the great multiplicity of equilibria there are, we look at the set of equilibria in the repeated
game that conforms to the concatenation of equilibria of the one-shot. This we do because we want to
study the dynamics of convergence of the network game. That is, we can study how the actors converge
to stable network structures in their choices of partner selection (Jackson and Watts, 2001, 2002; Jackson
and Wolinsky, 1996).

2Notice that case (a) in Figure 3.1 is included in the set of Nash equilibria, but it is a case of sustainable
non-collaboration. In our analysis, the Nash equilibrium in which everyone fully defects is excluded from
our definition of sustainable collaboration.
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multiple strategy combinations and from within those there are many Nash equilibria,
making the coordination problem very severe. In consequence, and motivated by this
complexity, we are only considering pure strategy Nash equilibria, so that we are focused
on equilibrium that provide a complete definition of how an actor will play a game. Pure
strategy Nash equilibria determine the action an actor will make for any situation she
could face. This in contrast to mixed strategy Nash equilibria, which assigns a probability
to each pure strategy, allowing actors to randomly select a pure strategy. However, because
it is not always clear what the counterpart will choose, actors run a risk when using their
resources in a relationship if they could have gained more by investing them differently.
In this simple illustration it is possible to observe that notwithstanding the compelling
logic of Nash equilibria, the problem in games with a large strategy space is that there will
typically be very many Nash equilibria. Thus, actors and groups of actors in a network
face a coordination problem: from among the (very) many Nash equilibria, which one
should they choose?

Arguably, the coordination problem becomes less daunting if there are fewer Nash equilib-
ria, compared to the number of strategy profiles. That is, selecting what strategy to follow
becomes less problematic when the number of equilibria is smaller (Galeotti et al., 2010;
Hellwig, 2002), because the potential equilibrium outcomes become focal points that can
help the actors coordinate. As described by Schelling (1960), focal points are outcomes
people tend to aim at in absence of communication. These outcomes are focal points “for
each person’s expectation of what the other expects him to expect to be expected to do”
(pg. 57). Conversely, the more equilibria there are in an exchange game, the more focal
points for the different actors and the harder the coordination problem becomes. There-
fore, our first hypothesis refers to the likelihood of reaching equilibrium in an exchange
network given the size of the equilibrium set.

Hypothesis 1 Size of the Nash equilibrium set. The fewer Nash equilibria there
are in an exchange game, the more often exchange networks will be in equilibrium

Note that H1 is based on the assumption that actors behave rationally. Otherwise, if
assumed that actors choose randomly, then there are more chances of equilibrium play the
more Nash equilibria in the exchange game.

3.2.3 Dyadic rationality: The core

In addition to Nash equilibrium, other game theoretical solution concepts can aid actors
in finding a solution to their coordination problem. In particular social exchange theory
in sociology, most notably work on the core (Bienenstock and Bonacich, 1992, 1993),
has identified an important requirement for exchange patterns to be stable. Namely,
exchange patterns (i.e. strategy profiles) are in the core when no pair of actors can
mutually increase their utility through coordinated actions. This requirement is labeled
dyadic rationality (Dijkstra, 2009; Rapoport, 1970) and comes in addition to the Nash
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equilibrium requirement of individual rationality.

The work by Elisa Bienenstock and Phillip Bonacich has paid great attention to the core as
a solution concept that renders clear predictions for the likelihood of reaching agreements
in exchange networks (Bienenstock and Bonacich, 1992). An important result is that for
exchange networks the core requirements involve only dyads, and higher order coalitions
(e.g. triads, etc.) can be safely ignored (Bonacich and Bienenstock, 1995). Thus, a network
of social exchange relationships is in the core when no individual actor can unilaterally
improve her utility, and no pair of actors can mutually improve their utility by changing
their partner choices or resource allocations. Even though the core solution was developed
in the context of fixed, exogenously given, exchange networks, the principles of individual
and dyadic rationality can equally well be applied to our social exchange game in which
actors can endogenously choose their exchange partners.

For our example in Figure 3.1 we have illustrated some possible Nash equilibria. Consider
cases (a) and (d), each satisfying the requirement of individual rationality. In neither
of these cases do actors have incentives to unilaterally change their strategy if the other
actors stay the same. However, we have assumed that when actors successfully form an
exchange relationship they are better off than if each of them uses her resources alone.
Thus, there are no coordinated actions between the actors that would move them from
(d) to (a), but actors B and C would have incentives to jointly change their choice and
move from (a) to (d), to improve their well-being. That is, equilibrium (d) is in the core
while equilibrium (a) is not.

From our simple illustration a very important element arises: not all the Nash equilibria
in a network are in the core. What is more, not all networks have equilibrium outcomes
in the core. In some networks any pattern of exchange agreements will always leave
at least one dissatisfied pair; a pair currently not exchanging who could do better if
they were to exchange with each other, or a pair who are currently exchanging but who
can profitably affect a coordinated rearrangement of their respective allocations. Those
networks are classified as having an empty core (Bonacich, 1998), because the requirement
of dyadic rationality by all pairs of actors cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Thus, in
social exchange networks with empty cores every possible pattern of exchange is susceptible
to a disruption by a pair of actors. In this sense, there is a clear difference between networks
that have equilibria in the core and those that do not.

Arguably, the coordination problem actors face is less complex in the presence of equilibria
that satisfy individual and dyadic rationality requirements than in networks with equilibria
that only satisfy individual rationality. This is true because in networks with a non-empty
core, equilibria in the core are less easily disrupted and thus more stable. In fact, as
pointed out by Bonacich (1998), in networks with empty cores structural forces lead to
instability in exchange patterns. Therefore, our second hypothesis refers to the likelihood
of reaching equilibrium in an exchange network given there are equilibria in the core.

Hypothesis 2 Nash equilibrium in the core. When there are equilibria in the core,
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exchange networks will be in equilibrium more often than when there is an empty core, and
equilibria in the core should be observed.

Note that Hypothesis 2 (H2) is derived from the assumption that if there is equilibria
in the core, actors are more likely to reach it given it becomes a focal point above all
other equilibria. Furthermore, equilibria in the core are more likely to be stable along
time because they are stronger to disruptions and thus, the assumption is not only that
it would be easier for actors to reach them, compared to equilibria not in the core, but
also that once reached, it is unlikely actors will choose different strategies. That is, if an
equilibrium in the core is played over time, each individual actor and each pair of actors
have sustainable collaborations, for not even pairs of actors have incentives to change
their allocations of resources. Thus, more equilibria (in the core) would be played along
time.

3.2.4 Empty cores: Reciprocity

The previous two hypotheses assume actors choose equilibrium strategies. These hypothe-
ses are therefore inherently non-dynamic. As a consequence, there is a division between
networks with equilibria in the core and those with an empty core (Bonacich and Bi-
enenstock, 1995), given networks with an empty core are inherently unstable, from an
equilibrium perspective. The separation between these networks becomes more evident
when individual and dyadic rationality fail, because existing work on equilibrium and the
core state that the same mechanism that predicts behavior in stable networks (i.e. ra-
tional best response) cannot be used to study unstable networks. Thus, it is not clear
how to approach the coordination problem actors face in such cases. Nonetheless, there
are other mechanisms that have been explored, which can be used to help explain the
way people exchange, even in empty core networks and how they can use different pro-
cesses to reach stable relationships even when those stable outcomes are not networks in
equilibrium.

With respect to exchange networks, there is a line of work arguing that individual actors
condition their behavior in terms of reciprocity : over the history of the interactions in the
network, individuals respond to the behavior of their exchange partners in a reciprocal
manner (Lawler and Yoon, 1996; Thye et al., 2002), even if their response is not a best
response. Reciprocity is therefore a mechanism that can help us understand how actors
decide with whom to relate over time. Thus, in network relationships where interactions
are repeated, reciprocity can be an explanation of how actors solve the great coordination
problem they face. Particularly, because it helps actors stay together and thus it becomes
the underlying promoter of the stability in their relationships; and thus of sustainability
of their collaborative relationships.

Work on how reciprocity can be a mechanism that helps relationships become stable along
time, is based on the idea that actors respond to the behavior of their partners in a previ-
ous point in time. This can result in a dynamic effect in which actors are reciprocating to
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their partners behaviors which makes their interactions more likely to become stable along
time. Stability due to reciprocity may even result in actors tending to stay in the relation-
ship despite alternatives; even when these alternatives are materially superior (Lawler and
Yoon, 1993). Reciprocity helps actors simplify the severity of the coordination problem
they face, over time. When considering equilibrium behavior and reciprocity, it is notice-
able that in situations were a stable Nash equilibrium is reached equilibrium behavior is
undistinguishable from reciprocity, since no one changes their behaviors. however, when
considering stable outcomes that are not in equilibrium, reciprocity can be clearly distin-
guishable as the force that leads to sustainable (i.e. stable) relationships. Particularly,
the application of reciprocity is based on the notion of dyadic improvements. That is,
reciprocity can lead to more stable dyadic relationships which in turn can result in more
stable exchange networks. This leads to our third and final hypothesis on the allocation
of resources between actors.

Hypothesis 3 Reciprocity. The more actors reciprocate to the behavior of their ex-
change partners the more often stable outcomes will be reached in exchange networks

The intuition of Hypothesis 3 (H3) is that reciprocity can be expected to be a driving
force for the sustainability of exchange relationships, which in the aggregate can lead
to stable networks. This hypothesis complements H1 and H2 by including how severe
the coordination problem is, which can help predict the likelihood that networks are in
equilibrium.

3.3 The experiment

In this section we discuss the design of our laboratory experiment. We first describe the
experimental game we use, which is derived from the work by Muñoz Herrera et al. (2014),
on the formation of collaboration networks between heterogeneous actors. The differences
between types of actors in the experimental game are used as means to design the ex-
perimental treatments we test. We designed experimental treatments that systematically
vary the composition of the group in terms of the types of the players. As a consequence
of these variations in the composition of the group, we arrive at three treatments that
vary the severity of the coordination problem in the exchange game, and these variations
between treatments are used to test the three hypothesis derived from our theory.

3.3.1 Experimental game

The experimental game is a normal form game where four actors (A,B,C,D) interact and
make simultaneous choices in a productive exchange environment. Each actor is endowed
with 10 units of resources that can be allocated in two classes of projects: individual
and combined. In an individual project an actor uses her resources alone. A combined
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project (i.e. a social exchange) requires the mutual involvement of two actors. The focal
actor, say actor A, chooses an allocation vector that expresses how she uses her resources
between (1) an individual project; (2) a combined project with B; (3) a combined project
with C, and (4) a combined project with D. This decision integrates the choices of partner
selection and resource allocation (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Decisions in the experiment. The sum of the allocations A makes into her individual project
and into the combined projects with B, C and D is equal to the size of the endowment (10 units of
resources).

The payoffs an actor can get are the aggregation of the total points earned in each project.
This is expressed, from the point of view of actor A, below:

Total Points = Pointsalone + Pointswith B + Pointswith C + Pointswith D

The combination of the allocation vectors actors choose, the strategy profile, determines
the payoffs actors receive (i.e. the value of their outcomes). In addition, actors can differ
in the effect that their allocations have on the value of the outcomes, so that even if
two actors allocate the same amount of resources into a project, their effect on the result
need not be the same. That is, an actor, say actor A, has a type that represents her
productivity, TypeA = {Low,High}. The payoff matrices depending on the type of actor
A and her partner are presented in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Details about the payoff
scheme presented in these tables will be discussed in the treatment section. Nonetheless,
an important element of the interaction in a productive exchange, illustrated in the payoff
matrices, is that only if both actors allocate resources to their common project a positive
outcome can be achieved. This means that payoffs from the individual project depend
only on the resources the actor allocates to herself (i.e. the resources not used to exchange
with others), and payoffs from the combined projects depend on the mutual allocation of
resources between an actor and her partner. Thus, unreciprocated relationships do not
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produce valuable outcomes and players get 0 points from that project.

Clearly this is a very complex coordination problem. In the game, allocations are made
in integers (i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), and actors can distribute their resources
however they want between their three combined projects and the individual project. For
these very small networks, each actor has 286 strategies (allocation vectors), yielding 2864

strategy profiles (a little under 6.7 billion). Thus, our experimental game captures the
interaction of actors in a complex environment where coordination problems are over-
whelmingly cumbersome.

In order to test the hypotheses derived from our theoretical framework, we vary the com-
plexity of the coordination problem in three different experimental treatments by means of
varying the results rules (Schelling, 1978). That is, the way in which an actor’s choices can
affect outcomes and payoffs in the games. To do so, we use differences in the payoffs actors
can obtain by coordinating with one partner or another, given their type. Actors’ payoffs
depend on their type and the type of their chosen partners (low or high in productivity),
as well as on the allocations made by them. Therefore, the possibilities of reaching stable
outcomes at the aggregate level are not the same; given the choice of partner selection has
not the same results between treatments. In other words, although actors earn payoffs
jointly if they coordinate with a partner in exchanging resources in a common project,
there are differences in how much they earn with one partner or the other, even if they
both make the same allocation to a combined project. As a consequence, the resulting
differences in the experimental treatments are expressed in terms of the size of the equilib-
rium set (H1), in the existence of equilibria in the core (H2), and in the use of reciprocal
behavior as a mean to respond to others (H3).

3.3.2 Experimental treatments

We designed experimental treatments that systematically vary the composition of the
group in terms of the types of the players. As a consequence of these variations in the
composition of the group, we arrive at three treatments that vary the severity of the coor-
dination problem in the exchange game. Thus, we can derive from the three experimental
treatments different conditions on how sustainable collaborative relationships are. That
is, on how actors choose along time to relate with the same partners and allocate the same
amount of resources in their exchange relationships. Before describing the treatments we
present a detailed description of the differences in payoffs given the type of the actors (i.e.
result rules). To do so, we relate the different ways actors affect results to differences in
actors’ expertise as presented on works about the role of actors’ expertise on exchange
relationships (Collins, 1990; Sellinger and Crease, 2006). Intuitively, actors’ expertise is a
clear way to illustrate how the use of resources in an exchange can affect differently the
outcomes achieved depending on who the actors are.

Research on expertise suggests that there are two main types of actors’ expertise: generalist
and specialist expertise (Collins and Evans, 2002, 2007). Those experts who have a general
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knowledge but cannot solve highly complex problems within a specific subarea of a domain
hold a generalist expertise. This means that generalist expertise can be very effective in
using their resources in simpler or more general problems, but the more specific knowledge
is demanded, the less effective further investments of time and effort (i.e. resources) of
a generalist will be. In our game we denote this as a low type. The specialist type
of expertise, on the other hand, refers to actors who are proficient in a certain type of
knowledge on a very specific subfield in their domain, so that their abilities allow them to
perform a skilled practice of the task they are involved with, solving increasingly complex
problems within that subfield. Thus, specialists are very effective in using their resources
in a single complex problem. In our game we denote this as a high type.

In relation to our exchange game, payoffs for the low type of actors (see Table 3.1) are
greater when they use their resources in such a way that they diversify and invest in
multiple projects. Thus, instead of focusing on a single relationship and exchanging all
their resources with only one partner, actors are better off if they invest in many projects
at a time. An example of this is provided in the next section when we describe in detail
Treatment 1.

0 0
1 13
2 17
3 20
4 23
5 25
6 27
7 29
8 30
9 32
10 33

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 8 10 12 13 14 16 17 17 18 19
2 0 10 13 16 17 19 20 22 23 24 25
3 0 12 16 18 20 22 24 26 27 28 30
4 0 13 17 20 23 25 27 29 30 32 33
5 0 14 19 22 25 27 30 31 33 35 36
6 0 16 20 24 27 30 32 34 36 37 39
7 0 17 22 26 29 31 34 36 38 40 42
8 0 17 23 27 30 33 36 38 40 42 44
9 0 18 24 28 32 35 37 40 42 44 46
10 0 19 25 30 33 36 39 42 44 46 48

Table 3.1: Payoff tables for an exchange between low type actors. The table on the left shows payoffs
for the individual project and the table on the right for the combined project. The gray column/row
illustrates the resources allocated. The cells inside illustrate the payoffs earned; the same for both actors
in the combined project.

Payoffs for the high type of actors (see Table 3.2) are greater when they use resources in
such a way that they focalize into a single combined project. Thus, instead of diversifying,
actors are better off relating to a single exchange partner when both use all their resources
in the exchange together. An example of this is provided in the next section when we
describe in more detail Treatment 3.

Finally, payoffs for an exchange between a low type of actor and a high type of actor are
illustrated in Table 3.3. An example of equilibrium behavior for this case is presented in
the next section when we describe in more detail Treatment 2.
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0 0
1 5
2 11
3 17
4 23
5 29
6 36
7 43
8 49
9 56
10 63

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2 4 5 6 8 9 11 12 14
2 0 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29
3 0 4 8 12 17 21 26 31 36 41 46
4 0 5 11 17 23 29 36 43 49 56 63
5 0 6 14 21 29 38 46 54 63 72 81
6 0 8 17 26 36 46 56 66 77 88 98
7 0 9 20 31 43 54 66 79 91 104 117
8 0 11 23 36 49 63 77 91 106 120 135
9 0 12 26 41 56 72 88 104 120 137 154
10 0 14 29 46 63 81 98 117 135 154 173

Table 3.2: Payoff tables for an exchange between high type actors. The table on the left shows payoffs
for the individual project and the table on the right for the combined project. The gray column/row
illustrates the resources allocated. The cells inside illustrate the payoffs earned; the same for both actors
in the combined project.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 7
2 0 6 8 10 11 12 13 13 14 15 15
3 0 10 13 15 17 18 20 21 22 23 24
4 0 13 17 20 23 25 27 29 30 32 33
5 0 17 22 26 29 32 35 37 39 41 42
6 0 21 27 32 36 39 42 45 47 50 52
7 0 24 32 38 43 47 50 53 56 59 61
8 0 28 37 44 49 54 58 62 65 68 71
9 0 32 43 50 56 61 66 70 74 78 81
10 0 36 48 56 63 69 74 79 83 87 91

Table 3.3: Payoff table for an exchange between a high type and a low type actors. The table shows the
payoffs for the combined project between high and low. The gray column (row) illustrates the resources
allocated by the high (low) type. The cells inside illustrate the payoffs earned; the same for both actors.
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The motivation of our design is as follows. A complicating factor when it comes to solving
the coordination problem implied by social exchange is that in real-life not all partners are
equally attractive or productive. Hence, actors get more out of some relationships than out
of others. For instance, spending time with high status or popular friends might be more
rewarding than spending time with uncool people (Oldmeadow and Fiske, 2010). In the
same vein, the compatibility with the technological assets of a certain partner can make
it more profitable for a firm to form a relationship with such partner than with others
(Hernández et al., 2013). Consider also the case of a scientific co-author whose expertise on
a topic guarantees a better outcome for a specific research paper compared to the expertise
of other co-authors (Muñoz Herrera et al., 2014). This differentiation in the way potential
exchange partners influence results renders the problem of selecting partners and allocating
resources (i.e. the coordination problem) particularly hard, because the potential payoffs
an actor can earn depend on who their partners are and how they behave. We now describe
our three experimental treatments.

To calculate the number of Nash equilibria we wrote a computer program that uses the
payoff matrices presented in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and3.3, and checks for each of the strategy
profiles: (a) whether it is a Nash equilibrium, and if so, (b) whether that Nash equilibrium
is stable to dyadic deviations, i.e., the core. Recall that in our game, a deviation is a
combination of partner selection and the use resources, represented by the allocation of
resources in the exchange vector. The program is available upon request.

Treatment 1: Large Nash set and no core

In Treatment 1 (T1) four actors of type low compose the group. Each is better off using
her resources in creating multiple projects with others, including an individual project.
As a consequence, there are 46,447 equilibrium configurations in T1.

Example 4 (Nash equilibria in T1): A simple case of a Nash equilibrium in this
treatment is illustrated by network (a) in Figure 3.3. In this Nash equilibrium all actors
have 2 combined projects and an individual project. Using the payoff matrices in Table
3.1, if each actor allocates 3 units of resources to each combined project they get 18 points
per project. In addition, the remaining 4 units allocated to the individual project, give
them 23 points. Thus, in total each actor gets 59 points. This is a Nash equilibrium:
reallocating units of resources between projects cannot improve an actor’s payoffs and in
some cases can make them worse off. For instance, if A moves a unit of resources from
her project with B and allocates it in her project with D, while everyone stays the same,
she can only gain 2 points for every unit reallocated, but her gains also decrease by 2 points
in the project from which she used the resources.

Thus, even for our simple case of 4 players with 10 units of resources to allocate, the coor-
dination problem is cumbersome given the multiplicity of equilibria. On the other hand,
even with thousands of equilibrium configurations, only a tiny fraction of the nearly 6.7
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Figure 3.3: Nash equilibrium in T1. A loop around a node shows an actor using her resources in
an individual project. An arrow from one node to another shows an actor investing her resources in a
relationship with the receiving node. If both actors send an arrow to each other, this shows a combined
project between them. The numbers next to the arrows show the resources used.

billion strategy profiles are Nash equilibria. Thus, assuming players choose their strategies
randomly, the probability of them landing on a Nash equilibrium is close to zero. Thus,
even though T1 has very many Nash equilibria in an absolute sense, these equilibria do
entail a substantive prediction.

An important feature we use in the payoff scheme for T1 is that it has no core solution.
This means that for all 46,447 Nash equilibrium configurations, there is at least one pair
of dissatisfied actors who could do better by reallocating their resources together.

Example 5 (Empty core Nash equilibria in T1): In network (a) in Figure 3.3 ac-
tors A and C, who are not exchanging, would improve if each used 1 unit of resources from
any existing project to establish a relationship together, as in network (b). Using payoffs
from Table 3.1 we can see that in such a case, although decreasing 1 unit of resources
implies loosing 2 points, forming the new relationship together with those resources im-
plies gaining 8 points. This is also a Nash equilibrium because no actor, not even those
who are allocating 3 units to combined projects with partners who are allocating 2 units,
have incentives to unilaterally deviate. However, because in T1 there are no equilibria in
the core, it is easy to see that there are dyadic improvements if the other two actors not
connected in network (b), actors B and D did the same and used 1 unit of resources to
form a new relationship between them.

Treatment 2: Small Nash set and no core

In Treatment 2 (T2), two actors of type low (A and B) and two actors of type high (C
and D) compose the group. There are 54 equilibrium configurations in T2.

Example 6 (Nash equilibria in T2): A Nash equilibrium in this treatment is illus-
trated in network (a) in Figure 3.4. In this equilibrium each low type actor is exchanging
with one high type actor, A with D and B with C. In addition, A and B each allocates
resources to her individual project. Using the payoffs matrices in Table 3.3, we can see
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that if A (B) allocates 8 units to the exchange with D (C), when D (C) allocates 10 units,
they each get 83 points. In addition, the 2 units A (B) allocates to her individual project
give her 17 points. Thus, in total A (B) gets 100 points and C (D) 83 points. A (B) has
no incentives to allocate 7 or less units to use the reallocated resources in their individual
project, neither she would improve by allocating 9 or 10 and reducing her allocation to the
individual project. The same holds for C (D) when considering to use 9 units or less in
the combined project with B (A) and using those resources in an individual project.
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2
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Figure 3.4: Nash equilibrium in T2. A loop around a node shows an actor using her resources in an
individual project. An arrow from one node to another represents an actor investing her shows in a
relationship with the receiving node. If both actors send an arrow to each other, this shows a combined
project between them. The numbers next to the arrows show the resources used.

This equilibrium illustrates how actors C or D have incentives to behave as specialists,
allocating all their resources into a single project. Actors A or B have incentives to
allocate at least one unit of resources in their individual project, while forming other
exchange relationships with the remainder of their resources. Due to the starkly lower
number of Nash equilibria compared to T1, the coordination problem in T2 is simpler.
However, as in T1, there are no equilibria in the core in T2.

Example 7 (Empty core Nash equilibria in T2): As shown before, network (a) is
a Nash equilibrium configuration for the game. However, there are pairs of actors who
can improve their benefits by coordinating in bilateral deviations. Using the payoffs from
Table 3.3, we can see that if C and D reallocated all of their resources into a combined
project together, each would earn 173 points, which is better than the 83 points they were
earning in network (a). If this is the case and they deviate, a possible equilibrium is the
one portrayed in network (b). In such configuration, because neither A nor B are being
reciprocated by their former partners, they use all their resources in their individual project,
each earning 33 points. Network (b) is a Nash equilibrium. However, actors A and B could
improve bilaterally if they jointly reallocate 4 units to a combined project together, earning
23 points each, and used the remaining 6 in their individual project, earning 27 points, for
a total earning of 50 points. This is illustrated in network (c), which is a Nash equilibrium
where no actor wants to unilaterally reallocate their resources.
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Treatment 3: Small Nash set and core

In Treatment 3 (T3) four actors of type high compose the group. Each of them is better of
using her resources in a single project than in multiple projects. There are 10 equilibrium
configurations in T3 and none of them are equilibria in which players invest in more than
one project at a time.

Example 8 (Nash equilibria in T3): A Nash equilibrium in this treatment is illus-
trated in network (a) in Figure 3.5. Using the payoff matrices in Table 3.2, we can see
that if a given actor, in this equilibrium, allocates all her 10 units of resources into their
individual project, they each earn 63 points. Clearly, because no joint project is formed,
neither of them has incentives to reallocate resources, unilaterally, to a relationship that
will not be reciprocated.
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Figure 3.5: Nash equilibrium in T3. A loop around a node shows an actor using her resources in
an individual project. An arrow from one node to another shows an actor investing her resources in a
relationship with the receiving node. If both actors send an arrow to each other, this shows a combined
project between them. The numbers next to the arrows show the resources used.

Because equilibria in T3 are such that actors allocate all of their resources into a single
project, then if a combined project is more beneficial than staying alone, their incentives
are to invest all their resources in that combined project maximizing their gains from it.
Clearly, the coordination problem is then much simpler in T3 compared to T1 and T2, for
it requires only a partner selection problem. Out of the 10 Nash equilibrium outcomes, 3
of them are in the core.

Example 9 (Nash equilibria in the core in T3): Using payoffs in Table 3.2, we
can see that from network (a) a pair of actors, say C and D will improve their situation
by reallocation all of their resources into a combined project together, so that each would
get 173 points. This is illustrated in network (b), in which A and B use their resources
individually. In the same way, A and B can be better off by reallocating their resources
to a combined project together, also earning 173 points. Network (c) portrays a Nash
equilibrium in the core in which actors do not have incentives to reallocate unilaterally
or bilaterally any of their resources. Noticeably, all core configurations are shaped by two
dyads; where each actor invests all her resources to a single combined project with another
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partner.

Notice that the number of Nash equilibria in T2 and T3 are virtually the same (out of
6.7 billion strategy profiles, 54 are equilibria in T2 and 10 are equilibria in T3), given
the enormous number of strategy profiles. As a result, these treatments are practically
identical with regard to the size of the Nash equilibrium set. The fundamental difference
between the treatments with a “small Nash set” is that there are equilibria in the core in
T3, while there are no equilibria in the core in T2.

3.3.3 Experimental design and procedures

The experiments reported here were conducted at the University of Groningen in May
2012. All experimental subjects were undergraduate students from the university. In each
session, after their arrival to the laboratory, subjects drew a card to be randomly assigned
to a computer terminal. Once everyone was seated, subjects were given the instructions
for the experiment (see Appendix B). The experiment did not start until all subjects fully
read the instructions. Instructions were followed by a few exercises to check the subjects’
understanding of the procedures. Questions were allowed and answered privately.

Participants were randomly divided in groups of 4 and given an ID in the group: A, B,
C or D. Subjects played for 20 rounds the exchange game above presented and were fixed
to their group and ID for the entire experiment. That is, all subjects interacted with the
same other partners along the experiment. At the beginning of each round subjects were
endowed with 10 tokens and their task was to simultaneously decided how to allocate their
resources (as shown in Figure 3.2). Participants interacted exclusively through computer
terminals without knowing the identities of the subjects they played with, only that they
were always the same for the 20 rounds.

At all times, subjects had a printed handout with their payoff matrices. Thus, they were
able to calculate the points for any allocation to any potential partner. Once the allocation
stage was concluded, each subject was informed about her decisions and the allocation
decisions of all others in her group. The user interface displayed the formed network and
a table with the allocations of each subject in their group. This screen also displayed the
payoffs earned in that round (see Figure 3.6).

Once the game finished, subjects answered a debriefing questionnaire after which they were
paid in cash and dismissed. On average everyone earned 10 euros, including a show-up fee
of 5 euros.

In total, 48 subjects participated in four sessions, we invited 12 participants to each of
them, and no one participated in more than one session. There were 3 groups in T1,
6 groups in T2, and 3 groups in T3. The experiment was programmed using z-Tree
(Fischbacher, 2007) and each session lasted about 45 minutes. Subjects were recruited
through online recruitment systems (ORSEE).
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Figure 3.6: Output screen. A loop around a node represents that the subject formed an individual
project. An arrow from one subject to another, represent that an actor made an allocation to the combined
project with the corresponding partner. If the arrow has two heads it means that both actors allocated
positive amounts in their combined project.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Analytical strategy

In this section we report (i) descriptive results concerning the strategies participants used,
(ii) statistical tests of H1 and H2 concerning the incidence of equilibrium play, (iii) statis-
tical tests of H3 concerning the effect of reciprocity on allocations, and an analysis of the
stability of the experimental networks. H1 and H2 pertain to the group level and are tested
using non-parametric statistics. H3 pertains to the allocation decisions of subjects in each
period of the experiment. We have 48 subjects allocating a total of 10 points to themselves
and 3 others in sessions of 20 periods within the same groups of 4 subjects. Since for each
subject in each period the sum of the four allocation decisions is always 10 we analyze
only the 3 allocation decisions pertaining to the combined projects. Thus, in each period
each subject makes 3 decisions, yielding 60 decisions per subject across 20 rounds and
2880 decisions for all subjects combined. Since the 2,880 observations are not statistically
independent, we estimate a multivariate multilevel model (see Snijders and Bosker, 2012)
accounting for the data structure to test H3. To assess the effect of reciprocity, which
takes place between periods, we omit observations for period 1. Additionally, because all
groups in Treatment 3 reach complete stability after period 11, we omit observations for
these groups from period 12 on. We conclude with an analysis of stability in which we
graphically and statistically analyze the extent to which allocations to combined projects
are identical from one round to the next. This analysis illustrates whether subjects can
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reach stable outcomes, by sustaining their collaborative relationships, even if they are not
in equilibrium.

3.4.2 Description of strategies used

Table 3.4 describes different measures of how subjects behaved in the experiment and
includes variables that will be used in further analyses. The variable Allocation indicates
the choice each subject makes of how much from her endowment to invest in a project
with a given partner. Each subject has three allocation values, one for each of the three
potential partners in her group, and a single allocation can range from 0 to 10. For
each subject we computed the mean allocation per round (ranging from 0 to 31

3) and
averaged those across all 20 periods and all subjects per treatment. No exchange density
is a group variable that takes values between 0 and 4. For each subject that forms an
individual project, allocating a non-zero amount to her individual project, no exchange
density increases by 1 unit. We computed the mean of the variable across all periods per
group and across all groups per treatment. Exchange density is a group variable that takes
values between 0 and 6. For each pair of subjects who form an exchange relationship, both
allocating non-zero amounts to their combined project, exchange density increases by 1
unit. We again computed the average across all groups and periods per treatment.

Nash is a group variable that takes value 1 if the four subjects in the group are best
responding to each of their partners in that period. Otherwise it takes value 0. We
average across all groups and periods per treatment. Finally, the group variable Allocation
Stability takes values between 0 and 12. For each subject who allocates the same amount
of resources to a specific partner in period t and period t − 1 the value of the variable
increases by 1 unit. We focus on changes in allocations as determinant of stability for
they can help understand the complexity of the coordination problem which is an aim
in our study, so that we can go beyond the binary changes on partner selection only.
Excluding the first round, we average across all 19 rounds per group and across all groups
per treatment.

T1 T2 T3
Type M SD M SD M SD

Allocation Low 2.5 1.95 2.5 2.94 n/a n/a
High n/a n/a 2.5 3.95 2.5 4.07

No Exchange Density 3.58 0.62 1.91 0.96 0.53 0.93
Exchange Density 5 1.34 2.45 0.90 2.19 0.60
Nash 0 0 0.03 0.18 0.72 0.45
Allocation Stability 6.83 3.52 8.40 3.26 10.51 2.79

Table 3.4: Descriptives of the data. Allocation is an individual level variable, the rest are group level
variables.

We assess what are the most likely strategies to be chosen at the network level, evaluating
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the connectivity between subjects in a network (exchange density), and the use of resources
into individual projects, instead of using them in exchanging with others (no exchange
density).3 There are striking differences in the strategies chosen in the three treatments.
For an illustration of the most frequent network structures in each treatment see Figure
3.7. Networks in T1 tend to be highly connected (e.g. complete network), with around 5
(out of 6) relationships and 3.58 (out of 4) individual projects. Out of the 60 networks (3
groups along 20 periods) 24 (40%) were configurations as illustrated in Figure 3.7. In T2
fewer relationships are formed (2.45) and about half of the subjects form also an individual
project (1.91). Out of the 120 networks 54 (45%) were as illustrated in Figure 3.7. Finally,
in T3, subjects tend to form exchanges with a single other partner (2.18) and almost no
individual projects are created (0.53), so that they tend to be shaped by two exchanges
between separate dyads. Out of the 60 networks 43 (71.7%) were as illustrated in Figure
3.7.
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D
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Figure 3.7: Most frequent configurations in each treatment. A loop around a node represents an actor
using her resources in an individual project. An arrow from one node to another represents an actor
allocating her resources in an exchange with the receiving node. If both actors send an arrow to each
other, this represents an exchange relation between them.

3.4.3 Equilibrium: H1 and H2

Now that we know what strategies are likely to be chosen in each treatment, we want
to assess whether the choices made lead to equilibrium network configurations. To test
H1 and H2 we use the variable Nash, which counts the number of times out of 20 that
the groups reach a Nash equilibrium. We test H1 by comparing T1 and T2, and H2
by comparing T2 and T3. The frequency of Nash networks per group per treatment is
presented in Table 3.5.

We use non-parametric tests to assess the differences between treatments in equilibrium
play. We applied the Kruskal-Wallis test to the 12 groups by (i) counting the equilibrium
play per group, and (ii) comparing the frequency of equilibrium play across treatments.
The test shows that on the counts in Table 3.5 there are differences between the three
treatments (chi-square=8.25, df=2, p=0.016).

3We have run regression analysis, not reported here, to test the exchange density and no exchange
density and assess how they vary between treatments and along periods. We find that differences in
the choices of relating to others (exchange density) and of not relating (no exchange density) between
treatments are significant.
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Treatment T1 T2 T3
N=60 N=120 N=60

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
#Equilibria 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 9 17 17

Table 3.5: Frequency of equilibrium play per treatment. N refers to the total number of periods played.

In particular, the Mann-Whitney U test shows that the null hypothesis that the equilib-
rium counts are drawn from the same population (i) cannot be rejected when comparing
T1 and T2 (W=6, p=0.373), (ii) can be rejected with marginal significance when com-
paring T1 and T3 (W=0, p=0.06), and (iii) can be rejected when comparing T2 and T3
(W=0, p=0.006). This means that T1 and T2 cannot be distinguished, and thus there is
not enough evidence for H1. The reduction in the number of (non-core) equilibria from
46,447 to 54 does not help in reaching Nash equilibrium outcomes. However, T2 and T3
can be distinguished, supporting H2. This suggests that having equilibria in the core helps
players to coordinate on equilibrium configurations.

The hypotheses on equilibrium play (H1 and H2) go against what would be expected if
choices where made randomly. Under random choice, the probability to play equilibrium
would be approximately 46,447

6.7billion in T1, 54
6.7billion in T2, and 10

6.7billion in T3. The denominator
for T2 is larger than the one for T3, but the probabilities are virtually identical given the
size of the strategy space. Therefore, based on randomness we would expect no statistically
discernible difference between T2 and T3; they would only be distinguished statistically
with a very large number of groups. It would be expected more equilibrium play in T1
and many fewer in T2; where T2 and T3 are virtually identical. We observe the opposite
pattern, no equilibria in T1, very few in T2 and many in T3. Furthermore T1 and T2
resemble each other and not T2 and T3.

Therefore, for all practical purposes related to our experiment, the treatments are indistin-
guishable from the point of view of random play. In summary, our results on equilibrium
play suggest that it is the dyadic rationality implied in core solutions that matters most in
our game, much more than reduction in the number of (empty core) Nash equilibria.

3.4.4 Reciprocity: H3

In this section we study what role reciprocity plays when subjects face the coordination
problem of choosing how to allocate their resources. In the theory section we argued that
reciprocity is a strong determinant of partner selection and resource allocation. In all three
treatments we investigate the effect of reciprocity at the level of individual allocations to
combined projects. That is, what effect did reciprocity have when subjects were interacting
in joint productive exchanges between them? For our data, the concept of reciprocity
answers the question how does what a subject gives to a partner in a given period depend
on what the partner gave to the subject in the previous period? To answer this question we
run models with allocation as the dependent variable. Since the 2880 allocations in our
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data are not statistically independent we include appropriate random variables to model
the dependencies.

We estimate a multivariate multilevel model (see Table 3.6 for the results) for the allocation
a player i makes to her projects with the three available partners in her group. This is
a four-level model with partner as level-one units, period as level-two units, player as
level-three units and groups as level-four units. Thus, the allocation vector for player 1,
for example, is [Allocation[1→2], Allocation[1→3], Allocation[1→4]].

Model A
Reciprocity

Allocation β S.E.
Treatment 1 (ref)
Alloc-In(t−1) 0.28 0.03
Allocation(t−1) 0.31 0.03
Allocation(t−2) 0.08 0.02
T2 -0.25 0.10
T3 -0.30 0.14
Period[2] 0.42 0.32
Period[3...4] 0.13 0.13
Period[5...10] 0.02 0.06
T2×Alloc-In(t−1) 0.11 0.03
T3×Alloc-In(t−1) 0.16 0.04
Period[2]×Alloc-In(t−1) -0.26 0.06
Period[3...4]×Alloc-In(t−1) -0.19 0.04
Period[5...10]×Alloc-In(t−1) -0.16 0.03
Period[2]×Allocation(t−1) 0.27 0.07
Period[3...4]×Allocation(t−1) 0.18 0.05
Period[5...10]×Allocation(t−1) 0.14 0.03
Constant 0.88 0.09
Random part
Var [partner]L3

0.74 0.12
Cov [partneri,partnerj ]L3

-0.37 0.06
Var [partner]L2

-0.07 0.05
Cov [partneri,partnerj ]L2

0.14 0.03
Var [partner,√period]L2

9.78 0.63
Cov [partneri,partnerj ,

√
period]

L2
-3.28 0.34

-2LL 7099.720
#Observations 2,412

Table 3.6: Multivariate multilevel model of reciprocity. The dependent variable is Allocation.

We used Restricted Iterative Generalized Least Squares to estimate the model in MLwiN
(Rasbash et al., 2005). We use dummy variables to indicate the partners (Level 1) and
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give these random effects (‘slopes’) at level 2 (period). We estimate the variance and
covariances of these random effects, constraining the variances to be equal and the co-
variances to be equal. Moreover, we include a random effect, dummy.partner√

period
, for the partner

dummy over the square root of period at the period level (level 2), to model the decreasing
variance over periods observed in the data. Of this random effect we also estimate a single
variance and a single covariance.

The constant and the time-dependent random variables at the period level associated with
the dummies are assumed to be independent. This is shown in the random part of the
model illustrated in Table 3.6. From this it can be inferred that the estimated variance of
an allocation of player i to partner j in a given period is −0.07+9.78

period . Note that the negative
variance estimate does not represent an actually negative variance component: estimated
variance ranges from is 9.71 (=-0.07+9.78) in period 1 to 0.49 (=-0.07+9.78/20) in period
20. The estimated covariance between i’s allocation to j and i’s allocation to k in a given
period is 0.14−3.28

period , showing that within each round giving more to j is associated with
giving less to k.

At the player level (level 3) we also include random effects of the partner dummies, and
estimate a single variance and covariance. Thus, the estimated between-player variance
in allocations made across all periods equals 0.74, and the estimated covariance between
allocations made to j and k across all periods is -0.37.

We also estimated a random intercept at the group level (level 4) to accommodate random
group effects, but the estimated between-group variance was zero.

Fixed effect explanatory variables included are (1) dummy for treatment (T2 and T3),
using Treatment 1 as the reference category, (2) the allocation received by a partner the
period before, Alloc-In(t−1), (3) the allocation made to a partner one and two periods
before, Allocation(t−1) and Allocation(t−2), (4) dummies for blocks of periods, 2, 3 . . . 4
and 5 . . . 10, and (5) interactions between the allocations received or made in previous
periods with treatments or blocks of periods4

The interaction of the treatment dummies were significant with the allocation received in
the previous period, T2×Alloc-In(t−1) (β=0.11, S.E.=0.03) and T3×Alloc-In(t−1) (β=0.16,
S.E.=0.04). The model suggest that the mean allocation in T1 is significantly different
from the mean allocations in T2 and T3, while there are no significant differences between
T2 and T3 in this respect (We ran the same model with T2 as the reference category).
The history of the interaction is particularly important to determine the allocations made.
Both what player i received in t− 1, Alloc-In(t−1) (β=0.28, S.E.=0.03), and gave in t− 1,
Allocation(t−1) (β=0.31, S.E.=0.03), had a significant effect on the allocations i made in
period t.

The fact that the effect of allocation received in the previous period is still significantly

4We started with a maximal model which included dummies for the block of periods 11 to 20, a
dummy for the type of the players, and interactions between them and the lagged allocations sent and
received. We iteratively deleted parameters that were not significantly different from zero, testing model
deterioration using generalized likelihood ratio tests. We tested at the significance level of 0.05.
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positive after controlling for the allocation made in the previous round suggests that
reciprocity plays a very important role in determining the vector of allocations chosen by
a player. Furthermore, the interaction of the allocations from the previous period and the
dummies for blocks of periods suggest that the effect of reciprocity is much more powerful
in the first ten rounds: Period[2]×Alloc-In(t−1) (β= -0.26, S.E. = 0.06), Period[3...4]×Alloc-
In(t−1) (β=-0.19, S.E.=0.04) and Period[5...10]×Alloc-In(t−1) (β=-0.16, S.E.=0.03). This
shows that in our model we capture an aspect of the exchange process that we observe in
the behavior of the participants in the experiment, namely, that stability increases after
the first half of the experiment. This is not surprising given that we observe that after the
first half of the experiment stability increases. That is, the players use the first ten or so
rounds to experiment with other partners on how to allocate their resources. Given the
way those partners respond, players reciprocate to them and the exchanges become more
stable. In fact, this seems to be an important feature of how people solve the coordination
problem they face.

Thus, regardless of whether equilibrium play is frequent (such as in T3) or not (such as in
T1 and T2), reciprocity has a very strong effect on the allocation subjects make to their
exchange relationships with others, corroborating H3.

3.4.5 Stability

We have shown that equilibrium play, although frequent in T3, hardly occurs in T1 and
T2. It appears that reciprocity is the main driving force for actors to coordinate exchanges
in the experiment, leading to equilibrium play only in T3, where equilibria are in the core.
However, out-of-equilibrium play might well be stable over time, much like equilibrium
play can be unstable when there are multiple equilibria. Therefore we report an analysis
of the data to see whether subjects reach any stability in their allocations at all. To do
this we create the group level variable Allocation Stability. In each period from period 2
onwards Allocation Stability is the count of the number of allocations to combined projects
in the group that is identical to the allocation in the previous period. Thus, Allocation
Stability ranges from 0 (all subjects change all their allocations to others from one period
to the next) to 12 (all subjects make the same three allocations to others from one period
to the next). The upper left panel in Figure 8 shows the mean Allocation Stability for the
three treatments (6.8 for T1, 8.4 for T2, and 10.5 for T3) across the 19 periods.

The remaining three panels show the progress of Allocation Stability over periods 2 through
20 per treatment, with separate lines connecting the data points for separate groups. The
three groups in T3 all reach perfect stability by period 13, reflecting the high incidence
of equilibrium play. At that time these networks were composed of two fully exchanging
dyads. What is striking is that in T1 and T2, where equilibrium play is rare or even absent,
most groups reach considerable degrees of allocation stability after about 10 periods of
play. In T1 two out of three groups reach high levels of stability even when they are not
in equilibrium. The third group, however, shows a very erratic pattern typical of social
exchange networks with empty cores. In T2 five out of six groups reach high levels of
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stability outside of equilibrium and the sixth group is not far behind.

For a slightly more detailed exploration we modeled the progress of Allocation Stability
statistically with a multilevel model with the group observation per period (Level 1) nested
in groups (Level 2). We included a single linear fixed effect for the period of play and a
dummy indicating whether the period belonged to the first 10 periods or the last 10 periods.
This yielded the kinked response curves shown as the solid lines in Figure 3.8. This kinked
response curve was a much better fit to the data than a model with a single linear period
effect. The response curves in Figure 3.8 show that in all treatments allocation stability
increases sharply over the first 10 periods of the experiment. After that allocation stability
is stationary in T1 but continues its increase in T2 and T3. The lower right panel for T3
shows that the estimated regression line is out of bounds for period 10, reflecting the
fact that we did not account for the right-censoring (nor left-censoring, for that matter)
of the data in our exploration. Nonetheless, the message is clear: even in the absence
of equilibrium play and even in treatments with empty cores, groups of subjects reached
remarkably high levels of allocation stability over the course of the periods.

3.5 Discussion

In this work we have studied (i) the micro-processes people use to establish and decide
their involvement in collaborative relationships with others, and (ii) the conditions for
relationships to last along time. We have addressed this problem in a setting of networks
where subjects choose with whom to team up from a pool of potential partners, and where
the complexity of choices is varied between different experimental conditions. Complexity
of choices is measured by the number and type of possible outcomes, at the network level, in
which individuals maximize their material gains given what others do (Nash equilibrium).
Our work suggests individual choices result from an interplay of two behavioral models
of action. On the one hand, a rational model of man in which individuals best respond
to the choices of their partners prioritizing material gains. On the other, a committed
reciprocal model of man in which individuals reinforce their involvement in a relationship
due to the experience they had in previous encounters with the same partner.

The underlying mechanism is that people, regardless of how severe the coordination prob-
lem is, aim to maximize their material gains. They persistently aim for the number of
relationships that give them the highest benefits (networks in equilibrium) in each of the
three experimental conditions. However, the success of this aim is constrained by the
severity of the coordination problem. Although the relationships formed reflect a network
in equilibrium, the use of resources in them does not. People pursue their rational goals,
but due to the complexity of their interactions, even in the presence of few partners, they
resort to reciprocity as the mechanism to simplify their resource allocation choices. In-
stead of running around from one partner to another, in cases with severe coordination
problems, individuals tend to form lasting relationships by means of reciprocity. Two
important aspects of the underlying mechanism we found can be highlighted:
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Figure 3.8: Allocation Stability by groups/treatments. The upper left panel portrays the means of
allocation stability per treatment. The other three panels show the allocation stability score per group
in each treatment for the 19 periods (2 to 20) in which it was measured. The solid lines illustrate the
estimated multilevel regression lines
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First, in terms of equilibrium, our main point is that if the severity of the coordination
problem is expressed by the number of equilibrium outcomes in the game, this does not
affect the likelihood individuals have of reaching an equilibrium outcome. However, if the
severity of the coordination problem is expressed by the existence of equilibria that take
into account not only individual incentives but the coordinated action of pairs of actors,
then stable configurations can be ensured. This means that in exchange relationships,
actors unilaterally cannot guarantee that at the collective level outcomes will be optimal.
Thus, when equilibria is robust only to individual rationality (Nash equilibrium) one can
expect that actors tend to find attractive partners around them and leave their existing
ones. However, when people can coordinate together in their choices (Nash equilibria in
the core), this results in a strong way of helping them reach equilibrium outcomes and
sustain relationships of collaboration between them.

Second, in terms of stability, our main point is that reciprocity is a strong force to main-
tain relationships along time. As a consequence, our findings suggest that although Nash
equilibrium is a very useful concept to understand behavior and sustainable cooperation
in exchange networks, it is very weak to predict exchange outcomes in situations where
solutions do not satisfy dyadic rationality. By disentangling the equilibrium and stable
outcomes, we were able to observe that even though actors do not best respond to their
partners, their choices to reciprocate to the resources exchanged in a previous interac-
tion help them achieve lasting relationships. However, in settings of severe coordination
problems the stability that is reached is not equilibrium stability. In networks with severe
coordination problems (i.e. networks with empty cores) as in Treatments 1 and 2, the use
of resources tends to become stable along time by means of reciprocity.

Note especially that in the case where subjects reach equilibrium behavior repeatedly
(Treatment 3) rational choices cannot be distinguished from reciprocal ones. That is, best
responding and reciprocating to our partners results in the same behavior. However, in
contexts where equilibrium is not played, successful lasting relationships are clearly moti-
vated by reciprocal behavior. In this direction, our choice of integrating these two theories
of action in an experiment, that varies the severity of the coordination problem subjects
face to establish lasting collaborative relationships, has led to a informative findings that
help complement the theories by pooling their powerful explanatory advantages instead
of by separating them.

Some questions that remain open for further research are related to an underlying as-
sumption in network relationships that points to a limitation in our work: the possibility
subjects have to communicate between each other. Although the repeated interactions in
our experimental design allow the choices of how to use one’s resources to work as signals
of intentions and commitment, this is not close enough to explicit communication. On the
one hand, it is possible that the effect of communication in the interactions can reinforce
reciprocity strengthening the ties between existing partners and weakening the involve-
ment in relationships that are not reciprocal. Thus, pressuring actors to select committed
partners and to exclude others.

On the other hand, communication can serve as a coordination tool and instead of sepa-
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rating highly and weakly committed partners, it could mitigate the effect of reciprocity in
simplifying the coordination problem and facilitate the achievement of equilibrium play.
That is, subjects might not require strong or weak involvement as a measure of commit-
ment, but instead could use communication as a coordination device that clarifies the focal
points all want to reach. In further research we aim to model and test how the effect of
pre-play communication affects equilibrium play, reciprocity, and stability. Particularly,
we are interested in extending our work to understanding the effect of different types of
communications, such as cheap-talk, where agreements have no effects on payoffs, or bind-
ing communication, in which the agreements made are implemented in future interactions
in the game.
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Chapter 4
Heterogeneous network games: Conflicting
preferences

4.1 Introduction

In multiple social and economic interactions, actors aim to coordinate their choices to
improve their well-being. For instance, individuals purchase products, choose schools or
attend social events influenced by the decisions of those around them, be it their friends,
family or colleagues. As this environment generally takes the form of a social network,
it is clear that the study of coordination problems in networks is key to understand so-
cial outcomes and welfare through strategic behavior. In this regard, the literature on
coordination games assumes these interactions to be anonymous, so there is no intrinsic
difference between actors involved in them (Galeotti et al., 2010). What mainly deter-
mines a player’s choices is her position in the network. Nonetheless, individual preferences
are fundamental to place in context the strength of social influence over such decisions
(Bojanowski and Buskens, 2011). For example, when choosing between two products, a
potential purchaser requires less influence from her neighbors to acquire the product she
likes than to purchase the product she dislike, in case she wants also to choose alike with
her neighbors.

We here propose a model in which actors, embedded in a network of social relationships,
can choose how to behave from a set of two possible choices. Clearly, there are two general
classes of stable outcomes. Either all actors coordinate in the same choice, so that behavior
in the social network is specialized in a single action, or some actors choose one action and
others choose the other, so that behavior is hybrid. As actors differ in their preferences,
they do not attain the same payoffs depending on the action chosen by them and by those
around them in the social network. Thus, the interplay, between the gains an actor obtains

0This chapter is co-authored with Penelope Hernandez and Angel Sanchez and is published in Games
and Economic Behavior.
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by coordinating with others and her individual preference, can lead to inequalities in the
benefits actors can achieve.

In this direction, our model provides a very simple framework to understand how in-
equalities between actors depend on how heterogeneous in preferences the network is.
Interactions in this study portray situations in which actors have individual preferences
that influence their inclination to adopt one behavior or another, but aim to behave alike
with those around them. Thus, if two actors are interacting and their preferences are in
conflict, each has incentives to choose the same as the counterpart, for this makes them
better off, but they have a conflict over which behavior is the one they want to coordinate
on.

Within this framework, we develop a complete characterization of the network config-
urations in equilibrium for two classes of games: strategic complements and strategic
substitutes. The equilibrium characterization is made for two conditions: complete and
incomplete information. Furthermore, we compare two classes of stable outcomes in which
actors do not have incentives to unilaterally change their behavior: equilibria. In the first
case, actors are informed about the identities of all others around them, so that they choose
how to behave while knowing what those around them prefer (i.e. Nash equilibria). This
first consideration is fundamental to understand the effect of conflicting preferences on net-
work relationships. The second case is such that actors know their individual preference
and have an idea of how the population is composed, but cannot directly observe the iden-
tity of those around her (i.e. Bayesian Nash equilibria). This assumption is more realistic
than that of complete information, especially for larger sizes in the population.

With such a simple model, we are able to pinpoint the effect of heterogeneity on pref-
erences and to identify the impact of individual differences when actors have incomplete
information, as compared to the framework introduced by Galeotti et al. (2010), where in-
formation is incomplete but actors are assumed homogeneous. These authors analyzed two
well-known and important classes of games, namely strategic complements and strategic
substitutes, finding that on a network, local information arising from the network struc-
ture leads to a set of (symmetric) equilibria. When information is incomplete, equilibria
are refined and only certain types of them are allowed. Particularly, those with specific
monotonicity properties of the actions with respect to the number of connections of the
player.

However, compared to Galeotti et al. (2010) we show here that introducing heterogeneity
in this framework leads, first, to a very large set of Nash equilibria under complete informa-
tion, which can be classified in different types according to the satisfaction of the players
and the diversity in their actions; and, second, the refinement attained under incomplete
information is much more stringent, in so far as only a restricted class of equilibria sur-
vives. This is particularly relevant for coordination games, because as presented before in
Chapter 1, even the simplest coordination games played on networks have multiple equi-
libria, which display a wide range of possible outcomes. For this reason, it is important
to stress that we are able to obtain these results in a very simple model, which by virtue
of its simplicity allows us to highlight all these differences and provides an illustration of
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what could take place in more complicated situations.

The chapter is organized in six sections including this introduction. Section 4.2 presents
our theoretical framework. The model is described in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 contains the
characterization of equilibria with complete information. Section 4.5 presents the analysis
with incomplete information. Section 4.6 concludes.

4.2 Framework

Our model studies a broad set of coordination games with strategic complements (sub-
stitutes). Actors interact in a fixed network by choosing an action from a binary choice
set. Each individual has an order for the available choices so that one is preferred over
the other. This order represents a player’s preference. Coordinating in the liked option
gives greater payoffs than in the disliked one. Independently of the chosen action, the
more neighbors a player coordinates (anti-coordinates) with, the greater her utility in
games with strategic complements (substitutes). This allows an analysis of heterogeneity
in which players are endowed with different preferences so that their incentives to choose
one action or another vary, even with the same number of neighbors. In addition, we con-
sider heterogeneity in the level of connectivity each player has, so that two players with
the same preference need not have equal number of neighbors. The linear payoff structure
of our model allows to differentiate the behavior in the two classes of games for different
distributions of preferences and connectivities in the network.

Our work is part of the research program on strategic behavior in social and economic
networks by considering a rich set of coordination games with heterogeneous players, both
in complete and incomplete information. The equilibrium characterization of our network
games is carried in two directions. First we provide a complete characterization when
players are informed about the size and shape of the network and the distribution of
preferences between the players. This leads to the Nash equilibria of the network games.
The natural relaxation of the informational assumptions allows for asymmetries where a
player knows her preference but not that of others in the network. Individuals know the
number of their contacts and the distribution of connections in the population, but are
informed only of the probability of the identity of their contacts at the moment of making
a choice (note that if there is no information at all on the neighbors’ preferences, we would
be in a setup of homogeneous networks, similar to that studied by Galeotti et al. 2010).
Subsequently, we characterize Bayesian-Nash equilibria for such games.

4.2.1 Individual preferences

When people do things together (i.e. cooperate) they frequently need to adopt a certain
technology or a set of behaviors or conventions. The problem is that on the one hand
choosing the same behavior is better than choosing dissimilar ones, but on the other
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people may differ in their preferences over different behaviors. Differences in individual
preferences, which result in conflict about what behavior to adopt, are an essential class
of heterogeneity that helps understand what the micro-processes are that lead to different
patterns of behaviors in coordination games. By means of this, we can study how and
under what conditions the differences in individual preferences make actors choose the
behavior they dislike. And therefore, whether it is possible that in settings with conflicting
preferences, actors can choose in ways that result in outcomes where all individuals behave
in the same way. That is, we want to understand the conditions that can lead to social
exclusion in the choice between different conventions and its effect of the benefits actors
gain from their choices when actors differ in their individual preferences of the different
choices.

A person’s preference can have either a purely individual basis, but also a social one,
such as norms and identities. The way we study heterogeneity in coordination games
is by considering preferences based on a person’s identity (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000;
Tajfel and Turner, 1979): who she is. That is, depending on who a person is, she obtains
more benefit from one behavior or another, when coordinating in her choice with those
around her. The behavior that gives the highest benefit is denoted as the behavior she
prefers. That is, a person’s identity can generate her preferences over the behaviors she
can choose from. For instance, which social setting a person chooses or which products
to purchase. As a consequence, a determinant element of how inequalities and exclusion
can arise in coordination games in networks is expressed by the interplay between the
benefits of coordinating with others and a person’s individual preference. If a person is
surrounded by people choosing the behavior she does not prefer, it might be better for her
to choose against her preference so that she can gain more benefits from the relationships
with others. Otherwise, if choosing in accordance with one’s identity but staying isolated,
a person can end up with a worse outcome.

There are conflicting preferences in the desired outcome when two players of different
(the same) identity interact in games with strategic complements (substitutes). Given
their best responses we observe multiple Nash equilibria expressed by the distribution of
choices in the network. We denote as specialized the cases where the entire set of players
coordinates on the same action. Depending on the distribution of identities in the network,
in this action profile there are players who choose what they like (satisfactory) and others
who choose the disliked option (frustrated). When both actions coexist in the network,
the Nash equilibrium portrays a hybrid case which can be satisfactory or frustrated as
well.

Finally, we conclude our analysis with a relaxation of the assumption of complete informa-
tion. Players are informed about the probability of being connected to different neighbors
with different identities but do not know the preferences of these neighbors at the moment
of choosing. As shown by Galeotti et al. (2010), this is a natural way to introduce in-
complete information in network games, so that a player knows her preferences and has a
good forecast of the number of her connections, but has incomplete information about the
degrees of others and their individual preferences. We characterize the existence of pure
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symmetric Bayesian equilibria for different distributions of identities. This means that,
depending on how the population is distributed, the resulting configurations can either
be specialized or frustrated: indeed, if there are enough players of both types, we show
that they can play their action of choice, whereas when one large majority dominates
over a small minority, we are able to establish monotonicity results which, for instance,
lead to (almost) all players choosing the same action in the case of strategic complements.
Interestingly, we are able to prove our main result weakening an assumption in Galeotti
et al. (2010) while keeping their formation rule, thus obtaining a dramatic reduction of
the complete information equilibria.

4.2.2 Network games

The literature studying strategic interactions in networks and its applications to the social
sciences has grown increasingly for the past years. Our work contributes to this research
program and in particular to the study of coordination network games. For detailed
surveys of the literature see Goyal (2007); Jackson (2010); Vega-Redondo (2007); see also
Roca et al. (2009) for a review of the literature from the evolutionary point of view.

The main objective of the chapter is to provide a tractable framework where heterogeneity
in individual characteristics of the players as well as specifications of informational asym-
metries can be analyzed in a single model. Other works that have considered identities of
players in terms of individual productivity (Rogers, 2005) or linking costs (Galeotti et al.,
2006) are also part of the research on heterogeneity in networks. Our model differs from
these for they are focused on strategic link formation and our analysis considers players
are located in a fixed network. Several authors have also modeled games with strate-
gic complements or substitutes on networks, see for example Angeletos and Pavan (2007);
Ballester and Calvó-Armengol (2010); Ballester et al. (2006); Bénabou (2013); Bergemann
and Morris (2009); Bramoulle and Kranton (2007); Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009); Glaeser
and Scheinkman (2003); Goyal and Moraga-González (2001); Ilkilic (2011); Vives (1999).
Our work belongs to this set of literature and complements it with the analysis of incom-
plete information and the characterization of the Bayesian-Nash equilibria. In particular,
our work feeds and is closely related to Galeotti et al. (2010) for they consider games with
strategic complements and substitutes and model equilibria for complete and incomplete
information. The main difference in our analysis is the considerations of heterogeneity, by
which players can differ in their preference for one action or another, leading to conflicting
preferences between them.

Another work closely related to this study is Bojanowski and Buskens (2011), that inves-
tigates the strategic interaction of heterogeneous actors in coordination environments (i.e.
networks). This work presents a very interesting characterization of stability in which no
actor wants to change her relationships or her behavior (i.e. chosen convention) and no
pair of actors who are not related have incentives to form a new relationship. Furthermore,
apart from the analytical work, their paper provides computer simulations to study how
heterogeneity affects the emerging relationships. A main difference between Bojanowski
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and Buskens (2011) and the work presented in Chapter 4 is that we propose an analyt-
ical approach to a closely related model but characterize not only situations of complete
information, where the preferences of the actors are visible, but also provide an analysis
of situations where complete information about the preferences of those around us is not
available.

The integration of heterogeneity in a simple manner into the analysis of social networks
allows to disentangle the system of incentives of the players involved. Even when two action
profiles in networks with the same configuration of links are identical, the distribution of
identities in the population reveals key differences in terms of payoffs in their choice. The
simplest example is a society where all individuals coordinate in the same choice. By the
inclusion of an analysis on identities in terms of preferences over the available options,
we observe that if one or more players are frustrated because their choice is based on
the influence of their neighbors but not on their preference, they have stronger incentives
to deviate. This interplay between individual preferences and social influence has been
modeled in coordination games in networks by thresholds functions (Galeotti et al., 2010;
Granovetter, 1978). For instance, when a person is deciding whether to acquire a specific
technology or not, if more than a given number of her neighbors (i.e. the threshold) use
that technology, this person would purchase the new technology, otherwise she would keep
using the existing technology.

In this sense, our work also relates and contributes to the literature on threshold models1.
The pioneering work by Granovetter (1978) referred to thresholds as the proportion of
others (neighbors) who must adopt a certain behavior for a given player to do so. In
this direction, works such as Morris (2000) and López-Pintado (2006) model coordination
games in network structures where there is a contagion threshold that determines how
an action spreads. Our work mainly differs from their analysis for we consider static
games while they study best-response dynamics. However, we complement these works
by assuming heterogeneity in the identities of players. The introduction of players with
different preferences over the binary choice set allows for asymmetry in the payoffs between
players, which in consequence causes the risk dominant action not to be the same for all
players. As a consequence, although in a simplified static model, we study a richer setting
where there is not one default action for all individuals, but each of them has preferences
for one over the other. Note that this is different from homophily in the sense of Golub and
Jackson (2012), where types control the probability of being linked, but do not make any
difference in the preferences of individual players. In this sense, part of our contribution is
that we obtain two different threshold functions, one for each identity of players for them
to adopt the disliked action.

1Equilibria in our model depend on a threshold of the chosen actions by a player’s neighbors which also
relates to the literature on conformism and social norms (e.g. Kandel and Lazear 1992), where there is a
trade off between a player’s choice for her preferred action and increasing the distance from the average
behavior chosen by her neighbors. This is a relation between peer pressures and partnerships, where peer
pressure arises when individuals deviate from a well-established group norm, i.e., individuals are penalized
for working less than the group norm. Our threshold functions model when players are willing to imitate
the behavior of others even if it is not their preferred one and conform to the average behavior or not.
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We distinguish two threshold functions, which determine the tipping point where play-
ers switch from their liked to their disliked option. The threshold value is the minimum
proportion of neighbors necessary to coordinate with to guarantee that choosing the pre-
ferred option gives greater payoffs. For example, in the case of choosing between two social
events, say two parties, someone who likes party A over B, needs less of her friends to go
to the first than to the second one for her to choose to go with them. Because of this,
heterogeneity in preferences affects the structure and conditions of the game through the
identity of the players interacting.

4.3 The model

Consider the undirected social network (N, g). The set N = {1, . . . , n}, where |N | ≥ 2,
contains the players interacting in a game. This set is fixed throughout the analysis, so
we represent the network by the set of links, g. Prior to the start of the game, players are
informed about the size of the network and the identity of all players. The set of potential
connections is the complete network, gN , and any network configuration is part of the set
G = {g : g ⊂ gN}. In the network, if a pair of players i and j are connected by a link,
it is denoted as ij ∈ g, and if there is no link between them, we say ij /∈ g. The set of
neighbors a player i has is ki(g) = {j : ij ∈ g}. For simplicity we assume that ii /∈ g, so
that all neighbors in ki(g) are different from i. The cardinality of ki(g) is ki, the degree of
node i in the network, and is exogenously determined prior to the interactions.

Players from the set N interact in a network game denoted by Γ. Every player i ∈ N is
ex-ante and exogenously endowed with an identity θi ∈ {0, 1}. Players choose an action
from the binary set X = {0, 1} which is the same for all players. A player i who has
identity 1 (0) prefers action 1 over 0 (0 over 1). We denote xki(g) as the vector of actions
taken by i’s neighbors. The game is expressed through a linear payoff function, ui(Γ),
that strategically depends on the choices made by connected players and their identities,
as follows in Equation 4.1:

ui(θi, xi, xki(g)) = λθi
xi
[1 + δ

∑

j∈ki(g)

I{xj=xi} + (1− δ)
∑

j∈ki(g)

I{xj ̸=xi}], (4.1)

where I{xj=xi} is the indicator function of those neighbors choosing the same action as
player i, and I{xj ̸=xi} indicates neighbors choosing the opposite. The parameter λ is
defined by λθi

xi
= α when a player chooses what she likes, and λθi

xi
= β otherwise, where

0 < β < α. The class of game played is specified through the multiplier δ, that takes
value 1 if the game is of strategic complements (SC) and 0 if it is of strategic substitutes
(SS).

The main feature of our utility specification is that it captures several strategic scenarios in
a simple way, allowing for games of strategic complementarities or substitutes. As a result,
we can observe the way players’ payoffs are affected by the choices of others given their
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individual preferences. This is motivated by our desire to develop an understanding of how
the conflict of preferences interacts with the network structure. In addition, as discussed
in the Introduction, by considering players’ types we are extending the applicability of
network game models to situations in which the preferences of different players may not
be aligned.

We now consider a partial order ≽i on the action profiles of the neighbors for a given player
i. Fix a player i with ki neighbors and identity θi, where xki(g) and x′

ki
(g) are two action

profiles of her neighbors. We say that xki(g) ≽i x′
ki
(g) if

∑ki
j=1 I{xj=1} ≥

∑ki
j=1 I{x′

j=1}. For
player i, the actions of her partners can be ordered depending on the number of neighbors
playing the action 1. When more individuals in i’s neighborhood play the action 1, the
corresponding action profile is ordered in a higher position. The payoff function for a SC
(δ = 1) game satisfies the following condition when the action of player i is 1 = xi > x′

i = 0
and the action profiles of her neighbors are xki(g) ≽i x′

ki
(g):

ui(θi, xi, xki(g))− ui(θi, x
′
i, xki(g)) ≥ ui(θi, xi, x

′
ki(g))− ui(θi, x

′
i, x

′
ki(g)). (4.2)

Notice that when xki(g) ≽i x′
ki
(g) then the number of zero actions in x′

ki
(g) is larger than in

xki(g). By multiplying by (-1) we get ui(θi, 0, x′
ki
(g))− ui(θi, 1, x′

ki
(g)) ≥ ui(θi, 0, xki(g))−

ui(θi, 1, xki(g)). From both equations above, we conclude that in SC it is more profitable to
play the action that your neighbors play more. Simply said, Equation 4.2 shows that our
payoff function satisfies the conditions of games with strategic complementarities.

Analogously, when the game is SS (δ = 0), the payoff function ui satisfies the following
condition when 1 = xi > x′

i = 0 and xki(g) ≽i x′
ki
(g):

ui(θi, xi, xki(g))− ui(θi, x
′
i, xki(g)) ≤ ui(θi, xi, x

′
ki(g))− ui(θi, x

′
i, x

′
ki(g)). (4.3)

Analogously than in SC case, we obtain that in SS, it is more profitable to play the action
that your neighbors play less. Conversely, Equation 4.3 shows that our payoff function
satisfies the conditions for games with strategic substitutes.

Players in our game, represented by Γ = {N, {g}i,j∈N , X, {θi}i∈N , {ui}i∈N}, decide on an
action from the binary choice set X. A unilateral deviation by player i changes her choice
xi to choice x′

i, where xi ̸= x′
i. When no player has incentives to deviate from an action

profile (x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
n), it is a Nash equilibrium. Formally:

ui(θi, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) ≥ ui(θi, x∗

1, . . . , x
′
i, . . . , x

∗
n) ∀ x∗

i ̸= x′
i, ∀i ∈ N.

Note that ui(θi, x∗
1, . . . x

∗
n) = ui(θi, x∗

i , x
∗
ki
(g)), i.e., the actions of players that are not i’s

neighbors do not change her payoff.
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4.3.1 The 2-person game: Strategic complements and substi-
tutes

We model games with strategic complements (SC) or strategic substitutes (SS) in a 2-
person setting. Specifically:

Definition 2 Strategic Complements (Coordination): Let SC be a 2-person game
where every player has an identity θi ∈ {0, 1} and the set of actions X. The payoff matrix2,
where 2β > α > β > 0, depends on each player’s choices and identity as follows:

0
1 0

1
1 2α, 2β α,α
0 β, β 2β, 2α

θ1 = 1; θ2 = 0

1
1 0

1
1 2α, 2α α, β
0 β,α 2β, 2β

θ1 = 1; θ2 = 1
0

1 0

0
1 2β, 2β β,α
0 α, β 2α, 2α

θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0

Table 4.1: Payoff matrices for SC games.

Definition 3 Strategic Substitutes (Anti-Coordination): Let SS be a 2-person
game where every player has an identity θi = {0, 1} and the set of actions xi = {0, 1}.
The payoff matrix, where 2β > α > β > 0, depends on each player’s choices and identity
as follows:

Each 2 × 2 coordination (anti-coordination) game can be played between two players of
equal or opposite identities. There are two Nash equilibria in pure strategies and one in
mixed strategies. Let us first discuss the pure strategy equilibria. For the SC case the
Nash equilibria in pure strategies psNE= {(0, 0), (1, 1)} present conflicting preferences
when the two players have opposite identities given that each likes a different action and
both want to coordinate. Thus, it is not possible to Pareto rank them. However, in games
between players with equal identity there is no conflict in preferences because each one
likes the same action, and the equilibrium when both choose the action corresponding to
their identity is Pareto dominant in payoffs: (1, 1) Pareto dominates (0, 0) if two players

2We consider a payoff structure such that a player prefers to coordinate in the disliked option than
staying alone. This payoff structure is observed in the game of the Battle of Sexes, for an example of the
n-person game see Szidarovszky et al. (2008).
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0
1 0

1
1 α, β 2α, 2α
0 2β, 2β β,α

θ1 = 1; θ2 = 0

1
1 0

1
1 α,α 2α, 2β
0 2β, 2α β, β

θ1 = 1; θ2 = 1
0

1 0

0
1 β, β 2β, 2α
0 2α, 2β α,α

θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0

Table 4.2: Payoff matrices for SS games.

with identity 1 are playing, and the opposite for two players with identity 0. For the case
of SS the psNE= {(0, 1), (1, 0)} shows no conflicting preferences when the two players have
opposite identities because both are better-off when choosing the action corresponding to
each of their identities, which is the Pareto dominant Nash equilibrium of the game. For
example: (1, 0) Pareto dominates (0, 1) if the first player is of identity 1 and the second
is of identity 0. Conflicting preferences arise when two players with the same identity
interact, because both of them like the same action and want to anti-coordinate.

Let us now consider the mixed strategy equilibrium. For the SC game, the probability to
choose your favorite action when playing against a player of your same identity is obtained
from the corresponding payoffmatrix and is given by q = (2β − α)/(α + β). When playing
against a player of different identity, the result is q = (2α− β)/(α + β). Following Morris
(2000) and López-Pintado (2006), these probabilities can be understood as the adoption
threshold function, i.e., the proportion of neighbors making a given choice required for a
player to adopt that same action.

Heterogeneity in preferences gives a new insight to this by showing that the q needed varies
depending on the identity of the player choosing, but not on the identity of the player(s)
she is interacting with. That is, there exist q < q, where q is the probability of choosing
the liked action and q the disliked action. The intuition of this result relates directly to
the Nash equilibrium configurations of the network games, and it is associated to many
social scenarios where the utility of affiliation is based on choices of others and not on a
player’s preferences, but the utility of the individual is based both on her choice and her
preference. A similar result holds for the SS case exchanging the probabilities.
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4.4 Equilibrium: Complete information

In this section of complete information we characterize the set of Nash equilibria for our
network game Γ, NE(Γ). We develop in detail the analysis for games with SC, which
symmetrically hold for SS unless the opposite is specified.

4.4.1 Strategies

A player in the network game Γ chooses an action in the setX = {0, 1}, the same for all her
connections. The action profiles in the network are such that either all players coordinate
on one action (specialized) or both actions are chosen by different players (hybrid). Having
in mind the identity of the players, there are two possible categories, depending on whether
all players coordinate in choosing the action for which xi = θi (satisfactory) or at least
one player chooses xi ̸= θi (frustrated). Thus, we have four possible configurations: (i)
satisfactory specialized (SS) where all players coordinate on the same action, which is
their preferred choice, xi = θi; (ii) frustrated specialized (FS), where all players coordinate
on the same action, but at least one of them is choosing her disliked option, xi ̸= θi; (iii)
satisfactory hybrid (SH), where all players choose the action they prefer but there is at
least one player with an identity different from the rest, so that both actions are present;
and (iv) frustrated hybrid (FH) which portray both actions and at least one player chooses
her disliked option. Figure 4.1 illustrates these categories for games with SC.

SS1 (SS0)

11

11

11 11

11

FS1 (FS0)

11

01

11 11

11

SH

00

11

11 00

00

FH

00

00

01 11

00

Figure 4.1: Types of configurations. The first digit refers to the identity and the second to the action.

4.4.2 Nash equilibrium

We characterize the set of Nash equilibria in our network game, NE(Γ), in relation to
players’ unilateral deviations. To that end, we will call the number of player i’s neighbors
choosing action 1: χi; correspondingly the number of her neighbors choosing action 0 is
ki−χi. Because the threshold functions represent a number of neighbors, we will denote by
⌈. . .⌉ and ⌊. . .⌋ respectively the minimum higher integer and the maximum lower integer
of the real number considered. Proposition 3 presents the best responses for games with
SC, characterizing the thresholds to change actions. Note that for SS the relation of χi

with the thresholds is inverted.
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Proposition 3 Thresholds and best responses: For an SC game, let

τ(ki) = ⌈ β

α + β
ki −

α− β

α + β
⌉, (4.4)

τ(ki) = ⌊ α

α + β
ki +

α− β

α + β
⌋, (4.5)

defined for any degree ki ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. The best response of player i with identity
θi = 1 and degree ki, x∗

i , is

x∗
i =

{
1, iff χi ≥ τ(ki),

0, otherwise.
(4.6)

The best response of player i with identity θi = 0 and degree ki, x∗
i , is

x∗
i =

{
0, iff χi ≤ τ(ki),

1, otherwise.
(4.7)

Proof: For simplicity we develop the proof in terms of action 1 for the case of SC, however
it extends naturally for action 0 and also for the case of SS.

Suppose that χi ≥ τ(ki) for a player i ∈ N with identity θi = 1. She gets a payoff

ui(1, 1, ((x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn)). Following the payoff functions in Equation 4.1, we
have: ui(1, 1, ((x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn)) = ui(1, 1, xki(g)). Therefore,

ui(1, 1, xki(g)) = α (1 + χi) ≥ α(1 + τ(ki)) = α

(
1 + ⌈ β

α + β
ki −

α− β

α + β
⌉
)

≥

≥ α

(
1 +

β

α + β
ki −

α− β

α + β

)
= α

(
1 + ki − ki +

β

α + β
ki −

α− β

α + β

)
=

= α

(
1 + ki −

[
ki

(
−β

α + β
+ 1

)
+

α− β

α + β

])
=

= α

(
1 + ki −

[
ki

α

α + β
+

α− β

α + β

])
≥ β(1 + ki − τ(ki))

≥ β(1 + ki − χi) = ui(1, 0, xki(g))

The remaining cases can be proven straightforwardly in the same manner.

In SC a player i wants to coordinate with the highest number of neighbors making the
same choice, and prefers coordination on the action corresponding to her identity. Players
with identity θi = 1 have incentives to choose the action they like when χi ≥ τ(ki). Thus,
players with identity θi = 0 choose xi = 0 if χi ≤ τ(ki). We illustrate this in Figure
4.2.

In games with SS a player i wants to anti-coordinate with the highest number of neighbors
making the opposite choice. This means that no specialized configuration is Nash in pure
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θi = 1

θi = 0
0 ni

0

0

1

0

1

1

χi

τ(ki)

τ(ki)

x∗
i = 0

x∗
i = 1

Figure 4.2: SC Thresholds

strategies. The threshold functions in SS are inverted compared to SC. A players has
incentives to choose the action she likes when χi ≤ τ for θi = 1, and χi ≥ τ for θi = 0.

With Proposition 3, we have characterized the best response of every player in terms of her
identity and the actions of her neighbors. It is important to stress that this best response
does not depend on the identities of her neighbors, but only on their actions. This result
allows us to analyze the Nash equilibria and how do they depend on the distribution of
identities, actions and network characteristics. From the best responses, it is clear that
there will be very many different equilibria. Examples of these equilibria are illustrated
in Figure 4.3.

SS1 (SS0)
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00
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0000
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00

FH(SS)

0000
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Figure 4.3: Examples of Nash equilibria. The first digit refers to the identity and the second to the
action. The two bottom-right configurations are examples for strategic substitutes.

As a specific example, consider the following case: Satisfactory specialized equilibria are
very restrictive. Indeed, let us assume that all players have identity 1. Then, in a SS

equilibrium, all players choose action 1. However, if for any reason a player or group
of players play action 0 and for them the condition χi ≥ τ(ki) is not satisfied, we would
again have a Nash equilibrium, but it would not be satisfactory, i.e., it would be frustrated
hybrid. In general, if all players have the same identity, if an equilibrium is satisfactory it
has to be specialized with players choosing the action they like.
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There is another manner in which specialized equilibria emerge, namely when the distri-
bution of identities is not homogeneous and condition either χi ≤ τ(ki) or χi ≥ τ(ki)
holds for all players. As a consequence, for the same distributions of links and identi-
ties, two players with opposite identities can best respond with the same action and vice
versa.

4.5 Equilibrium: Incomplete information

The above section is devoted to characterize the Nash equilibrium set when players know
the realized neighbors’ actions, i.e., the complete information framework. We study now
how the structure of the network and the configuration on identities affect the set of
equilibria. In this setup we introduce an incomplete information framework where players
know their own identity and degree, but have no information about the whole network.
Players beliefs about the rest of the network are given by a probability distribution over
the connections (the formation rule) and the distribution of identities.

The consideration of a framework of incomplete information in our setup is motivated by
our aim to obtain a more realistic approach of the interaction of conflicting preferences in
coordination problems. Based on the assumption of a network structure a la Erdös-Renyi,
where the size of the network is very big, incomplete information characterizes the reduc-
tion of information into a local level. Moreover, it has been shown by results found in
Galeotti et al. (2010) that an incomplete information framework in network games reduces
the multiplicity of Nash equilibria obtained when information is complete. As we will show
below, in our case and in spite of the fact that we use weaker assumptions, the set of equi-
libria is much more drastically reduced, allowing for configurations in which every player
chooses her preferred action when there is enough heterogeneity in the network.

We assume that both processes, formation rule and allocation of identities in the network,
are independent. The probability that player i has k neighbors depends on the formation
rule, which in our setup accounts for an Erdös-Renyi network structure. In addition, a
player i knows that with probability 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, each player in her neighborhood is of
identity 1 and with probability 1 − ρ is of identity 0. Then, the incomplete information
set up could be understood as players having local knowledge of the network.

Given a formation rule for a network Γ, we denote by P (ki) the probability that player i has
ki neighbors. Given that probability, a player i can compute the conditional probability
of the degree of her neighbors given that she has ki neighbors. The distribution of these
conditional events with dimension ki is represented by P (kN(i)|ki). For instance, if player
i only has one neighbor, ki = 1, player i should consider that her neighbor may have
1, 2, . . . , N − 1 neighbors. Therefore, player i will compute P (1|1), P (2|1), . . . , P (N −
1|1). If player i has two neighbors, ki = 2, it is necessary to consider all possible degree
combination for both neighbors of player i. For example, P (1, 1|2), P (2, 1|2), P (2, 2|2),
P (3, 1|2) and so on. Notice that each player with degree k has the same information of
any other player with the same degree. It implies that we can assume anonymity among
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the players. Having expectations over the degree of one’s neighbors, as argued by Galeotti
et al. (2010) is key for threshold models with incomplete information. Player i expects
to choose her preferred action given her degree and the distribution of types, knowing
that also her neighbors with equal or higher degree will choose their favorite action. The
expectation on i’s neighbors’ degree follows from the formation rule.

Henceforth, the information structure given a rule of formation and ρ is denoted by the
family of anonymous conditional probabilities P = {P (k,θ|k, θ)k∈Nk,Θ∈{0,1}k}.

Given the above ingredients, the network game with incomplete information is represented
by (Γ,P, ρ). In our benchmark individuals have two identities 0 or 1 and this identity
establishes a unique pure-best response. Under incomplete information the type of each
player is defined by her degree and her identity θi, since it is her private information.
Notice that the available information for each player includes her own identity θi but not
the realization of her neighbors’ identities. Therefore, the bayesian game has the following
features:

• The set of players N = {1, . . . , n}

• The binary set of actions X = {0, 1} for i ∈ N . Denote by X = ∆(X) the set of
mixed strategies on the support of X.

• The type set is T = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}×Θ and denote by ti the type of player i.

• The beliefs P = {P (k,θ|k, θ)k∈Nk,Θ∈{0,1}k}.

• Payoffs come from the expected utility criterium.

A strategy of player i is a function from her private information, i.e., her type to her
action set: σi : {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} × Θ → X . A bayesian Nash equilibrium is a strategy
profile σ such that each player plays her best response given the strategy profile of the
other players. Notice that it is crucial on the valuation on the best response of player
i, the computation of her expected payoff which depends on her beliefs. The beliefs rely
on the network structure and the distribution of θ, or in other words, on the formation
rule which generates the network and the distribution of identities that depends on the
probability of being of type 1 (ρ) or 0 (1-ρ).

Given that player i’s type is ti = (ki, θi), her beliefs are P(·|ki, θi). The strategy profile of
the other players is σ−i generating an action profile of length ki. Each of these sequences
is included in the expected payoff of player i with the corresponding probability denoted
by P−i(t−i|ti) induced by the beliefs P(·|ki, θi) and σ. Hence, the expected payoff from
choosing the action xi ∈ X is:

Ui(θi, xi, ki, σ−i) =
∑

t−i∈T−i

ui (θi, xi, σ−i(t−i))P−i(t−i|ti).

The rule of formation taken into account in this chapter consists of creating a link inde-
pendently with equal probability between two nodes. This is the well-known Erdös Renyi
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graph formation. This rule of formation has a significant property. If the formation rule
is i.i.d then the conditional probability when a player has ki neighbors represented by
P (kN(i)|ki) exhibits increasing beliefs with respect to the partial order on T−i. In other
words, if one player has more neighbors, she may think that the network is more connected.
Moreover as the distribution ρ is independent of the formation rule, the two conditions
together may be interpreted as if player i has ki neighbors, then any node has the same
degree and ρki of them have identity 1 and (1− ρ)ki have identity 0.

The next proposition characterizes pure symmetric bayesian equilibria fixing the distri-
bution of identities 0 and 1. It does not give information on the existence of other non
symmetric equilibria. We justify this class of equilibria since the belief formation is anony-
mous, therefore it is natural to assume that any player with the same private information
will react with the same behavior. Namely, for a range of ρ and the above formation rule
states that the different class of equilibria: non-decreasing, non increasing and both. We
here focus only on the SC case for the sake of brevity, but it is apparent from what follows
that a similar result with reversed inequalities holds for SS for the cases of hybrid action
profiles3.

Proposition 4 Equilibria in incomplete information: Consider the game with in-
complete information (Γ,P, ρ) with SC characteristics and the formation rule a la Erdös-
Renyi. Then,

• There exists a pure symmetric equilibrium (σ∗
i )i∈N .

• If α
α+β > ρ > β

α+β then every symmetric equilibrium (σ∗
i )i∈N is σ∗

i (k, θi = 1) = 1 and
σ∗
i (k, θi = 0) = 0 for all k.

• If ρ > α
α+β then σ∗

i (k, θ) is non-decreasing in k for all θ. Moreover σ∗
i (k, θi = 1) = 1

for all k.

• If ρ < β
α+β then σ∗

i (k, θ) is non-increasing in k for all θ. Moreover σ∗
i (k, θi = 0) = 0

for all k.

Proof: The game Γ is a game with a finite number of players and a binary set of actions
for each player. Moreover, the belief space depends on the Erdös-Renyi formation rule,
which implies that the neighbors’ degrees are stochastically independent, therefore the
player’s beliefs about the degree of her neighbors are weakly increasing in her own degree.
As stated by Galeotti et al. (2010), this “simply embodies the idea that higher degrees
for a given player are weakly correlated with higher degrees of all her neighbors” (pg.
229).

Given the above conditions, applying Milgrom and Shannon (1994) and Van Zandt and
Vives (2007) the existence of at least one pure symmetric equilibrium holds. Let (σ∗

i )i∈N
be a symmetric pure equilibrium.

3Recall that the case of specialized action profiles where all players choose one same action is not an
equilibrium in pure strategies for games with SS. Therefore, only conditions 1 and 2 in Proposition 4 are
satisfied for SS.
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Let us now characterize a class of symmetric pure equilibria.

Denote by (ρk(1), (1 − ρ)k(0)) an action profile with ρk ones and (1 − ρ)k zeros. In
view of Equations 4.6 and 4.7, given α

α+β > ρ > β
α+β , the best response under complete

information, we can check that ρk > τ(k) and ρk ≤ τ(k) (note that ρk plays the same
role as χi in complete information). Therefore, for player i with identity θi = 1 (θi = 0),
her best response is x∗

i = 1 (x∗
i = 0):

ui(1, 1, (ρk(1), (1− ρ)k(0)))− ui(1, 0, (ρk(1), (1− ρ)k(0))) ≥ 0.

As a consequence, under incomplete information we get the same order since the beliefs
do not change the increasing difference obtained under complete information:

Ui(1, ki, 1; σ
∗
−i) ≥ Ui(0, ki, 1; σ

∗
−i).

In other words, when the distribution on identities is quite heterogeneous: α
α+β > ρ > β

α+β
then, the best response of any player i with k neighbors will be her own realization of
identity. Consequently, the equilibrium strategy (σ∗

i )i∈N coincides with her identity for all
k.

To prove the third point, let us assume that (σ∗
i )i∈N is not trivial, i.e., there exists a k′

and an action such that x′ ∈ supp(σ∗
k′)

Case θ = 1. We study now the case of players whose identity realization is 1. For that we
will compute the difference between the expected payoff for player i when she has k + 1
nodes with respect to the case in which she has k nodes. Recall that Γ is a game with SC
and ρ > α

α+β . We then have

ui(1, 1, (ρ(k + 1)(1), (1− ρ)(k + 1)(0)))− ui(1, 0, (ρ(k + 1)(1), (1− ρ)(k + 1)(0)))

≥ ui(1, 1, (ρk(1), (1− ρ)k(0)))− ui(1, 0, (ρk(1), (1− ρ)k(0))).

Actually, the above condition holds even for a smaller ρ, ρ > β
α+β . Moreover, ui(1, 1, (ρk(1), (1−

ρ)k(0)))− ui(1, 0, (ρk(1), (1− ρ)k(0))) ≥ 0 then 1 is best response for k since θ = 1. Then
1 is best response for k + 1.

Given the condition for complete information, we can now express the expected payoff
with the same order since the beliefs do not change the direction of the inequality in
expected terms because the player’s beliefs about the degree of her neighbors are weakly
increasing in her own degree:

Ui(1, k + 1, 1, σ∗
−i))− Ui(1, k + 1, 0, σ∗

−i) ≥ Ui(1, k, 1, σ
∗
−i)− Ui(1, k, 0, σ

∗
−i) ≥ 0. (4.8)

Therefore, Ui(1, k+1, 1, σ∗
−i))−Ui(1, k+1, 0, σ∗

−i) ≥ 0 and consequently 1 is as well the best
response when the type of player i is (k+1, 1) and players play the symmetric equilibrium
(σ∗

−i).
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Case θ = 0.

Similarly to the previous case, given that ρ > α
α+β for all k, 1 is the best response un-

der complete information. Then we get for incomplete information the fixed strategy
σ∗
i (k, θ) = 1.

In actual realizations of networks, the degree k is a non-negative integer and τ(k) ≥ 1.
Therefore, isolated players with θ = 0 will choose action 0, and for this reason we cannot
conclude that the action is fixed for all players.

The last part of the proposition holds in a manner completely similar to the third point.

It is natural to compare this result to the homogeneous case studied by Galeotti et al.
(2010). To begin with, our proposition relies on an assumption that is weaker than the
one used in that paper. Indeed, in Galeotti et al. (2010), adding neighbors who choose
one of the actions, e.g., 0 for the SC case, does not change the payoff for any player.
In contrast, in our setup, this condition does not apply since depending of the player’s
identity and always using SC as a specific example, action 0 may be the preferred action
for player i and then her payoff improves. On the other hand, if the player’s identity is 1,
the payoff may still change if the player has few connected nodes and ρ is at most β

α+β .
In spite of the fact that we do not have an analogue of what Galeotti et al. (2010) call
property A, our result holds because when links are added, a fraction of them will be of
identity 1, with probability ρ, and the remaining will be of identity 0, with probability
1−ρ, which suffices to guarantee the proper order on differences of payoffs. Note also that
our proposition does use the same independent formation rule as Galeotti et al. (2010), so
we can rightfully compare both results.

Importantly, the above proposition has crucial implications on the nature of the equilibria
allowed under incomplete information. In particular we note the following: First, when
the distribution on identities is very heterogeneous, α

α+β > ρ > β
α+β then satisfactory

hybrid configurations appear as a consequence of symmetric equilibrium. Moreover, an
immediate implication of the second statement of the proposition is that the specialized
equilibrium, where all players choose the same strategy, is never a symmetric bayesian
equilibrium. Second, when the distribution on identities is extreme, for instance, when
there is a large majority of players of identity 1 (a small minority of players of identity 1)
ρ > α

α+β (ρ < β
α+β ) and k is large enough, then frustrated specialized configurations are

the result of symmetric equilibria.

Our result is quite strong since it holds for k ≥ 1, i.e., unless there are isolated nodes,
the frustrated specialized configuration are equilibria, or in other words, the strategy in
which all players choose the same action arises as the symmetric bayesian equilibrium.
We thus see that the introduction of identities we are proposing in our framework leads
to a drastic reduction of the set of equilibria possible under complete information. In
contrast with the case of Galeotti et al. (2010), our set up, in particular the existence of
large enough heterogeneity, adds the satisfactory hybrid configurations as equilibria where
everyone plays her favorite action.
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4.6 Discussion

Networks of economic, technological or social interaction are nowadays recognized as a key
structure to understand how actors behave and contribute to the general economic activity.
A great part of the work carried out so far on this subject has focused on modeling and
understanding the effects of having a (possibly complex) network of interactions among
anonymous actors, where the only source of difference is the pattern of connections a given
actor has.

The main novelty of this chapter is the introduction of heterogeneity in the preferences
actors have over their available choices to understand how individual differences can lead
to inequality and social exclusion between them. This follows from the idea that as actors
differ in their preferences, they do not attain the same payoffs depending on the action
chosen by them and by those around them in the social network. Thus, the interplay
between the gains an actor obtains by coordinating with others and her individual pref-
erences, can lead to inequalities in the benefits actors can achieve. In this direction, our
model provides a very simple framework to understand how inequalities between actors
depend on how heterogeneous in preferences the network is. While, admittedly, this is still
a very simplified model, our results show that allowing for heterogeneity in the interactions
on the network leads to a wealth of interesting results even when sufficiently detailed local
information is available.

We here introduce a theoretical model in which actors are considered to have different in-
dividual preferences, and their preferences are based on the gains they get for coordinating
in a specific choice. In many social and economic situations, actors pursue coordination
(or anti-coordination) with their neighbors on a network, but also have intrinsic prefer-
ences among the available options. While actors have individual preferences for specific
behavior, the presence of the benefits exerted from coordinating with others makes it
profitable in some cases for actors to choose the option they prefer less and be compen-
sated by what they gain for coordinating with others. This conflict in preferences can
naturally lead to inequality in the benefits actors gain from their choices, given the inter-
play of the complementarities gained by choosing alike with others and one’s individual
preferences.

The results of this study show that the choices actors make, given their preferences and the
choices of those around them, are determined by two thresholds that represent the number
of neighbors they need to coordinate with in order to choose what they like or what they
dislike. Intuitively, these thresholds illustrate that an actor requires less support, from
those around her, to choose according to what she prefers but more pressure to choose
the disliked option. As a consequence, the pressure exerted on an actor to influence her
behavior by her peers is not the same when introducing individual heterogeneity in the
characteristics of the actors, compared to settings where actors are homogeneous. In
order to better capture the influence of heterogeneity on the micro-processes that lead to
patterns of behaviors that can separate neighbors depending on their choices or integrate
them, we defined the degree of heterogeneity as the proportion of actors, in the network,
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having preferences for one action or the other.

In cases where actors do not know the preferences of those around them in the network
(incomplete information), the model provides conditions for inequality in the benefit actors
can achieve given their own individual preferences. For high degrees of heterogeneity in
the population, the predicted outcome is such that every actor can choose her preferred
action. Thus, the more heterogeneous the population, the more likely actors find enough
support to choose the action they like. However, if the degree of heterogeneity is not high
so that there is clearly a minority, actors in the minority perceive greater pressure from
those in the majority. In turn, all actors are more likely to choose the behavior prescribed
by the majority, although for some this is not their preferred behavior.

Thus, our study has shown theoretically that heterogeneity in preferences can lead to ex-
clusion when the different sets of actors are of a similar size, because neither can exert
enough influence on the other to make them choose different to what they prefer. This
exclusion, recall, is expressed as the impossibility to interact and gain profit with those
choosing differenlyt but only with those actors choosing the same social convention. How-
ever, if the sizes differ so that a set of actors with a specific preference is a majority, the
majority exerts a stronger pressure on those actors in the minority. Thus, the pattern of
behaviors is such that actors are choosing the same convention although a portion of the
population is not choosing what they like but what is better for them given the influence
of those around them.

These results complement the findings on coordination games in homogeneous populations
by showing how differences in individual preferences, in cases when there is conflicting
preferences, can nonetheless result in outcomes where all actors are choosing the same
behavior (i.e. no exclusion). As a consequence, although the existence of heterogeneity
implies conflict and seems at first hand to trigger exclusion given that actors require more
pressure to coordinate with those who are different from them and less influence to do so
with those who are alike, it is the level of heterogeneity (i.e. how big the set of actors
preferring one choice is compared to the other) that can actually lead to separation between
them or total integration into one common choice.



Chapter 5
Conflict and segregation in networks: An
experiment on the interplay between
individual preferences and social influence

5.1 Introduction

The interplay between what we prefer to choose and the influence those around us exert
on our choices is at the core of our social and economic life. Both individual preferences
and social influence guide our behavior and whether to establish relationships with others
or not. For instance, when choosing our friends (McPherson et al., 2001) or neighbors
(Schelling, 1978) individual preferences are a strong determinant of how we make such
decisions. But also, the social influence peers exercise on human behavior is enormous
(Jackson, 2009), affecting whether people act in alignment or not with those they relate to
(Morris, 2000). Examples of social influence range from which products we buy (Galeotti
et al., 2010), whether we engage or not in criminal activities (Ballester et al., 2006), to
our participation in collective action (Granovetter, 1978). Our aim in this chapter is to
understand the forces motivating how people decide what relationships to form and how
to behave with others by studying the interplay between individual preferences and social
influence.

One of the most prominent theoretical tools to study the effect individual preferences
have on the way people behave is identity theory (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Tajfel
and Turner, 1979). From the perspective of identity theory a person’s sense of self, her
identity, is composed by three elements. First, categorization, putting ourselves and others
into social categories (i.e. being a Christian orthodox, a female, a police man). Second,
identification, the process we use to associate ourselves with certain groups. The group

0This chapter is co-authored with Penelope Hernandez and Guillem Martinez and Lea Ellwardt. It
has been submitted and is currently under revision.
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we identify with is the in-group. Conversely, the group we do not identify with is the out-
group. Third, comparison, the process we use to compare our in-group and the out-group.
The social categories people identify with are associated with a particular order in how
actors rank the available choices. We refer to this order in ranking choices as a person’s
individual preference. When people are doing what is in accordance to their individual
preferences they get more out of it, and those who are not choosing what they prefer,
given their social categories, are unhappy, so they tend to change their decisions to meet
their standards (Akerlof and Kranton, 2010).

On the other hand, a leading research program studying how we make our choices influ-
enced by our social relationships is that of strategic interaction in networks (i.e. coordi-
nation games in networks). For instance, if a person is choosing a technological product
and wants it to be compatible with her co-workers, her choice can change depending on
how many of them are using the same technology or a different one (Vives, 2005). These
interactions are known as coordination games with strategic complementarities, where a
person’s incentives to adopt a given behavior increase as more of those around her make
the same choice. The underlying mechanism from social influence is that people perceive
coordinating with the behavior of others as beneficial for them. As a result, people are
more likely to adopt a given behavior or not depending on how others behave, even if
such a behavior is not the one they rank highest given their identity (Hernández et al.,
2013).

The existing research on identity theory and coordination network games, has illustrated
ways in which identities or social influence affect our relationships and our behavior.
However, it leaves open the very fundamental aspect of how these elements relate to
each other and work together. The current chapter aims to address this gap and give
account of the interplay between individual preferences and social relationships. A key
aspect of the relationships we model is that they portray strategic complementarities.
Actors are better off aligning their behavior to that of those around them. However,
their identities introduce a conflict about which behavior each prefers to adopt. Thus,
we model the interplay between identities and social influence in a context of conflicting
preferences.

To do so, we elaborate and analyze a formal model in which actors choose with whom
to interact and which behavior to adopt. Our model moves beyond the existing work in
its combination of three features. First, it introduces identities as part of the strategic
considerations actors have. Second, to assess the effect of identities on the establishment of
relationships, actors choose their social network. Third, to understand how social influence
affects actors choices, the adoption of behavior is made once the structure of relationships
has been formed. There is one behavior ranked highest to each social category, so that the
preference of an individual is to adopt the behavior that gives her most benefit in relation
to her identity, but there is a benefit in behaving the way those around her do. In this
way, our theoretical model considers the essentials of identity theory and social influence
in network relationships to unravel the way these two determinants of our decision-making
process relate to each other.
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We also design and run an experiment derived from our theoretic model, in which subjects
are artificially assigned an identity, and the composition of identities in the group is known
to everyone. We vary the relative size of the social categories, which changes the intensity
of the conflict in preferences between subjects. Experimental conditions range from No
Conflict, when every subjects has the same identity, through Low Conflict, when there is
a large majority and a small minority, to High Conflict, when the size of the two groups
is almost the same. By means of these variations we can study how differences in the
level of conflict between the subjects participating (i.e. the relative size of the groups with
one preference or another) can lead to social exclusion (i.e. segregation) and inequality
between them.

The remainder of this chapter builds as follows: In Section 5.2 we describe our theoretical
framework. The game theoretic model is presented in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 analyzes
the network structures that emerge from the interactions of actors belonging to different
social categories. In Section 5.5 we describe the experimental study. Section 5.6 presents
the main results of our experiment. We conclude with a discussion of the implications and
limitations of the study in Section 5.7.

5.2 Framework

Our theoretical framework builds on two lines of work examining how relationships and
behavior emerge from actors’ individual preferences and the influence from those around
them: identity theory (originating from psychology but recently increasingly adopted in
economics, (Akerlof and Kranton, 2010) and strategic interaction in networks (from eco-
nomics). Our study integrates both lines of research for interactions with strategic com-
plementarities.

5.2.1 Identities and social influence

Research on the theory of identities was initiated in psychology (Tajfel and Turner, 1979;
Turner, 1987), mainly focusing on the effects that the social context has on group processes
and inter-group relations. The aim being to understand how inter-group interactions could
be explained and whether groups of people who share/differ in certain traits were more
likely to integrate/discriminate between them. A consistent finding in identity theory is
that people favor their in-group relative to out-groups, because people desire a positive
and secure self-concept, so they think of their own group as good.

The argument of in-group bias has been widely supported by experimental research on
identities (Billig and Tajfel, 1973; Ellemers et al., 1999). To assess the effect of identities
on inter-group relations, the methodology commonly used is the minimal group paradigm,
which seeks for minimal conditions that would create group identification. Subjects are
assigned to groups using arbitrary criteria (i.e. preference between paintings). After
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informing subjects of their group membership (i.e. their identity), they were asked to
allocate points to members of their in-group and to members of their out-group. Minimal
group experiments have typically shown a tendency to allocate more points to in-group
than to out-group members (Brewer, 1979; Mullen et al., 1992), illustrating the strong
tendencies that group identification generate on our individual preferences. An important
limitation is that this approach has no strategic considerations about the way people
behave given the behavior of others. Participants in these experiments could not benefit
or lose in any way from their point allocation strategy, and even in some experiments points
did not carry any value at all (Turner, 1978). The interaction of identity considerations
and individual incentives had not been directly addressed theoretically or experimentally,
in psychology, leaving an important gap to be developed.

George Akerlof and Rachel Kranton initiated research on identities in economics by de-
veloping a model in which identities are introduced in the utility function of the actors
(Akerlof and Kranton, 2000). The application of their model has been found useful to
explain gender discrimination (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000), why costs and benefits of edu-
cation are not enough to explain who is enrolled in school and their choices of working hard
at it (Akerlof and Kranton, 2002), and why a firm operates well when employees identify
with it and why monetary incentives alone do not work (Akerlof and Kranton, 2005). A
set of experimental work has also included identity as part of the analysis, addressing the
limitation in the psychological approach by taking into account monetary stakes (Bernhard
et al., 2006; Charness et al., 2007; Chen and Li, 2009; Goette et al., 2006). Particularly,
Chen and Li (2009) have adopted the minimal group paradigm and showed that group
divisions matter even when monetary stakes are involved. Subjects gave more points to
members of their in-group, and in cases where punishment was possible they punished
out-group members more. While the existing modeling of identities in economics provides
insight into broad patterns of social behavior, it does not incorporate the micro-details
of who interacts with whom. The inclusion of network relations in the analysis is a mat-
ter of great importance because networks have a profound effect on our decision-making
process, and have proven to be necessary for understanding the way others influence our
behavior.

Research on networks introduced the strategic behavior of people into the analysis of social
influence by modeling interactions as games (for surveys of the literature see Goyal 2007;
Jackson 2010; Vega-Redondo 2007). Network games model the way individuals behave as
a function of the actions of their neighbors. In settings where individuals are better off the
more of their neighbors behave as they do but there are at least two possible behaviors,
influence is captured by thresholds functions (Galeotti et al., 2010; Granovetter, 1978).
For instance, when a person is deciding whether to acquire a specific technology or not, if
more than a given number of her neighbors (i.e. the threshold) have that same technology,
this person would acquire it as well, otherwise she would acquire a different one. A main
interest in this line of research has been to understand equilibrium selection, for there are
multiple equilibria and it is not clear which outcome is more likely to occur. It is possible
that all actors choose the same option or some acquire one technology and some acquire
the other. Work following this aim are Ellison (1993); Kandori et al. (1993); López-Pintado
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(2006); Morris (2000); Young (1993). A persistent finding in the theoretical modeling of
social influence in games with strategic complementarities is that the most likely outcome
is the risk-dominant equilibrium. Instead of aiming to get the highest payoffs by choosing
a risky option, actors are more likely to focus on the less risky behavior at the expense of
payoffs.

Experimental studies on coordination games in networks provide empirical evidence that
the network structure affects choices. (Keser et al., 1998) compared circle structures and
three-person groups and found evidence that in the latter subjects are more likely to
coordinate in the risk dominant equilibrium. The effect of local interactions and the play
of risk dominant or payoff dominant equilibria have been studied by (Berninghaus et al.,
2002) and (Cassar, 2007). In particular, (Cassar, 2007) found that risk-dominant equilibria
are more likely to be played in “small-world” network structures than in random networks
or in networks with high clustering, where neighbors overlap.

Two main aspects of this research line that need attention are: (i) relationships are given
exogenously, so that people do not have the choice of selecting with whom they want to
interact, and (ii) actors have been assumed to be identical so that identities are not part
of the analysis.

The first of these limitations has received a great deal of attention by modeling social
relationships as endogenous decisions actors make (Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996). This
block of research aims to understand which network structures will emerge when rational
actors have the discretion to create and severe their connections. Papers following this
aim are Bala and Goyal (2000); Jackson and Watts (2002); Jackson and Wolinsky (1996);
Muñoz Herrera et al. (2014). A main finding that endogenous formation brings to network
games is that the risk-dominant equilibrium is not the most salient equilibrium anymore.
If actors can choose with whom they want to affiliate, this reduces risk and the payoff
dominant equilibrium becomes salient (Jackson and Watts, 2002). The idea is that people
act strategically when deciding with whom to form social relationships. Thus, the strength
of social influence can vary depending on whether we are able to adapt our relationships
with others given what we are interested in choosing.

The second of these limitations, the inclusion of identities in network settings, has not
received much attention. A study of conflicting preferences, closely linked to ours, is
the work by (Hernández et al., 2013). In their model the authors address the effect
of heterogeneity in identities in network games. However, their analysis is restricted to a
particular set of exogenously given networks, so that actors have no choice regarding whom
they relate to. We extend their work into a two stage game in which actors endogenously
decide over their connections in the first stage and then play a coordination game with
strategic complements in the second stage. Our extension is motivated by the pervasive
empirical findings showing how actors’ identities influence who they connect with in their
networks. For instance, many social networks portray homophily (Jackson, 2009) and
show that is it more likely to have friends of the same race (Marsden, 1990) or gender
(Verbrugge, 1977). By modeling both stages we can study how the level of conflicting
preferences influences people’s behavior, given the interplay between individual preferences
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and social influence.

Two papers our work is closely related to are Bojanowski and Buskens (2011) and Corten
and Buskens (2010). Bojanowski and Buskens (2011) investigates the strategic interaction
of heterogeneous actors in coordination environments (i.e. networks). This work presents
a very interesting characterization of stability in which no actor wants to change her
relationships or her behavior (i.e. chosen convention) and no pair of actors who are not
related have incentives to form a new relationship. Furthermore, apart from the analytical
work, their paper provides computer simulations to study how heterogeneity affects the
emerging relationships. A main difference between the theoretical model in Bojanowski
and Buskens (2011) and the model we present in this study relates to the focus each
study gives to the meaning of choosing according to one’s preferences. While in their
work, an actor earns a payoff regardless of whether she coordinates in the behavior with
a partner or not, as long as she chooses her preferred behavior (i.e. the authors refer to
it as native), in this Chapter, as well as in Chapter 4, the condition is that actors only
benefit from a relationship if they both achieve to establish a link between them and to
coordinate in the behavior they adopt. This difference between the two studies makes the
results complementary, and is due to the salience that the conflict between preferences
and influence has in our study. In the Section 5.7 we comment how our results connect to
those in Bojanowski and Buskens (2011).

Corten and Buskens (2010) experimentally studies how coordination networks emerge
when different conventions are available to choose from. Actors start from an exogenously-
given structure and are able to choose their relationships for repeated interactions. This
work provides a full-fledged analysis where they approach the problem analytically, provide
computer simulations to assess their model and empirically test it through an experimental
study where actors can choose both their relationships and their behavior.

An essential difference between Corten and Buskens (2010) and our work in this chapter
is that the actors are heterogeneous in the population. That is, in the line of Bojanowski
and Buskens (2011) and the work we provide in Chapter 4, we complement Corten and
Buskens (2010)’s experimental approach by studying the effect of heterogeneity in the
patterns of relationships that subjects form in the experimental tasks. In the same way,
our experimental work complements the computer simulations presented in Bojanowski
and Buskens (2011). That is, our work on coordination networks complements and extends
our understanding of how conflicting preferences affects choices on behavior and partner
selection in coordination networks.

In conclusion, this Chapter proposes a model that extends the theoretical work in Chapter
4 and develops an experimental study of the findings from the model. Particularly, the
extension of the theoretical model is on the way network relationships occur. In Chapter
4 the focus was on the effect of conflicting preferences in network games, so that network
relationships were not part of the individual decisions of the actors but given exogenously
to them. In Chapter 5 we relax this assumption and model situations in which actors can
choose what behavior to adopt and can also decide who they want to interact with. Thus,
in our model actors play a coordination game with multiple partners and can decide who
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those partners are. We study stable outcomes in which actors can deviate unilaterally (i.e.
Nash equilibria) and also in pairs (i.e. Pairwise stable Nash equilibria). In our model we
investigate how exclusion of potential partners and inequalities in the benefits acquired
by the actors depend on the level of heterogeneity in the network.

The second part of this chapter presents the results of a laboratory experiment that tests
the analytical results of the model. Particularly, groups of 15 actors play a coordination
game and choose with whom to form a relationship and what behavior to adopt from two
possible choices. Actors earn higher benefits by coordinating in one action or another,
depending on their preference. Based on this scheme of incentives, we design three ex-
perimental treatments that vary the level of conflict in the network due to the level of
heterogeneity in the population. The treatments are labeled as no conflict if all actors
have the same preference, low conflict if there is a significant majority of actors with one
preference and a very small minority of actors with the opposite preference, and high con-
flict when majority and minority are not too different in size. Given the interplay between
the incentives an actor has to choose the behavior she prefers, and the incentives an actor
has to choose alike with those around her, our experiment studies under what conditions
segregation between actors and inequality in their earnings result, form the level of conflict
in their preferences.

5.3 The model

In this section we present our model of network interactions where players have identities,
each identity is associated with a behavior that gives it higher payoffs than the other,
and the identities and behavior need not be the same for all players. Thus, conflicting
preferences can be present as part of the social interaction.

Consider the set of players N = {1, . . . , n}, with cardinality n ≥ 2, who interact in an
undirected network, and play a network game denoted by Γ. In Γ there are two social
categories expressed by the set Θ = {0, 1}. Every player i ∈ N is ex-ante and exogenously
endowed with an identity corresponding to one of the two social categories, θi ∈ {0, 1}.
Prior to the start of the game, players are informed about the size of the network and the
identity of all players, including theirs. The network game Γ has two stages: affiliation
and behavior adoption.

In the first stage, affiliation, players decide with whom they want to interact in the game.
To do so, players create undirected connections between them. These connections are
only created if both players mutually agree on their formation. Therefore, the action set
of player i is a vector pi in {0, 1}N , where pij = 1 means that player i proposes a link to

j, and pij = 0 otherwise. We assume pii = 0. Only if pij = pji = 1, we say there is a link
between i and j. The profile of vectors p = (p1,p2, . . . ,pn) represents the network by the
set of links, g. If a pair of players i and j are connected by a link, it is denoted as gij = 1,
and if there is no link between them, we say gij = 0. The degree of player i is represented
by the set of neighbors she has, ki(g) = {j : gij = 1}, with cardinality ki.
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In the second stage of the game: behavior adoption, players choose an action from the
binary set X = {0, 1}, once the network has been formed. The action chosen by i, xi, is
the same for all neighbors she plays with. We construct identity-based preferences given
the existing social categories. A player i who has identity 1 (0) prefers action 1 over 0
(0 over 1). This is a behavioral prescription expressed through the linear payoff function,
ui, that strategically depends on the choices made by connected players (we denote xki(g)
as the vector of actions taken by i’s neighbors), their identities and proposed links in the
first stage, as follows in Equation 5.1:

ui(θi,p, xi, xki(g)) = λθi
xi

(
1 +

ki∑

j ̸=i

I{xj=xi}

)
− c

n∑

j ̸=i

pij, (5.1)

where I{xj=xi} is the indicator function of those neighbors choosing the same action as
player i. The parameter λ is defined by λθi

xi
= α when a player chooses the action prescribed

for her identity, and λθi
xi

= β otherwise. The cost of proposing a link is c > 0, and the
relation between the parameters in the model is 0 < c < β < α.

The main feature of our utility specification is that it captures heterogeneity in several
strategic scenarios in a simple way. As a result, we can observe how a player’s payoff is
affected by the choices of others (i.e. social influence) given her identity, extending the
applicability of network models to situations in which the preferences of different players
may be in conflict.

In order to study the equilibrium of the sequential game, we fix a network configuration {g}
generated by the profile p. In the second stage, players decide on an action from the binary
choice setX. This is a formal game, represented by Γ = {N, {g}i,j∈N , X, {θi}i∈N , {ui}i∈N},
and the proper equilibrium concept is the Nash equilibrium. Hence, fix {g}, a unilateral
deviation by player i changes her choice xi to choice x′

i, where xi ̸= x′
i. When no player

has incentives to deviate from an action profile (x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
n), it is a Nash equilibrium.

Formally:

ui(θi,p, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) ≥ ui(θi,p, x∗

1, . . . , x
′
i, . . . , x

∗
n) ∀ x′

i ̸= x∗
i , ∀i ∈ N.

Note that ui(θi,p, x∗
1, . . . x

∗
n) = ui(θi,p, x∗

i , x
∗
ki
(g)), the actions of players that are not i’s

neighbors do not change her payoff.

5.4 Equilibrium

In this section we provide the Nash equilibrium characterization for our network game,
NE(Γ). To do this we follow Hernández et al. (2013), who model network games in fixed
networks. We extend their analysis with the characterization of the subgame perfect Nash
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equilibria of the two stage network game.1

5.4.1 Network categorization

A player in the network game chooses a vector of link proposals and an action from
the set X = {0, 1}, the same for all her formed connections. The action profiles in
the network are such that either all players coordinate on one action (specialized) or
both actions are chosen by different players (hybrid). Given the identity of the players,
there are two possible categories, depending on whether a player chooses the action she
prefers (satisfactory) or the disliked action (frustrated).2 Thus, there are four possible
configurations: (i) satisfactory specialized (SS) where all players coordinate on the same
action, which is their preferred choice; (ii) frustrated specialized (FS), where all players
coordinate on the same action, but at least one of them is choosing her disliked option;
(iii) satisfactory hybrid (SH), where all choose the action they prefer but there is at least
one player with a different identity from the rest, so that both actions are present; and
(iv) frustrated hybrid (FH) which portray both actions and at least one player chooses her
disliked option.

5.4.2 Nash equilibrium

Once the network is realized, the results in Hernández et al. (2013) for fixed networks are
applicable to our case. There are two threshold functions when players have conflicting
preferences. The function τ(ki) represents the minimum number of i’s neighbors choosing
the action she likes, for her to choose her favorite action as a best response. The threshold
τ(ki) represents the maximum number of neighbors choosing the non-favorite action so that
i’s best response is still to adopt the behavior she likes. If one more of her neighbors chooses
the non-favorite action, i’s best response is to adopt her disliked option. Proposition 5
shows this, where the number of i’s neighbors choosing action 1 is χi and the number of
her neighbors choosing action 0 is ki − χi.3

1Notice that along the analysis we can assume without loss of generality a normalization of the utility
function for which the cost of link proposal is equal to zero, given the cost of proposal is independent
of the action played in the second stage. Once the network is realized, for the computation of the best
responses for any player, it affects in the same way the cost of links independently of the action chosen:
[ui(1, pi, 1, xNi(g)) − cpi] − [ui(1, pi, 0, xNi(g)) − cpi] = ui(1, 1, xNi(g)) − ui(1, 0, xNi(g)). Therefore, this
cost is cancelled on both sides of the computation.

2We denote action profiles as satisfactory or frustrated following the arguments in Akerlof and Kranton
(2000). When a player adopts the behavior prescribed for her identity, this reinforces who she is. However,
anyone who chooses the non-prescribed behavior suffers a loss in her identity, entailing a reduction in her
utility. That is why α > β.

3Because the threshold functions represent a number of neighbors, we denote by ⌈. . .⌉ and ⌊. . .⌋ re-
spectively the the minimum higher integer and maximum lower integer of the real number considered.
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Proposition 5 (Hernández et al., 2013) Let

τ(ki) = ⌈ β

α + β
ki −

α− β

α + β
⌉, (5.2)

τ(ki) = ⌊ α

α + β
ki +

α− β

α + β
⌋, (5.3)

defined for any degree ki ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. The best response of player i with identity
θi = 1 and degree ki, x∗

i , is

x∗
i =

{
1, iff χi ≥ τ(ki),

0, otherwise.
(5.4)

The best response of player i with identity θi = 0 and degree ki, x∗
i , is

x∗
i =

{
0, iff χi ≤ τ(ki),

1, otherwise.
(5.5)

The intuition behind Proposition 5 is that a player i wants to coordinate with the highest
number of neighbors making the same choice, and prefers coordination on the action
prescribed for her identity. Clearly, a player i requires less influence from her social
network to choose what she prefers and more social pressure to adopt her disliked behavior
(τ(ki) > τ(ki)), compared to an analysis ignoring identities. For instance, in our example
of people choosing between two technologies, say two operative systems such as MacOS
and Windows, those who prefer Mac over Microsoft need less support from their friends
to purchase this operative system. However, they would require more pressure from their
friends to buy the Windows system that they dislike.

5.4.3 Subgame perfect Nash equilibrium

So far we have focused on the best response when players play once the network is formed.
We now proceed to the first stage of the network game: affiliation. By backward induction
analysis we develop a characterization of the subgame perfect Nash equilibria (SPNE). In
our case, all players play simultaneously at each stage. Thus, we are interested in knowing
which vector of link proposals is part of an equilibrium. Notice that a given network can be
generated from different vectors of link proposals. For instance, if player i has ki neighbors
in {g}, it could be because she proposed a link to only her ki neighbors, or because she
proposed links to those and even more players; who did not proposed a link back to i.
The first Lemma states that in a SPNE for a given network {g} the vector of proposed
links pi for any player i does not exceed the set of her realized neighbors in {g}.

Lemma 3 Subgame perfect Nash equilibria: Let {g} be a network where player i
has ki neighbors denoted by {i1, i2, . . . , iki}. Consider two vectors of proposals:
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• pi with pij = 1 if j ∈ {i1, i2, . . . iki} and pij = 0 if j /∈ {i1, i2, . . . iki}

• p̃i with p̃ij = 1 if j ∈ {i1, i2, . . . iki , z1, z2, . . . zs} and p̃ij = 0 if j /∈ {i1, i2, . . . iki , z1, z2, . . . zs}.
where the set of players {z1, z2, . . . , zs} ∩ {i1, i2, . . . iki} = ∅.

For the game Γ where {gij}i,j∈N is realized then

ui(θi,p
i, x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) ≥ ui(θi, p̃

i, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n)

Proof: It is straightforward to check that

ui(θi, p̃
i, x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) = ui(θi,p

i, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) + c|{z1, z2, . . . , zs}|

A network is SPNE if in the affiliation stage no link proposal is unreciprocated, and in
the behavior adoption stage players choose according to Proposition 5. Nonetheless, the
analysis of subgame perfection does not permit us to discriminate enough, and there are
multiple surviving configurations that satisfy these conditions. In the last part of this
section, we address some criteria of equilibrium selection in networks.

5.4.4 Equilibrium selection

To model equilibrium selection, we use two different concepts that are commonly applied
to network games: Pairwise stability (Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996) and efficiency (i.e.
utilitarian welfare). Our aim is to discriminate equilibria in terms of how they dominate
in payoffs and how likely is it for players to be satisfied and adopt the behavior prescribed
for their identities in the presence of social influence from their neighbors.

We begin by evaluating which networks are pairwise stable, so that once an action profile
is chosen, players do not have incentives to increase or decrease their degree. A network
is pairwise stable then if (i) there is no player who is better off by unilaterally cutting one
of her existing links and (ii) if there is no pair of unconnected players who would benefit
from creating a link between them; if one of them is better off by forming the link then
the other is worse off by doing so4. Because pairwise stability only takes into account link
selection, we fix the set of action profiles, x, to formally define the concept for our model,
but as it will be shown in Proposition 6, we will adapt the characterization, including the
condition that no actor changes her behavior.

Definition 4 Pairwise stability: Let x be an action profile. A network {g} generated
by p is pairwise stable if:

4For different theoretical characterizations of pairwise stability see also Jackson and Watts (2001) and
Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009)
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1. Suppose pij = pji = 1. Consider the network g̃ generated by p̃ that coincides with g

except p̃ij = p̃ji = 0, (i and j are not connected) then

ui(θi,pi, x) ≥ ui(θi, p̃i, x) and uj(θj,pj, x) ≥ uj(θj, p̃j, x)

2. Suppose pij = pji = 0. Consider the network g̃ generated by p̃ that coincides with g

except p̃ij = p̃ji = 1, (i and j are connected) then

(a) if ui(θi,pi, x) ≥ ui(θi, p̃i, x) then uj(θj,pj, x) < uj(θj, p̃j, x∗) or

(b) if uj(θj,pj, x) ≥ uj(θj, p̃j, x) then ui(θi,pi, x) < ui(θi, p̃i, x)

Since in our model players choose both links and actions, we provide now a definition of
pairwise stable networks in our game, in order to take into account not only links selection
but also the action profile, x, chosen at Stage 2. Therefore, we select from the set of action
profiles those leading to a Nash equilibrium, in the second stage, robust to unilateral and
bilateral link changes.

Definition 5 Pairwise stable networks: The pair ({g}, x∗) is a pairwise stable Nash
equilibrium if

1. g is pairwise stable, and

2. For the network g̃ generated by p̃ that coincides with g except p̃ij = p̃ji = 0 or

p̃ij = p̃ji = 1 the action profile x∗ is a Nash equilibrium in g and g̃.

The next proposition characterizes the set of pairs ({g}, x∗) which are pairwise stable Nash
equilibria in the game Γ.

Proposition 6 Pairwise stable Nash equilibria: The pair ({g}, x∗) is a pairwise
stable Nash equilibrium of the game Γ if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) Every player i is connected to all other, and only to other, players in the network
who are choosing the same action as her: iff x∗

i = x∗
j for any i, j ∈ N , then gij = 1,

and

(ii) No player wants to change her behavior: Let be θi = 1, and χi the number of neighbors
of player i playing action 1 in the network g. Then,

(a) if x∗
i = 1 then χi ≥ τ(ki + 1) and χi − 1 ≥ τ(ki − 1)

(b) if x∗
i = 0 then χi + 1 < τ(ki + 1) and χi < τ(ki − 1)

The conditions for players with θi = 0 are symmetric.

Proof :

From this point on, and abusing notation, we will use {g} and p indistinctively in the
utility function, given each p generates a unique {g}.
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Let us prove that a network structure produces a pairwise stable Nash equilibrium if
every player is connected to all others coordinating their behavior with her. Consider two
networks:

• {g} where x∗
i = 1 for player i, and there is at least one player j choosing x∗

j = 1,
such that gij = 0, and

• {g̃} ⊃ {g} in which i and j form a link between them, {g̃} = {g}+ gij

For the game Γ:

ui(θi, {g̃}, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) > ui(θi, {g}, x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
i , . . . x

∗
n), and

uj(θj, {g̃}, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
j , . . . x

∗
n) > uj(θj, {g}, x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
j , . . . x

∗
n)

where it is straight forward to check that

ui(θi, {g̃}, x1, . . . , xn) = α(ki + 1)− cki > αki − c(ki − 1) = ui(θi, {g}, x1, . . . , xn)

since α > c. From this, it derives that if player i is linked to k neighbors, her utility is
increasing in k as long as they choose her same action.

We show now that a network forms a pairwise stable Nash equilibrium if every player
is connected only to neighbors coordinating their behavior with her. Consider two net-
works:

• {g} where x∗
i = 1 for player i, and χi < ki of i’s neighbors play x∗

j = 1, while
(ki − χi) > 0 play x∗

j = 0, and

• {g̃} ⊂ {g} in which i drops any neighbor j whose action is x∗
j = 0.

For the game Γ:

ui(θi, {g̃}, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) > ui(θi, {g}, x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
i , . . . x

∗
n)

It is straightforward to check that

ui(θi, {g̃}, x∗
1, . . . , x

∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) = ui(θi, {g}, x∗

1, . . . , x
∗
i , . . . x

∗
n) + cI{xj ̸=xi}

Finally, the proposition states the conditions under which the equilibrium action profile
x∗ is robust to the addition or the removal of one link (i.e. it is not profitable for any
player to change her action after adding any possible new neighbor or removing an existing
one, regardless of the behavior she may adopt). Then the conditions relating χi and the
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threshold functions from Hernández et al. (2013) must be satisfied when a player’s degree
is increased or decreased by 1.

Given the utility structure of player i, when two players form a link between them but
their adopted behavior is uncoordinated, there is no positive payoff for any of them from
this relationship. On the contrary, there is a negative payoff in terms of the cost of re-
lating, without the complementarities from choosing the same action. Therefore, any link
to a neighbor who is behaving differently is eliminated. The intuition behind Proposi-
tion 6 points to a single argument: for each action profile x∗ there is only one network
configuration that is a pairwise stable Nash equilibrium.

For the remaining part of this section we introduce a second concept frequently used in
network modeling to differentiate outcomes: efficiency. Clearly, a common and natural
way to measure efficiency is through the usual notion of Pareto efficiency, where a network
is Pareto efficient if no other network leads to better payoffs for all individuals of the
society. However, as illustrated in Chapter 4 through the 2-person game, when there are
conflicting preferences (i.e. players with different identities interacting in the network) it
is not possible to Pareto rank all the equilibria.

For this reason, we use a notion denoted as strong efficiency (Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996)
that focuses on the total productivity of a network which, for our case of study, depends
on the preferences actors have over the available choices. Strong efficiency allows us to
analyze how the players’ incentives, given their individual preferences, align with social
efficiency. That is, when the private incentives of individuals to connect with one another
lead to network structures that maximize some appropriate measure of social efficiency
(Jackson, 2005).5 In this way we are able to assess whether heterogeneity in preferences
between the players, which implies a conflict on what choice they would rather coordinate
on, necessarily leads to social exclusion between identities or not.

Let the value of a pair ({g}, x) be the aggregate of individual utilities:

v({g}, x) =
n∑

i=1

ui(θi,p, xi, xki(g))

From this, it follows that a pair ({g}, x) is efficient if v({g}, x) ≥ v({g̃}, x̃), ∀{g} ̸= {g̃}
and ∀x ̸= x̃. The next definition formally expresses the idea:

Definition 6 Strong Efficiency: A pair ({g}, x) is strongly efficient in the game Γ if
v({g}, x) = argmax

{g},x
v({g}, x).

In Proposition 6 we derive from the concept of pairwise stability that only two kind
of network configurations can be a pairwise stable Nash equilibrium: (1) a completely

5Our measure of strong efficiency focuses on total productivity in the network and does not allow for
transfers between the players.
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connected structure if the action profile is specialized, and (2) a network with two isolated
and completely intra-connected components if the action profile is hybrid, where each
component is specialized in a different action.

Unlike pairwise stability, for which the inclusion of identities is absent, efficiency depends
on the a priori distribution of identities. We will refer to the distribution of identities as
the indicator for the level of conflict in preferences in the game, denoted by Π. This will
be particularly useful in our experimental study, presented in the next section. We assume
there is a proportion of πθi players with identity θi, where π0 + π1 = 1. Using the share of
players with identity 1 as the reference group, we define the level of conflict in preferences
as the binary entropy function of the distribution of identities, where Π ∈ (0, 1). The more
homogeneous a population is, the lower the level of conflict. Thus, if π1 = 0 or π1 = 1,
then Π = 0. The more heterogeneous the population is the higher the level of conflict.
This means that if π1 = π0, then Π = 1. See Figure 5.1 for an illustration.

0 0.5 1

π10

1

Π

Figure 5.1: The horizontal axis represents the share of players with identity 1 (π1) in the population.
The vertical axis represents the level of conflict (Π).

Based on this consideration of conflicting preferences, we want to know what the condi-
tions are, in terms of Π, for a specialized or a hybrid equilibrium to be strongly efficient.
Proposition 7 presents this arguments.

Proposition 7 Strongly efficient network: The strongly efficient configuration of the
game Γ is the complete network specialized in the prescribed behavior for the majority, for
any level of conflict. So that:

(i) if Π = 0, such that π1 = 1(0), x∗
i = 1(0) and ki = (n− 1) ∀ i ∈ N

(ii) if 0 < Π < 1, such that π1 > π0 > 0, x∗
i = 1 and ki = (n− 1) ∀ i ∈ N

(iii) if Π = 1, such that π1 = π0, either x∗
i = 1 or x∗

i = 0, and ki = (n− 1) ∀ i ∈ N

Proof : From Proposition 6 we know that in a pairwise stable configuration every player
is connected to all other players choosing the same action as her. This result naturally
extends to the efficient network. Thus, the first element follows because a network in
which all players who adopt the same behavior are affiliated dominates in payoffs any
less connected network. Moreover, such a network will rank the highest if all players are
choosing the behavior they like. For the case of Π = 0 this is the Satisfactory specialized
(SS) configuration.
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To prove the second element we compare two networks. A satisfactory hybrid configura-
tion (SH), in which all players choose the action they like, and a frustrated specialized
configuration (FS), in which all players choose the action of the majority. It follows from
the statement above that a FS in the action preferred by the minority will be dominated
in payoffs, given α > β. Also, it follows from Proposition 6 that such networks are pair-
wise stable, so that ki = n − 1 for all players in the FS, and ki = nπθi for players in the
SH .

Consider a distribution of identities such that there are nπ1 players with identity 1 and
nπ0 = n(1−π1) players with identity 0. The aggregate payoffs of the FS network are given
by:

v(FS) =
π1n∑

i=1

αn− c(n− 1) +
π0n∑

i=1

βn− c(n− 1)

= n[π1(αn− c(n− 1)) + (1− π1)(βn− c(n− 1))]

(5.6)

The aggregate payoffs of the SH network are given by:

v(SH) =
π1n∑

i=1

α(π1n)− c(π1(n− 1)) +
π0n∑

i=1

απ0n− c(π0(n− 1))

= n[π1(απ1n− c(π1(n− 1))) + (1− π1)(α(n− π1n)− c(n− π1(n− 1)))]

(5.7)

where it is straightforward to check that

v(FS) > v(SH) for π1 ≥
1

2
(5.8)

The third point is easy to prove under the conditions exposed so far, because if Π = 1
then π1 =

1
2 , and Equation 5.8 states that under that level of π1 the aggregate generated

profit in a Frustrated specialized configuration is higher than in a Satisfactory Hybrid
one. Obviously the profit is the same if the action chosen by all players is 0 or 1, since
π0 = π1 =

1
2 .

The intuition of this Proposition is that when social influence is exerted by a majority,
specialization maximizes the total productivity of a network. Specialization leads to this
outcome even if the share of each social category in the population is the same. Particu-
larly, when this is the case, socially there is no difference between which behavior players
specialize in. Nonetheless, this is the aggregate welfare and for cases with a strict major-
ity it is not always the case that the minority maximizes individual payoffs by following
this strategy. In fact, a player i from the minority gets higher payoffs in the satisfac-
tory specialized network in which each component is completely connected as long as
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πθi >
(β−c)
(α−c) >

1
2
(α−β)
(α−c) .

6

Clearly, depending on the values of α, β and c the strongly efficient configuration may not
be payoff dominant for all players, especially for those belonging to the minority. For our
experimental game, we particularly focus on a payoff scheme in which the strongly efficient
network (i.e. all subjects connect and choose the action preferred by the majority) dom-
inates in payoffs the network where subjects segregate given their individual preferences.
With this payoff scheme we are able to focus on the particular problem of how the level
of conflict in the network influences the interplay between individual preferences and the
benefit of coordinating with those around us.

To illustrate better our payoff scheme, which will be described in more detail in the
following section, let’s go back to our example on the adoption of technologies. We have
that a network is pairwise stable if all players purchasing MacOS are connected and none
of them relates to anyone purchasing Windows, and vice versa. Furthermore, with the
payoff scheme we have chosen, if those who like MacOS more than Windows are a majority,
it is better for everyone in the society to buy this operative system, even for those who like
Windows. By doing so they can all relate between each other and obtain greater benefits
from the compatibility of their choices than if they had segregated into clusters of Mac
users and Windows users.7

In conclusion, our identity-based model extends the theoretical work in Chapter 4, partic-
ularly addressing the way networks of relationships can emerge from endogenous choices
of the players involved. We model situations in which actors can choose what behavior
to adopt and also they can decide with whom they want to interact. Thus, in our model
actors play a coordination game with multiple partners and can decide who those partners
are. We have characterized equilibrium outcomes and integrated notions that help portray
different outcomes in networks. The first notion is that of pairwise stable equilibria (PNE).
If a network outcome is PNE, no player has incentives to change either her connections
(i.e. neither create a relationship with an unconnected player, nor sever a relationships
with an existing neighbor) or her behavior. These are situations where players are better
off coordinating with all their neighbors on the same behavior, because social influence
from others results in greater benefits from the complementarities of the interaction. If
this is not the case, a player will rather eliminate a relationship with an uncoordinated
neighbor.

6This comes from the comparison of choosing the behavior of the majority in the complete network or
the preferred choice in the network segregated into two components: αnπθi − c(πθin− 1) ≥ βn− c(n− 1).

7There is an important consideration when relating efficiency and pairwise stability. If the satisfactory
hybrid equilibrium emerges, so that players are segregated by identities in two components each choosing
the preferred action of the players in the component, there is no smooth transition to the specialized
frustrated (efficient) configuration. Once a player has entered a pairwise stable but non efficient network,
there are no individual incentives to move to the efficient one. A player who is part of the majority has
only incentives to link to a player from the minority if she knows the other will choose her frustrated
action. A player who is part of the minority has no incentives to unilaterally or bilaterally deviate to the
component where the majority is segregated, because she would need multiple changes to be connected to
all of them. Such a transition requires a stronger restriction than dyadic coalitions as modeled in pairwise
stability.
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The second notion is that of strong efficiency, through which the total productivity of the
network (i.e. utilitarian welfare) is measured. The model also points out that depending
on the distribution of identities (i.e. the level of conflict in the population) some equilibria
dominate others in payoffs. The efficient equilibrium is a network in which all players
are connected in one same component and they all choose the behavior prescribed for the
majority. Thus, the share of the population that a given identity occupies can determine if
players will be governed by social pressure and sacrifice their identity-based preferences for
their social interaction benefit. In the next section we describe the experimental study we
used to test how exclusion of potential partners and inequalities in the benefits acquired
by the actors depend on the level of heterogeneity in the network, that is, the level of
conflict in preferences.

5.5 The experiment

We designed an experimental game which replicates our identity-based model in the labo-
ratory. Our interest is to evaluate the interplay between individual preferences and social
influence by assessing the effect that different levels of conflict in preferences have on
individual and aggregate behavior.

5.5.1 Experimental game

There are 15 subjects per group in a one-shot interaction. All subjects at the beginning of
the interaction are informed about a symbol they are assigned to, either a square or a circle.
The two symbols represent the artificially generated social categories to which subjects
can belong to. Each participant knows her own and the others’ social category.

The experimental game has two-stages. In the first stage, subjects simultaneously decided
to whom they wanted to propose a link (see Figure 5.2). Subjects were assigned an
identification number from 1 to 15 to facilitate the linking process. The identification
numbers were randomly associated to the social categories but kept the same for all groups
(e.g. number 12 always belonged to the social category square). The cost of proposing
a link is 2 points and, only if two subjects proposed to each other a connection between
them was created.
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Figure 5.2: Screen of connection proposals.

Figure 5.3: Screen with resulting network and proposals made.

In the second stage, subjects were informed about the proposals made and connections
formed in their group; the resulting social network (see Figure 5.3). Then, they had to
choose one of two options:up or down. If a subject with identity square chooses option up
she earns 6 points every time she coordinates with a neighbor on that choice. In accordance
with the theoretical model we say that this choice represents the action preferred by a
subject with identity square. The same hold symmetrically for subjects with identity
circle and option down. Conversely, when a subject with identity square coordinates in
option down with a neighbor she earns 4 points, for this is the option not preferred by
her. The same holds for a subject with identity circle and option up.

The total number of points earned is calculated with the payoff function in Equation 5.1.8

This linear payoff function makes it straight forward for participants to calculate their

8For the chosen payoff scheme we can see that for 14 potential neighbors (there are 15 subjects in each
group), the thresholds in Proposition 5 are τ = 6 and τ = 9. This means that if a subject can coordinate
with 6 others in her preferred choice she has incentives to choose for it. Conversely, if she can coordinate
with more than 9 neighbors in her non-preferred option, she has incentives to choose what she dislikes.
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expected payoffs in any situation given their assigned identity and the behavior of others.
In addition, all subjects received a printed table illustrating the points they can get for
any level of connections and any choice in which they coordinated on.

5.5.2 Experimental design and treatments

In every period subjects were randomly matched using a strangers protocol, so that each
round represented an independent one-shot interaction with no reputation effects. Identi-
ties were randomly assigned in the first round and kept constant along the 25 interactions,
while group composition and the assigned identification number varied. That is, a subject
belonged to the same social category for all rounds. The first five were trial rounds.

To evaluate the effect that the level of conflict in preferences has upon outcomes, we used
the distribution of identities in the groups as our experimental variable. We implemented
three treatments that systematically vary this feature: No conflict (15 majority, 0 minor-
ity), Low conflict (12,3) and High conflict (8,7). In all our treatments we kept the social
category square as the majority. Our experimental design captures an important mixed-
motive social situation from which we derive contrasting hypotheses for the equilibrium
selection strategies. On one hand, the individual preference motivation in the identity
literature states that if there are artificially induced identities, subjects are more likely to
favor their in-group. On the other, the payoff dominant motivation, from the literature
on social influence, states that if subjects can decide with whom to connect they are more
likely to coordinate in the equilibrium that gives them the highest payoffs.9 Thus, Hy-
potheses 4a and 5a (4b and 5b) are a result of how identity (social influence) predicts the
choices on affiliation and behavior. The hypotheses for the first stage are:

Hypothesis 4a Identity-dominant affiliation. The higher the level of conflict the
higher the tendency to propose connections only to the in-group.

Hypothesis 4b Payoff-dominant affiliation. The level of conflict does not increase
the tendency to propose connections only to the in-group, and subjects connect also to
out-group

The affiliation hypotheses argue that the probability of linking with one’s in-group or
out-group is the same if subjects aim to maximize payoffs. However, if subjects rather

9From our model we know there are two classes of outcomes that are pairwise stable: (1) two complete
but separate components, each specialized in a different action, and (2) a complete network specialized
in one action. For our mixed motive experimental design, with the payoff schemes chosen, if identity is
dominant subjects would segregate between circles and squares, each choosing their favorite option. If so,
a subject earns 90 points in No conflict, 72 points if square and 18 points if circle in Low conflict, and
48 points if square and 42 points if circle in High conflict. If payoffs instead of identity are dominant,
the optimal choice is to integrate and specialize. The pairwise stable and strong efficient equilibrium for
our payoff scheme is the complete network specialized in choosing up; the prescribed behavior for the
majority. In this case, for all treatments a square earns 90 points and a circle earns 60 points.
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strengthen their social identity, it is more likely to be connected to one’s in-group. There-
fore, integration between identities is predicted for all treatments by Hypothesis 4b, and
segregation is predicted for treatments with conflicting preferences by Hypothesis 4a.

Hypothesis 5a Identity-dominant behavior. The higher the level of conflict the
more likely subjects will choose the option they prefer given their identity.

Hypothesis 5b Payoff-dominant behavior. The level of conflict will have no effect
and subjects are more likely to all choose the same option regardless of their identity.

The behavior adoption hypotheses state that if identity is more salient than social influ-
ence (i.e. payoffs), in treatments with a positive level of conflict, subjects are more likely
to choose the behavior each prefers. Otherwise, subjects all specialize in the same behav-
ior. For instance, if the equilibrium chosen is the strongly efficient then subjects in the
majority choose what they prefer and subjects in the minority choose what they do not
prefer. Particularly, for the No Conflict treatment the satisfactory specialized outcome is
predicted. Consequently, we use this treatment as our baseline condition.

Finally, we derive point predictions for equilibrium selection. Notice, nevertheless, that
as argued by Camerer (2003), it is unlikely that equilibrium is reached instantaneously in
one-shot games. A more useful perspective is to perceive equilibrium predictions as the
limiting outcome of an unspecified learning process that unfolds over time. This means
that we could expect to observe learning from the repetition of the interactions in the
experiment. In this view, equilibrium is the end of the story of how strategic thinking,
optimization, and equilibration (or learning) work. The following are the hypotheses on
equilibrium derived from our game theoretic model:

Hypothesis 6 Reciprocity. The higher the number of one-shot interactions subjects are
part of, the smaller the difference between links proposed and links formed.

This prediction is derived for the affiliation stage of our network game from the backward
induction process; subgame perfect Nash equilibria. Finally, the hypothesis on connectivity
is derived from our modeling of equilibrium selection and the pairwise stability:

Hypothesis 7 Connectivity. The higher the number of one-shot interactions subjects
are part of, the more likely subjects choosing the same action will be neighbors.

If learning is manifested along the repeated interactions, subjects choosing the same be-
havior are more likely to be connected, regardless of whether identities or social influence
motivate their behavior. Specifically for the payoff dominant strategies networks will
be completely connected into a single component, so that the efficient configuration will
emerge. Otherwise, the segregated configuration where players are separated into social
categories should be observed. Regardless, these hypotheses predict that networks will
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tend to be more densely connected along time, leading towards the pairwise stable pre-
dicted configurations.

5.5.3 Experimental procedures, data and methods

The experiment was conducted in the Laboratory of Experimental Economics (LINEEX)
at the University of Valencia in November 2012. Subjects interacted for 25 rounds through
computer terminals and the experiment was programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).
Upon arrival subjects were randomly seated in the laboratory. At the beginning of the ex-
periment instructions were read out loud to all subjects to guarantee that they all received
the same information (see Appendix C). Instructions also appeared on their screens. At
the end of the experiment each subject answered a debriefing questionnaire. The standard
conditions of anonymity and non-deception were implemented in the experiment.

Subjects were recruited through online recruitment systems in the campus of social sciences
of the University of Valencia (Spain). In total 120 subjects participated in three sessions,
each lasting between 90 and 120 minutes, one for each treatment (No, Low and High
Conflict). There were 30, 45 and 45 participants in each session, respectively, and no one
participated in more than one session. On average everyone earned 16.5 euros, including
a show-up fee of 5 euros.

To conclude this section, we describe the measures used to test the hypotheses presented
above, and our analytical strategy. Recall that in reference to a subject, others either
belong to her in-group, when they share her identity, or to her out-group, when identities
are different.

In-group favoritism. To assess a subject’s favoritism to propose connections to the in-
group, the number of proposals she sent to the in-group was divided by her total number
of proposals sent. In-group favoritism ranges between 0 and 1, where 1 (0) means that all
proposals were sent to the in-group (out-group). A value of 0.5 denoted equal preferences
for sending proposals to both the in-group and the out-group. This measure is only used
for treatments High and Low because in No Conflict there is no out-group.

Reciprocation. A subject’s number of reciprocated link proposals divided by a subject’s
total number of proposals. Reciprocation had a maximum of 1 (0) when all proposals were
reciprocated (rejected).

Connectivity. A subject’s number of realized connections with in-group members as com-
pared to the total possible connections with this group. That is, the number of in-group
members minus the subject. A value of 1 expressed maximum connectivity. That is, a sub-
ject sent proposals to all of her in-group members of which all proposals were reciprocated,
resulting in the subject’s connection with every in-group member. 10

10The connectivity measure plays an equivalent role to pairwise stability for the results of our experi-
ment. There is virtually no variance in the choices subjects made, as illustrated in Table 5.1: 99.3% chose
their favorite action and 99.4% connected only with in-group.
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Analytical strategy. The data structure at hand did not permit standard ordinary least
square regression modeling, for it is based on the assumption that observations are mea-
sured independently from one another. This independence assumption was violated in our
data: The experiment included 120 subjects who each played 20 one-shot interactions,
so that a total of 2,400 interactions (Level 1) were nested within clusters of 120 subjects
(Level 2). Interactions belonging to the same subject could not be assumed to occur
independently from one another, as different subjects likely followed varying behavioral
tendencies. Note also that interdependencies within experimental sessions are not part of
the analyses.

Multilevel regression modeling is a methodology for the analysis of complex data patterns
with a focus on nesting (Snijders and Bosker, 2012). Such models allow variability at
multiple levels of observations, namely variability between interactions (Level 1) and vari-
ability between subjects (Level 2). While the interpretation of these models is comparable
to standard regression models, they additionally assume the intercept (and sometimes the
slope) to be randomly varied for each of the 120 subjects. These models, in the following
referred to as mixed-models, allowed subjects to differ in their general behavior. Three
separate models were run for in-group favoritism, reciprocation and connectivity.

5.6 Results

The data show that nearly all choices corresponded with the subjects’ preference. We
observed that in 99.3 percent of the cases the prescribed behavior for the social categories
was selected. For the affiliation criteria it was found that 99.4 percent of the connec-
tions were formed between subjects choosing the same behavior. Table 5.1 presents an
overview of the proposals sent and reciprocated (i.e. the realized connections) for the
different experiment treatments and groups. In-group favoritism was virtually identical
in the conflict treatments. Stronger in-group favoritism related to increased reciprocation
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient: r = .694, p < .001), which in turn was associated with
greater connectivity (r = .687, p < .001). We below describe how these choices confirm
the identity-dominant hypotheses.

Hypothesis 4a expected that higher level of conflict would lead to greater favoritism for
in-group proposals. The alternative Hypothesis 4b stated that no such effect would occur.
Table 5.2 presents the results from the mixed-effects regression models. The constant of
0.84 indicates that in-group favoritism was generally high: putting aside all other variables
(treatments, group membership and development over periods), it could be predicted that
subjects send proposals to members from their own group in 84 percent of the cases.
However, there is no significant difference between treatments for in-group favoritism.
For both Low Conflict and High Conflict, subjects’ proposals to their in-group compared
to out-group is virtually the same. These results were not considered in the proposed
hypotheses, and both H4a and H4b are rejected, suggesting there is no effect of conflict
in the choices of affiliation. As long as conflict exists, subjects proposed mainly to in-
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Experimental condition
No Conflict Low Conflict High Conflict

Group M SD M SD M SD
Proposals a

to in-group Majority 12.87 2.47 9.82 1.95 6.50 1.27
Minority n/a n/a 1.96 0.24 5.97 0.17

to out-group Majority n/a n/a 0.21 0.59 0.28 0.92
Minority n/a n/a 1.22 2.67 0.11 0.48

Connections a

to in-group Majority 11.95 2.90 8.79 2.17 6.06 1.41
Minority n/a n/a 1.92 0.31 5.95 0.25

to out-group Majority n/a n/a 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.00
Minority n/a n/a 0.14 0.46 0.00 0.00

In-group favoritism b

to in-group Majority 1.00 0.00 0.98 0.07 0.95 0.15
Minority n/a n/a 0.83 0.30 0.99 0.06

Reciprocation b

to in-group Majority 0.92 0.12 0.87 0.12 0.89 0.18
Minority n/a n/a 0.84 0.27 0.98 0.07

Connectivity b

to in-group Majority 0.85 0.21 0.80 0.20 0.87 0.20
Minority n/a n/a 0.96 0.15 0.99 0.04

Note:a Means and standard deviations for proposals and connections represent absolute numbers.

b Means and standard deviations for in-group favoritism, reciprocation and connectivity represent relative shares (percentages).

Table 5.1: Subjects’ proposals and connections within and between groups (across all periods).
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group.

Model A Model B Model C
In-group favoritism Reciprocation Connectivity

B SE B SE B SE
Low Conflict [ref.Model A]
No Conflict [ref.Models B and C]
Low Conflict n/a n/a −0.06∗ (0.02) -0.05 (0.03)
High Conflict 0.03 (0.02) −0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.03)
Period 0.01∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.03∗∗∗ (0.00) 0.04∗∗∗ (0.00)
Period squared -0.000∗∗∗ (0.00) −0.001∗∗∗ (0.00) −0.001∗∗∗ (0.00)
Minority (ref.)
Majority 0.04 (0.02) −0.04∗ (0.02) −0.14∗∗∗ (0.02)
Constant 0.84∗∗∗ (0.03) 0.79∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.76∗∗∗ (0.03)
Nobservations 1,799 2,399 2,399
Nindividuals 90 120 120
Varobservations 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
Varindividuals 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
Log likelihood 1,527.7 1,783.91 1,489.50

Note: Unstandardized coefficients. Standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.01,∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

Table 5.2: Mixed-effects regression models on favoritism, reciprocation and connectivity

Hypotheses on behavior adoption stated that if subjects were more influenced by their
identities the higher the level of conflict Hypothesis 5a the more likely they were to behave
as prescribed for their social category. Alternatively Hypothesis 5b expected subjects to be
more influenced by their social context choosing the behavior prescribed for the majority.
As mentioned above, 99.3 percent of the choices corresponded to the behavior prescribed
for each subject’s individual preference, so that there is essentially no variation between
the choices across time, subjects identity or treatments. Thus, the evidence suggests that
regardless of the level of conflict, subjects’ behavior is influenced by identities above social
pressure. Result 1 summarizes these findings:

Result 1 In the presence of conflicting preferences, individual identities are more salient
than social influence. Therefore, segregation arises between social categories.

Hypothesis 6 expected learning and thus increasing reciprocation with higher number
of one-shot interactions, in the following referred to as period. In support of this, the
positive and significant parameter estimate for period in Model B shows that reciprocation
increased with every additional interaction. By pursuing the prescribed behavior for their
social category, subjects segregate, and the conflicting aspect of the interaction is put
aside.

The two components in the network appear as if they were two isolated populations.
Once subjects end up in a network connected to others who share their same identity,
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social influence takes a relevant role again by means of reciprocation, and subjects start
aiming to connect with all those around them. Thus, subjects end up decreasing the gap
between the connections they propose and the connections they form, maximizing the
complementarities of coordinating with their neighbors.

Similarly to the latter hypothesis, Hypothesis 7 predicted that subjects will coordinate
more along time so that the links proposed are formed, and that they will tend to form more
links along time. Also supporting this assumption, the positive and significant parameter
estimate for period in Model C shows that connectivity increased with every additional
interaction. It was reasonable to assume that the learning curve for reciprocation and
connectivity increased steeply at the beginning and flattened out toward very high numbers
of interactions, e.g., because a near-maximum had been reached in earlier interactions. The
small but significant squared effects for period show indeed that both reciprocation and
connectivity did not increase significantly anymore in later periods, namely after period
10, suggesting a curvilinear learning effect. These findings are illustrated in Figure 5.4
summarized in the next result:

Result 2 In the presence of conflicting preferences, when segregation arises between social
categories, subjects aim to maximize the benefits of social influence from those around them
through denser networks.

Additional tests showed that there was a learning effect in all treatments, further support-
ing our assumptions. Besides differences between treatments and learning over periods,
the regression models yielded interesting findings with regard to group membership. As
presented by the negative and significant parameter estimate in Model C, subjects in the
majority group reached less connectivity than those in the minority group. This effect
occurred net of the different treatments.

The difference between majority and minority group persisted throughout the entire ex-
periment, but differences became smaller toward high numbers of one-shot interactions.
We interpret this to be mainly due to the learning effect in the majority group. While on
average subjects in the minority reached maximum connectivity of 1 in period 4, subjects
in the majority reached their maximum of 0.95 only in period 20.

Result 3 In the presence of conflicting preferences, when segregation arises between social
categories, being the minority facilitates coordination and stability. Majority groups find it
harder to reach affiliation consensus, which is not the case when all subjects have aligned
preferences in the population.

5.7 Discussion

In this article we have argued that the interplay between individual preferences and social
influence can decisively affect outcomes of how people relate to each other and what choices
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Figure 5.4: Predictive margins by period.
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they make in terms of their behavior.

Our model indicated that the choice an actor makes about what behavior to adopt depends
on her identity and the influence of others around her. An actor wants to coordinate with
the highest number of neighbors making the same choice and prefers coordination on the
action prescribed for her identity. As a consequence, the level of social influence needed
to choose what we like is lower than the pressure we need from those around us to behave
in a different way. However, this result allows for multiple outcomes depending on where
in the network the influence is exerted.

Given the multiplicity of equilibrium outcomes we make use of different equilibrium selec-
tion criteria. Pairwise stable configurations are those in which every actor is connected to
all other actors who are choosing the same as her, and every actor is connected only to
those choosing the same as her. This means that at the network level, the only pairwise
stable configurations are either a completely connected network where everyone is behaving
in the same way, or a network separated into two completely intra-connected components,
where actors in each component behave the same but not between components.

Finally, we ranked the social efficiency of the resulting networks. This means that for both
the majority and the minority, the payoff maximizing strategy is to connect together, as
long as all players choose the same. Moreover, the network where all actors are connected
and their behavior is the same gives the highest total productivity when the behavior
chosen is that of the majority. We particularly choose a payoff scheme for which the
strong efficient network dominates in payoffs the pairwise stable configuration formed by
two separate components. By doing so, we have been able to focus on the interplay
between individual differences and the benefits of choosing alike with others, in settings
of conflicting preferences.

To test our theory we designed an experimental study in which we varied the composition
of the population for three treatments: No Conflict, Low Conflict and High Conflict. In
this way, we could assess what role individual identities and social influence play when
they are interacting together but their intensity is varied. Our main empirical findings sug-
gest that when there are conflicting preferences about what behavior to adopt, individual
identities are more salient than social influence. Therefore, networks segregate into two
components, each formed by subjects with the same identity and all choose the behavior
they prefer given their identity. This first result reinforces the categorization argument
of identity theory showing how identities can be so strong that are used to help focalize
equilibrium selection. However, the strength of individual preferences leads to two unde-
sirable situations. In terms of relational structures, segregation between social categories
is dominant. In terms of social outcomes, inefficiency is pervasive. Thus, the same force
that helps individuals reduce risk and relate to others reduces the total productivity of
society in an important way.

Our second empirical result states that once segregation emerges, so that identities are not
in conflict anymore, social influence becomes more salient so that actors aim to connect
completely within their component. The conflict in preferences makes the payoff domi-
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nant structure unreachable but once in the segregated configuration, it leads to the payoff
dominant structure for the component. This points to the tension between stability and
efficiency that has been so relevant and pervasive in network studies (Jackson and Wolin-
sky, 1996), but introduces the effect of identities in it, showing that the stable networks
emerge because of the interplay between identities and “selective” social influence. That
is, only influence from those around me who are like me (in-group).

Our third empirical result is a surprising observation. When there are conflicting prefer-
ences and individuals segregate favoring only their in-groups, being in the minority facil-
itates coordination and stability. So, the minority groups tended to completely connect
between them from early stages but the majority failed to do so until the very end of the
interactions. Although this could be considered as a consequence of group size, the failing
of coordination was not present in the No Conflict treatment. When all subjects were an
absolute majority and group size was the largest, they did not show the same limitations
in maximizing the complementarities of their social connections. Thus, suggesting that it
is the presence of an out-group minority and not the size of the in-group what promotes
the difficulties to connect.

This result complements the existing work on in-group bias in identity theory, when iden-
tification is experimentally induced (i.e. minimal group paradigm). In-group bias is sig-
nificantly observed, even for cases where there is a majority and a minority (Leonardelli
and Brewer, 2001). Our results complement these findings by showing that in network
interactions with conflicting preferences in-group bias is observed but groups in numerical
minorities express more bias than those in numerical majorities.

Given the close relation between our study and Bojanowski and Buskens (2011), here we
discuss in more detail how the results of our experimental study complement and extend
theirs. Our findings suggest that groups will segregate in the emerging network when
actors can choose with whom to form costly relationships. This is not always the case in
Bojanowski and Buskens (2011), while our experimental subjects segregate in every op-
portunity they have to interact. This difference might be due to particular aspects of our
payoff function and the linear cost assumption in our model compared to the different vari-
ations in Bojanowski and Buskens (2011) denoted as complementarity and substitutability.
In particular, while subjects in our model only gain from a relationship if they coordinate
in the behavior with their neighbor, in Bojanowski and Buskens (2011) actors gain benefit,
in each relationship, by choosing their preferred (native) behavior regardless of coordina-
tion. This can also explain why our experiment shows that segregation between groups is
linked with groups choosing the behavior associated with their type.

In both works we find that when networks segregate, they tend to be densely connected.
However, a main important difference between the studies is that we observe that for
experimental subjects their individual types are more salient than payoffs. Therefore,
irrespective of the relative group size (i.e. majority vs. minority) segregation occurs in
our experimental treatments with conflict. While Bojanowski and Buskens (2011) find
that the smaller the minority relative to the majority, the more likely integration will
occur. Our experimental findings suggest that for our model this is caused by the low
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reciprocity that subjects in the majority give to link proposals for the minority in the first
rounds, specially in the High Conflict treatment.

Some limitations of our work warrant further discussion. Compared to other works on
identities assuming that individuals can choose their individual identity and not only
their behavior (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000), we model social categories as fixed. Our aim
was to understand the adoption of behavior when given identities and social influence
are at play in context of conflicting preferences. Accordingly, we decided to maintain
the identity assumptions central to our approach. Fixed social categories are common in
research on identities (i.e. race, gender, nationality) and our model can be extended to
include variable identities in further research.

Session effects, where observations across subjects in a session might exhibit more corre-
lation than observations across subjects in different sessions, are a common problem in
laboratory experiments. A higher number of sessions would have been desirable to be able
to assess the potential bias that session effects may have caused in our study. However,
data collection was costly, also because in our study each group involved a particular high
number of subjects (15 subjects), so that a study design with much more groups (and
thus sessions) was not feasible. While we cannot rule out session-based correlations across
subjects completely, we are confident that bias was limited, as selection into the different
groups was completely at random and subjects had no personal contact at any time point
during the experiment. Future research may incorporate higher number of sessions and
thereby control for these context effects.

An important line that can further extend our work could look at the inclusion of com-
munication between subjects before they make their choices. Pre-play communication
has been shown to facilitate coordination and equilibrium play (Farrell and Rabin, 1996).
Communication could work in two different directions and thus its study has the chance
to enhance our understanding of the interplay between individual preferences and social
influence. On the one hand, it could serve as a device that helps players signal their
intention to maximize payoffs by integrating with their out-group. One the other, com-
munication could reinforce in-group bias and segregation, by facilitating higher levels of
connectivity with between players sharing common identities.



Chapter 6
Conclusions

6.1 Summary of the findings

A well established notion in the social sciences is that people form relationships in their
social networks because this allows them to gain access to resources, beneficial outcomes,
and objectives that otherwise would require greater efforts or would not even be attainable.
Social networks then play the role of promoting the goals which actors pursue. The
majority of past research has studied the formation of social relationships considering
that actors are identical (homogeneous) in terms of abilities or preferences about their
behaviors, and thus in terms of the benefits associated with their alternatives. While
clearly unrealistic, the homogeneity assumption was used with the aim of investigating to
what extent individual differences can be explained as the result of a social process, without
assuming differences a priori. However, it is increasingly recognized that actors interacting
in social networks differ in relevant characteristics, which can often influence the resulting
pattern of relationships they establish and the particular way in which relationships take
place.

Thus, the question of how individual differences between the actors influence their choices
becomes salient. It is likely that individual decisions about relationships and behavior
lead to selective choices about interaction partners, given who they are, resulting in the
inclusion of some actors and the exclusion of others. Furthermore, it is likely that pat-
terns of inclusion and exclusion in the relationships that take place in a social network
result in differentiated access to benefits and opportunities, leading to inequality in the
benefits that the included actors have compared to the benefits accrued by the excluded
actors. In accordance, this dissertation has studied the emergence of patterns of relation-
ships, exclusion, and unequal opportunities to access benefits, as a consequence of the
micro-processes between heterogeneous actors, by addressing the conditions under which
differences in individuals characteristics between people lead to social exclusion.

We have focused on two types of settings in which individual differences play a fundamental
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role in the emergence of relational and behavioral patterns: productive exchanges and
coordination games. For each setting we have considered what the essential individual
characteristic is that can help explain patterns of relationships and motivate choices of
inclusion/exclusion between actors. Our work on productive exchange, for instance, is
concerned with individual differences that are relevant for knowledge-intensive production.
Therefore, we have studied how differences in the productive capacities of the actors
influence their choices and the pattern of relationships that come about from them. In
our work on coordination games, where actors aim to coordinate with others in their
choice, we have focused on differences in the individual preferences actors have for one
choice or the other. In this way, we have focused on cases of conflicting preferences where
actors want to choose alike with those around them but they differ on which is the best
choice to coordinate on.

In both settings the choices actors make imply the natural constraint that resources and
opportunities are scarce. In productive exchange, if an actor uses her resources with a
partner, she cannot use them with someone else simultaneously. In coordination games,
if an actor is choosing a convention to coordinate with some of her friends, she cannot
simultaneously choose a different convention to coordinate with others. The result is that
some actors will be excluded by others. We have particularly studied these choices in the
two settings mentioned above. In the following sections we discuss the main results of our
studies.

6.1.1 Results on productive exchange networks

The studies on productive exchange networks in this dissertation are based on the prob-
lem of how do people form collaborative relationships when they differ in the way they
can influence the achievable outcomes. To do so, we have used a common game theoretic
setting in which individuals choose their partners and their level of involvement in each
relationship by allocating their resources between them. We have studied two particu-
lar problems in productive exchange networks, always within the general domain of this
dissertation in which we want to understand if individual differences between people can
affect the individual choices and lead to patterns of exclusion.

Our first problem addressed theoretically how and under what conditions social exclu-
sion arises in knowledge-intensive collaboration, modeled as productive exchange between
strategically interacting individuals. As argued by social exchange theory, collaboration
(i.e. productive exchange) is a fundamental aspect of social and economic life (Molm,
1994a, 1997). Collaborations are conceptualized as productive exchanges that improve
the welfare of all participants involved. However, on the downside, productive exchange
can also result in social exclusion, when actors have the freedom to select their relation-
ships from a pool of heterogeneous potential partners. A key innovation of our model is
the distinction of two types of expertise in knowledge-intensive production, generalist and
specialist expertise, from which we have been able to contribute to the research program
on how inequality results from differences at the individual level.
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The results of our model point to the individual expertise as an antecedent of actors’
incentives to form more or less collaborations. The more generalists there are, the more
projects are formed but the less resources are invested in each. Moreover, if actors are
free to rearrange their connections if a more profitable option is available, there will be
segregation between types of expertise. The specialists exclude the generalists from the
exchange even though the generalists are interested in collaborating with them. Therefore,
those who need collaboration the most, to be optimally productive, are least likely to be
included in collaborative exchanges.

In this sense, our first study has shown theoretically that heterogeneity in expertise can
breed social exclusion and inequality in productive exchanges. This is a very important
complement to the literature on social exchange, especially works addressing structural
differences as determinants of inequality, such as the position of an actor in the social net-
work. Specifically, our study provides antecedents to the structural approach by tackling
the problem of how the network of relationships comes about and how likely it is that
some actors result in certain position given who they are.

Our second problem on productive exchange uses the same setup in which actors with
different productive capacities form collaborative relationships between them. In this
case, the chapter is a behavioral game theoretic experiment where we ask how the severity
of the coordination problem actors face (with whom to relate and how) can reduce the
sustainability of the relationships along time. This is a problem where exclusion and
inequality are also seen as part of a process that goes between periods of time and not
only in an isolated, one-shot case, such as in the previous problem. To address this
question we designed an experiment that varies, in three treatments, the way actors can
solve a severe coordination problem. Thus, we show experimentally how the severity of
the problem, which results from the heterogeneity in the individual characteristics of the
actors, can lead to exclusion in productive exchanges networks.

The results of our experiment suggest that the number of potentially stable outcomes in
the network does not affect the likelihood of reaching them. Specifically, if there are less
Nash equilibria in one network and more in the other, there is not evidence that the one
with less equilibria will lead to more stability in the collaborative relationships than the
one with more equilibria. However, the existence of outcomes in which pairs of actors
find no incentives to change how they behave can ensure stable configurations; suggesting
that individual rationality is not enough, and dyadic rationality is also necessary to reach
stability. In addition, because not all networks have equilibria that holds also for dyadic
rationality (i.e. equilibria in the core) we have analyzed a different notion of stability
where relationships are sustained along time, even if actors’ choices to respond to the
behavior of others are not necessarily best responses.

Generally in all experimental conditions subjects use reciprocity as the criteria to sustain
their exchange relationships. Thus, networks evolve by means of a reciprocal behavior in
which actors are likely to maintain and reinforce relationships along time. The mainte-
nance of these relationships leads to the exclusion of those partners that are not recipro-
cating to the allocations they receive (i.e. allocations to a combined project). Moreover,
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in cases where there are no equilibria in the core, reciprocity serves as a mechanism that
leads subjects to stable, sustainable, relationships even outside of equilibrium.

In this sense, our second study shows experimentally that there are valuable mechanisms,
such as reciprocity, which help actors achieve stability in their relationships and sustain
their collaborative exchanges. Reciprocity helps actors reach equilibrium outcomes in
cases where there are equilibria stable to dyadic improvements. In other cases, reciprocity
can help actors reach stable relationships outside of equilibria. Thus, the severity of the
coordination problem reduces the sustainability of relationships if that severity is measured
by the existence of equilibria in the core, but the sustainability of relationships can be
nonetheless observed if subjects chose to reciprocate to their partners’ behavior along time,
outside of equilibrium.

6.1.2 Results on coordination games on networks

The studies on coordination games in networks are based on the problem of what types
of networks of relationships and patterns of behavior result from the choices actors make
when there are conflicting preferences between them. To do so, we have used a common
setting in which individuals choose a convention (i.e. a social setting) and they gain benefit
by choosing alike with those around them. We have studied two particular problems in
coordination games on networks, where actors have different preferences on the conventions
they would rather coordinate on, given they earn benefits depending not only on how many
others they coordinate with, but also on which choice they coordinate on.

Our first study on coordination provides a theoretical model in which actors are consid-
ered to have different individual preferences, and their preferences are based on the gains
they get for coordinating on a specific choice. In many social and economic situations,
actors pursue coordination (or anti-coordination) with their neighbors in a network, but
also have intrinsic preferences among the available options. Here we introduce a model,
which allows us to analyze this issue by means of a simple framework in which players
endowed with an idiosyncratic identity interact in a social network. Actors have individual
preferences for a specific behavior given what is prescribed by their identity. In addition,
the complementarities exerted from coordinating with others, make it profitable in some
cases for actors to choose the option they prefer less and be compensated by the bene-
fits they gain through coordinating with others. This conflict in preferences can naturally
lead to inequality in the benefits actors gain from their choices given the interplay of social
influence (i.e. complementarities) and individual preferences.

The results of this theoretical study show that the choices actors make, given their pref-
erences and the choices of those around them, are determined by two thresholds. These
thresholds represent the number of neighbors they need to coordinate with in order to
choose what they like or what they dislike. Intuitively, these thresholds illustrate that
an actor requires less support from those around her to choose what she prefers, but
more pressure to choose the disliked option. As a consequence, the pressure exerted by
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the actor’s peers to influence her behavior is not the same when introducing individual
heterogeneity in the characteristics of the actors, compared to settings where actors are
homogeneous.

We defined the degree of heterogeneity as the proportion of actors, in the network, hav-
ing preferences for one action or the other. By means of this, we can better capture the
influence of heterogeneity on the micro-processes (i.e. behavioral patterns) that separate
or integrate neighbors depending on their choices. In cases where actors do not know the
preferences of those around them in the network (incomplete information), the model pro-
vides conditions for inequality in the benefit actors can achieve, given their own individual
preferences.

For high degrees of heterogeneity in the population, the predicted outcome is such that
every actor can choose her preferred action. Thus, the more heterogeneous the population,
the more likely actors find enough support to choose the action they like. However, if the
degree of heterogeneity is not so high that there is clearly a minority, actors in the minority
perceive greater pressure from those in the majority. In turn, all actors are more likely to
choose the behavior preferred by the majority, although for some this is not their preferred
behavior.

This first study has shown theoretically that heterogeneity in preferences can lead to ex-
clusion when the different sets of actors are of a similar size, because neither can exert
enough influence on the other to make them choose differently to what they prefer. This
exclusion, recall, is expressed as the impossibility to interact and gain profit with those
choosing differently but only with those actors choosing the same social convention. How-
ever, if the sizes differ so that a set of actors with a specific preference is a majority, the
majority exerts a stronger pressure on those actors in the minority. Thus, the pattern of
behaviors is such in which actors are choosing the same convention, although a portion
of the population is not choosing what they like but what is better for them given the
influence of those around them. These results complement the findings on coordination
games in homogeneous populations by showing how differences in individual preferences
can nonetheless result in outcomes where all actors choose the same behavior. Although
the existence of heterogeneity implies conflict, given that actors require more pressure to
coordinate with those who are different from them and less influence to do so with those
who are alike, it is the level of heterogeneity that can actually lead to separation between
them.

Our second study examines the interplay between a person’s individual preference and
the social influence others exert, when they can to choose their neighbors in the network.
This is a natural extension of our first work on coordination games, where actors could
only choose how to behave but not their social network. Just as in our previous work, we
provide a model of network relationships with conflicting preferences, where individuals
are better off coordinating with those around them, but not all prefer the same action.
We tested our model through an experiment, varying the level of conflicting preferences
between individuals by varying the level of heterogeneity in the population. That is, in
some cases all actors have the same preference (no conflict in preferences) and in others
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there is heterogeneity so that a conflict arises. If there is a very large majority we denote
it as low conflict, and when the majority is almost as representative as the minority we
denote it as high conflict.

In this second study we proposed a model where actors can decide what relations to form
and what behavior to adopt, while in the model of the previous study we focused on be-
havior but actor’s relationships were given. By means of developing this theoretical model
and testing it through a laboratory experiment, we can address conditions for segregation
and inequality. Segregation emerges when actors, who can freely form relationships be-
tween them, choose to affiliate with a specific subgroup of the population, which can be
others who share their same preferences or others who chose their same behavior. There is
inequality in the way benefits are obtained in a relationship when actors coordinate on the
same choice but for some the choice is their preferred option, while for others the choice
is the disliked one.

The results of our experiment suggest that preferences are more salient than social in-
fluence. This means that even if subjects could achieve a greater benefit (i.e. monetary
earnings in the experiment) by affiliating with most others and coordinating with them on
one same action, their preference for a behavior inhibits this integration. Thus, in situa-
tions with conflicting preferences, where there is heterogeneity in the population of actors
regarding to their motivation to choose one action or another, subjects form relationships
mainly with others who share the same preference. This leads to two undesirable out-
comes: network segregation and social inefficiency. Network segregation results because
actors separate between those who like one action and those who like the other. Social
inefficiency results because in the aggregate, if all actors integrate and coordinate on one
same action, the complementarities of their interactions can be the highest but they are
more inclined to segregate. In this regard we find that the same force that helps people
individually reduces the total productivity of society in a great way.

6.2 A general comment on the findings and on further
research

In general, our findings show that heterogeneity, at first sight, appears as a clear de-
terminant of social exclusion and segregation. Regardless of whether we are addressing
problems of productive exchange or coordination games, the existence of individual differ-
ences between the actors poses great coordination problems. Thus, there is difficulty for
the actors to find suitable exchange partners and interact with them, due to the threat
of coordination failures. In fact, failing to coordinate with a productive exchange partner
means loosing one’s resources. An actor could instead be better off if she had used her
resources in a collaboration with another partner. Thus, even when some potential part-
ners are more attractive than others one is better off coordinating with a less attractive
partner if the first one does not reciprocate to the relationship.
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In the same way, there are difficulties for actors to choose which behavior to adopt, espe-
cially if they have preferences for one choice but it appears that their benefits could be
greater if choosing a behavior they dislike. This can occur when most of one’s neighbors
prefer one’s disliked choice, for the coordination with a larger majority can give them
greater gains than choosing alike with a small minority. Therefore, as such, heterogeneity
poses difficulties in coordinating with others, which can determine social exclusion and
segregation between actors.

Nonetheless, when the micro-processes that lead to patterns of behavior and networks of
relationships at the macro level are studied in more detail, we can observe that this is not
always the case. Heterogeneity leads to greater complexity in the interactions, but there
are ways in which actors find coordination mechanisms even in complex settings. Thus,
achieving valuable outcomes by sorting out the coordination difficulties that heterogeneity
brings about. A first main aspect that helps actors not only coordinate with others but
also sustain their relationships is to have the freedom to choose their improvements as
a dyad. That is, actors can attempt to improve their well-being by unilaterally making
changes.

However, because there are different potential partners around them, improving in one
case without others changing their behavior as well (i.e. their allocation of resources) leads
to outcomes where the focal actor improves but her partners are not necessarily better
off. In this sense, they will have incentives to change the way they use their resources
between relationships. This leads to better outcomes for them but not necessarily for
their partners. Nonetheless, a simple change in how actors choose their changes from
individual to dyadic deviations can greatly simplify their coordination problems. Pairs
of actors change together, and they can easily reach stable outcomes where relationships
are sustainable and great benefits are gained. This is a natural consequence, given that
relationships in our studies are focused on dyadic interactions. This implies that at the
dyadic level, if pairs of actors coordinate on their changes, say by means of reciprocating
to each other, their relationship will be sustained and stable along time. Furthermore, we
have empirically observed this is so even for cases where actors are not best responding to
the partners’ choices.

In other contexts, even when dyadic improvements are considered, say for instance in coor-
dination games, it is likely that segregation between actors takes place. Those who choose
one behavior will separate from those who choose the other behavior. As a consequence,
in the aggregate, the social welfare is reduced. However, even though heterogeneity in
preferences leads to conflict and segregation, having low levels of heterogeneity can result
in integration. If there us a large majority and a small minority, the former can exert
pressure on the latter and influence their behavior. In this sense, actors are better off inte-
grating and forming relationships with those around them regardless of their preferences.
If so, if they end up all choosing the behavior preferred by the majority.

Nonetheless, such an outcome was only observed as a theoretical finding. When the
empirical assessment was made, segregation was pervasive. Subjects used their individual
preference as a way of simplifying the coordination problem of choosing with whom to
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relate and how to behave. This helped them reduce coordination failure and improve their
gains in each period they interacted with others. However, the same force that facilitated
their relationships lead to segregation between those who preferred one choice and those
who preferred the other. It is likely that in cases where interactions allow for a natural
extension such as communication between the actors, the mechanism that can lead to
segregation, their individual characteristics, would not be the only force. Arguably, with
communication actors with conflicting preferences can reach agreements on how to behave.
This could lead to outcomes at the network level, where they can integrate and coordinate
on a common choice, improving their individual gains and the social welfare.

In what remains of this conclusion chapter we address some extensions for further research,
which can complement and extend the lines of research that have been studied in this
dissertation.

6.2.1 Theoretical extension: Behavioral rules

Schelling (1978) points to behavioral rules as some of the main elements interacting in social
games. That is, the choices actors can make and the order in which they can choose. This
is specifically important when the assumptions about actors’ decision-making (i.e. their
behavior) are derived from one theory of action or another, and when actors are assumed
to interact between them for single events (i.e. one shot-interactions) or for multiple
occasions (i.e. repeated interactions). Thus, our first extension points to the theoretical
approach on behavioral rules in our models. Particularly, our modeling on heterogeneity
has been derived from the other two elements interacting in the social game: who we are
(individual roles) and what we can do (result rules).

We developed a theoretical model for productive exchange in Chapter 2 and theoretical
models for coordination games in Chapters 4 and 5. These chapters share a common
approach in the way actors are modeled at the micro-level, for they are all based on the
same theory of action: rational choice theory. In particular, actors are assumed to play
a best response to the behavior of their partners. Thus, the allocation of resources for a
given productive exchange is optimal in relation to the allocation of resources made by
a partner. Similarly, an actor’s choice of behavior in a coordination game is optimal in
relation to the aggregation of choices of those around her in the network. Clearly, in both
cases, depending on the individual characteristics of the focal actor.

However, as suggested in the empirical findings of Chapter 3, actors do not always find it
easy to best respond to the behavior of those around them. In many cases, their behavior
is based on a less complex strategy: reciprocity. Thus, if we want to explain variations in
the way actors form and maintain relationships in social networks, we need to introduce
reciprocity as an essential part of an actors’ decision-making process.

Naturally, including reciprocity into the analysis requires that the interactions studied are
repeated along time, which is not the case of the theoretical models in this dissertation.
For this reason, a complementary extension is to model the influence reciprocity has on
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the decisions actors make by studying how behavior and the network of relationships co-
evolve along time. In principle, this could also inform us about situations of no repetition
as well as those of repeated interactions. This was not the focus of our work in this book.
The goal we pursue here is that of understanding the effect of individual differences on
relationships, and to see whether individual differences can result in exclusion and inequal-
ity. Nonetheless, it would be desirable to be able to integrate the analysis of individual
differences between the actors in the co-evolution of networks and behavior.

6.2.2 Empirical extension: Communication

With the studies in Chapter 3 and 5, we aimed to contribute to the empirical validation
of the effects of individual differences between the actors on patterns of exclusion and
inequalities between them. Laboratory experiments allow for controlled environments,
which help understand the effect that particular variables have on behavior and emerging
network configurations. Naturally, empirical studies can only address so many consider-
ations of the theoretical predictions at a time. Consequently, much more empirical work
is needed with the aim of understanding heterogeneity and its effects on inequality and
exclusion. Without systematic empirical tests of the implications of theoretical models, it
is difficult to judge which assumptions might be problematic, and to decide on how future
theoretical research should be developed. Nonetheless, laboratory experiments can be in-
formed about limitations of the theoretical models through the findings of other laboratory
experiments, even if they were applied to different social games, due to the consistent and
systematic way in which they are developed.

Within the so called experimental economics tradition of laboratory experiments, there
are specific protocols that permit regularities in the findings. For instance, subjects are
never deceived, they are always paid with monetary incentives for their outcomes in the
experiments, experimental outcomes depend strategically on the choices of the different
subjects, and subjects do not know the identity of those they are interacting with in
the experiment; which controls for any type of influence that the relationship between
two subjects might bring. From this, we consider a main empirical extension needed in
experiments on heterogeneity in individual characteristics between actors interacting in
social networks: communication between actors when playing the games.

Communication is a fundamental aspect of human relationships. Furthermore, applied to
network relationships, the theoretical modeling of networks assumes that in cases of bilat-
eral deviations, actors have decided to simultaneously change their choices after talking
to each other. This means that even when it is not stated explicitly, in most network
interactions communication is implicitly assumed. Communication plays a determinant
role on actors’ decision making, even for cases in which agreements derived from the com-
munication between actors are not enforceable (i.e. non-binding agreements). Specifically,
communication between actors simplifies the coordination problem they face and reduces
the uncertainty about how potential partners will behave. This consequently leads to
greater benefits, and facilitates how actors achieve stable outcomes. The introduction of
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communication in our experimental work could influence actors by helping them achieve
more profitable outcomes, but could also bring a detrimental effect on the abuse of power if
relationships are unequal. Thus, the effect of including communication in our experimental
work is not straightforward. Next we discuss possible results.

In Chapter 3 we run a laboratory experiment to understand how actors solve the complex
coordination problem of choosing with whom they relate and how they allocate resources
among their different relationships. Actors interact repeatedly with the same partners in
their group, which allows them to create stronger relationships between them. Particularly,
in such a detailed type of exchange where actors choose partners and specific amounts of
resources, communication can greatly help them make agreements. Thus, simplifying the
coordination problem. Moreover, pre-play communication, the possibility actors have of
talking to each other before making any decision in the game, has been shown to facilitate
coordination in Nash equilibrium outcomes (Farrell and Rabin, 1996). This suggests that
with regard to productive exchange networks, communication would help achieve stable
outcomes for the very complex cases in which there is a huge multiplicity of them.

Finally, applied to our main interest, the effect that individual differences between actors
have on their network relations, communication could also play a detrimental role. If
actors perceive their individual characteristics to be influential on the choices of others,
communication can be a mechanism for the transmission of threats that can lead to unfair
exchanges between powerful actors and those who are more dependent on them. Commu-
nication can help transmit threats about how an actor would be willing to leave an existing
partner if the counterpart relates to others or reduces her involvement in their joint ex-
change. For instance, communication can allow specialized actors to make generalists
allocate more resources into a joint coproduction because the former are more attractive
partners and their bargaining power is greater. Thus, on one hand communication can
help simplify the complexity of coordination problems in productive exchange networks,
but on the other, it can bring about stronger patterns of inequalities and exclusion by
potentiating the strength that more attractive partners have upon the least attractive
ones.

Including communication in our laboratory experiment in Chapter 5 could also allow us to
better understand the complexity of the interplay between individual preferences and social
influence. On the one hand, if actors can express how willing they are to form relationships
with others, even if those others have different identities, communication would help them
improve their well being and reduce coordination failures between them. Think about
the case of a large majority and a small minority (i.e. Low Conflict treatment). If the
3 subjects in the minority achieve connection and coordinate with the 12 subjects in the
majority, they would be better off than if segregated. In fact, in our experiment we
observed that subjects in the minority attempted to connect to the majority but failed.
This can be due to the lack of opportunities to communicate between them.

Thus, it is possible that in real life contexts the minority actors could have the opportunity
to express their desire to integrate with the majority. Even at the expense of sacrificing
their identities for the sake of the benefits that social relationships bring about. For
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instance, in the case of a large majority, if a member of the small minority achieves
coordination with the majority due to their communication channels, this actor would
immediately be better off than if she had stayed with her minority. The complementarities
of the group size could compensate for the loss in identity. However, for cases where the
minority and the majority are not too different in size, the effect of communication is not
clear, for it is not only the deviation of a small number of others that is needed but the
integration of a larger group. That is, a minority member is strictly better off switching
from her minority group, where she chooses her preferred behavior, to the majority group,
where she would choose the disliked behavior, if more of her minority partners were also
joining the larger majority. So that if only some but not all actors in the minority would
integrate into the majority to gain from the benefits of belonging to a larger group (i.e. a
larger coalition), those who are sacrificing their identity benefits might end up worse off
than before.

Thus, on the one hand, communication can help increase benefits for actors in small
minorities by allowing them to coordinate with a large majority. This is possible even if
the transition from one behavior to another would not be simultaneous for all actors in the
minority. But, on the other, communication can cause great losses for the minority if the
groups are of similar size, because the way the transition takes place matters a lot.

6.2.3 Concluding remarks

In this book we have studied how inequality can be the by-product of social exclusion as it
results from exchanges between heterogeneous individuals. A first general element to take
away from our four studies is that individual differences play a key role in understanding
individual choices and aggregate outcomes. Compared to situations where actors are
assumed identical, or where their individual characteristics are considered non relevant to
their interactions, our work has shown how influential characteristics such as expertise or
preferences are in shaping behavior. The second general element to draw from this set
of studies is that heterogeneity in individual differences is not in itself a determinant of
social exclusion. Even if actors differ in very relevant characteristics, there are settings
where exclusion is not necessary. For instance, researchers with specialized expertise can
collaborate with others who have a different type of expertise, such as the generalists.
In similar ways, individuals with conflicting preferences can choose alike and coordinate
in the products they purchase; because interacting and exchanging with others is very
valuable and can provide great benefit to actors.

The third general element to take away is that for some settings, nonetheless, social exclu-
sion is inevitable in the presence of heterogeneity in individual characteristics. Specifically,
settings in which actors have the possibility to readjust their interactions and their inter-
action partners. In these scenarios, where pairs of actors can redefine their relationships,
say by forming a relationship if they do not have one or severing the relationship if they
have it, rational actors will be motivated to improve their wellbeing by carefully selecting
particular relationships. This in turn excludes those others who cannot provide the most
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valuable outcomes.



Appendix A
Mathematical Proofs Chapter 2

A.1 Proof Proposition 1: Best responses in Γ

Proposition 1 presents the best response functions in the productive exchange game. The
proof is the solution to the optimization problem of the payoff function in Equation
2.1:

maxxii ui(δi, δj, xi, xNi(g)) = ρxδi
ii +

n∑

j ̸=i

xδi
ijx

δj
ji (A.1)

s.t. xii +
n∑

j ̸=i

xij ≤ Ω

The First Order Conditions show that:

∂ui

∂xii
= ρδix

(δi−1)
ii − λ = 0,

ρδix
δi
ii = λxii (A.2)

∂ui

∂xij
= δix

(δi−1)
ij x

δj
ji − λ = 0,

δix
δi
ijx

δj
ji = λxij (A.3)
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∂ui

∂λ
= xii +

n∑

j ̸=i

xij − Ω = 0,

xii +
n∑

j ̸=i

xij = Ω (A.4)

Summing Equation A.3 in j:

δi

n∑

j ̸=i

xδi
ijx

δj
ji = (Ω− xii)λ (A.5)

Adding Equation A.2 and A.5:

δi(ρx
δi
ii +

n∑

j ̸=i

xδi
ijx

δj
ji ) = λΩ (A.6)

Dividing Equation A.2 by Equation A.6, we obtain the best response of player i on her
allocation to an individual project, x∗

ii:

x∗
ii =

ρx∗δi
ii

ρx∗δi
ii +

∑n
j ̸=i x

∗δi
ij x

∗δj
ji

Ω (A.7)

Dividing Equation A.3 by Equation A.6, we obtain the best response of player i on her
allocation to a combined project with j, x∗

ij:

x∗
ij =

x∗δi
ij x

∗δj
ji

ρx∗δi
ii +

∑n
j ̸=i x

∗δi
ij x

∗δj
ji

Ω (A.8)

A.2 Proof Lemma 1: Optimal allocations in a dyad

Lemma 1 presents the optimal allocations for the interaction between two players in the
productive exchange game Γ. For this proof, we denote the set of resources a player i has
as Ω̂, where Ω̂ ≤ Ω. This means that we can generalize the proof for any proportion of
resources considered from the entire endowment Ω. This is a useful consideration for the
extension of the results to networks of any size n ≥ 2. Consider the optimization problem
below, where a player i decides on the optimal way of allocating her resources between an
individual and a combined project:
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maxxii ui = ρxδi
ii + (Ω̂− xii)

δix
δj
ji

The First Order Conditions show that:
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∂xii
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ii − δi(Ω̂− xii)

(δi−1)x
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ji = 0

and the Second Order Conditions show that:
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u
′′
i < 0 if δi < 1 : internal maximum is feasible

The FOC and SOC give different outcomes depending on player i’s expertise, even when
playing with the same partner j. For the case specialist, δi > 1, no interior point can be a
local maximum, thus neither a global one. There are two candidates (xii = 0; xii = Ω̂). The

payoff functions for each are ui(NE) = ρΩ̂δi and ui(FE) = Ω̂δix
δj
ji , respectively. Thus:
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If a player is a semi-specialist, δi = 1:
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If a player is a generalist, δi < 1, from the FOC we know that ρδix
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δj
ji ,
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Note that this equation is the best response for local internal maximum. In order to check
wether this is a global best reply, we compare it to the two corner candidates xii = {0,Ω}.
Recall that:
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ui = ρΩδi ≥ Ωδix
δj
ji = ui iff x
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Case 1: δi < 1 and x
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ji ≤ ρ.
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Now, the question is when is ui(x∗
ii) ≥ ui(xii = Ω). We say this condition is satisfied

when:
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which is always.

Case 2: δi < 1 and x
δj
ji > ρ.

So that we compare x∗
ii only to ui(xii = 0). Now, the question is when is ui(x∗

ii) ≥ ui(xii =
0). We say this condition is satisfied when:
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which is always. Then, x∗
ii in Eq. A.9, is the best response for δi < 1 in the 2-person

game:
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A.3 Proof Lemma 2: Optimal connectivity in equi-
librium

Lemma 2 shows the optimal level of connectivity a player reciprocates to, given her type
of expertise. Consider the set of players N = {N+

i ∪N−
i }, where N+

i = {j : xji > 0} and
N−

i = {j : xji = 0}, for all j ∈ N . It is straightforward to check that given no output can
be obtained in a combined productive project when only one partner is making positive
allocations, no zero allocations from j will be reciprocated by i. Thus:

xij = 0 if j ∈ N−
i (A.11)

In addition, from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 we know that not all positive allocations
received from a j ∈ N+

i will be reciprocated by i. The question is then, which of the
potential projects in the set N+

i will be formed? Recall that an allocation vector xi is part
of a Nash allocation profile if player i has no incentives to make any unilateral reallocation
of her resources from one project to another.

We can express this by a sequence of improving paths (Jackson and Watts, 2000) reached
unilaterally by a reallocation of resources from xi = {xi1, . . . , xij, . . . , xik, . . . , xin}

to x′
i = {xi1, . . . , x′

ij, . . . , x
′
ik, . . . , xin}. That is, players can refuse to form links and thus

can severe formed connections. Assume that j, k ∈ N+
i , and xij, xik > 0. We say there

is an improving path from the allocation vector that includes both projects xi to that in
which only project with j is formed x′

i, where x′
ij = xij + xik and x′

ik = 0, if u′
i > ui.

This analysis is straightforward for cases where players also form an individual productive
project, simply replace Ω̂ for (Ω̂ − xii), so that the resources used for exchange between
j and k are those not invested in individual production. Then, for every pair of projects,
either one or both are reciprocated to if:

ui(Γ{ij}) = Ω̂δix
δj
ji > (αΩ̂)δix

δj
ji + [(1− α)Ω̂]δixδk

ki = ui(Γ{ij,ik})

(1− αδi)Ω̂δix
δj
ji > (1− α)δiΩ̂δixδk

ki

x
δj
ji

xδk
ki

− (1− α)δi

(1− αδi)
> 0. (A.12)

where α ∈ (0, 1), so that resources need not be symmetrically allocated. Notice that,

independently of δi ! 1 there are two scenarios: either (i) x
δj
ji = xδk

ki , or (ii) x
δj
ji > xδk

ki .
Depending on δi we have three cases.

Case 1 (δi > 1): For any of the two scenarios, the condition in Equation A.12 is always
satisfied for a specialist player. That is, a player i with a specialist type of expertise δi > 1
is better off allocating all her resources to a single project, independently of the size of the
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set of players. Being that project with the partner that allocates the most to the combined
project.

Case 2 (δi = 1): Semi-specialist players are indifferent between the two options in case
(i) and they are better off in a single combined exchange instead of two in case (ii).

Case 3 (δi < 1): The condition is never satisfied in (i) for generalists, but can be satisfied
in (ii), depending on the parameters of the model Ω and ρ. It is possible to observe that
the lower δi is for generalists, the more likely the condition is satisfied.

A.4 Proof Proposition 2: Pairwise stable Nash equi-
libria

Proposition 2 shows the set of pairwise stable Nash equilibria. It follows from the condi-
tions in the previous Proposition 1 and Lemmas 1 and 2. Simply take into account that
if players are specialists , they reciprocate to a single project with the most profitable
partner available, and if no partner is available, they produce individually, as shown in
Equation 2.4. For the case of the generalists, from Equation 2.6 and invoking the condition
of proportionality from Proposition 1, players have incentives to reciprocate to productive
exchanges with multiple partners and always find it optimal to create simultaneously an
individual productive project. The semi-specialists, given Equation 2.5, follow the behav-
ior of either a specialists or a generalist, depending on the size of the endowment. Finally,
the cases of heterogeneous distributions of types of expertise vary depending on the size
of the network and the actors in it.

Consider the set of players N = N> ∪ N= ∪ N< where N> = {i : δi > 1} is the set
of specialists, with cardinality n>, N= = {i : δi = 1} is the set of semi-specialists, with
cardinality n=, and N< = {i : δi < 1} is the set of generalists, with cardinality n<. From
this, we divide the distribution of types of expertise in the network into seven cases: [1]
n> = n, [2] n= = n, [3] n< = n, [4] n> + n= = n(n< = 0), [5] n> + n< = n(n= = 0),
[6] n= + n< = n(n> = 0), and [7] n> + n= + n< = n. The first three cases represent
homogeneous distributions of types of expertise and the last four represent heterogeneous
distributions.

Case 1: If Ω > ρ and n is even, the only stable configuration is FE where all pairs of
players i and j create a single combined project such that xij = xji = Ω. Pairwise stability
rules out the NE. When n is an odd number, then n − 1 behave as mentioned and the
remaining player is excluded and produces alone. If Ω ≤ ρ, for any n, the only PNE is
NE, where all players produce alone.

Case 2: As shown in Equation 2.5, if Ω ≥ ρ, players behave as if their δi > 1 forming
FE configurations as in Case 1. If Ω < ρ they all produce alone forming a NE configura-
tion.

Case 3: For any size of Ω and n players show link monotonicity, as shown in Equation
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A.12, so they always find optimal to create new links. Thus the PNE is HE where all
players are connected.

Case 4: It is straightforward that if Ω > ρ a FE configuration emerges as in Cases 1 and
2, where the specialists connect between each other in pairs. If n> is odd, the remaining
player connects with j who is a semi-specialist (δi = 1), and the other n=− 1 connect also
in pairs. If n= − 1 is odd, there will be a player producing alone. If Ω = ρ the n> produce
alone and the semi-specialists (n=) full exchange in pairs. If Ω < ρ, all players produce
alone.

Case 5: If Ω > ρ and n> is odd, n>−1 form dyads as in Case 1 and the remaining player
connects with a j ∈ N<, as long as x

δj
ji > ρ. Thus, j has Ω − xji to allocate in projects

with the remaining n< − 1. In the same way, all n< − 1 players connect between each
other.

Case 6: This case follows as in Case 5 but allows for xij ≥ ρ for the combined project
between the two players with different types of expertise.

Case 7: Follows from Cases 1 to 6, where the specialists (n>) connect between them in
pairs, the semi-specialists (n=) connect between them in pairs, and the generalists (n<)
connect between them in a hybrid exchange network. If both n> and n= are odd, there
will be a dyad formed by one player from each set. If only one but not both is odd, the
remaining player connects with a j ∈ N< as in Case 5. If the size of the first two sets is
even, there will be no mixing between types of expertise.
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Appendix B
Instructions Experiment Chapter 3

Instructions in the experiment where given as screens programmed into the experimental
design. We present the instructions for Treatment 2 from which all other conditions are
simplified cases. Instructions are presented for participant A:

You are participating in a sociological experiment. Please read the following instructions care-
fully. These instructions state everything you need to know to participate in the experiment.
If you have questions, please raise your hand. One of the experimenters will approach you to
answer your questions.

In this experiment you will earn money.

You will earn points during the experiment. The number of points that you earn depends on your
own choices and the choices of other participants. The number of points others earn, depends
on their own choices and your choice, as well. At the end of the experiment, the total number
of points you earn during the experiment will be exchanged at an exchange rate of: 5 points =
1 euro cent

The money you receive will be paid anonymously and in cash at the end of the experiment. The
other participants will not learn what you receive and you will not learn what the others have
received, either. Further instructions will follow on the next screens. During the experiment you
are not allowed to communicate with other participants and you are not allowed to use your cell
phones.

Overview of the Experiment - Part 1

In today’s experiment you can earn money. In every round of the experiment you receive 10
tokens that you allocate as you want to different projects: individual and combined. Then you
are informed of the choices made in that round and the points you earn. The instructions below
explain the experiment in detail. Please scroll down the bar on the right to read the rest of the
instructions.

Formation of groups: At the beginning of the experiment all participants will be randomly
divided into groups of four (4) people. The groups are fixed during the entire experiment, so
that you will participate only with the same three other participants.
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Assigning ID’s: The computer randomly assigns an ID to each participant of a group. There
will be 4 ID’s: Participant A, Participant B, Participant C and Participant D. These ID’s will
stay fixed during the entire experiment. Your ID during the entire experiment is participant A.
You will participate in 20 rounds of decision making with your group and then you will be asked
to answer a short questionnaire.

Decision making: For every round you are given 10 tokens that you can allocate as you want.
You have the option to allocate tokens to your individual project and/or to the combined projects
with any of the other three participants in your group. In the individual project only you are
involved. So the points you earn depend only on your decision of how many tokens you allocate to
the individual project. In each combined project another participant from your group is involved.
So the points you earn depend on your decision and the decision of the other participant. You
will see a screen as illustrated below, where you decide how to allocate the 10 tokens you have.
The total of your allocations cannot be greater than the 10 tokens you have available in each
round (see Figure B.1).

The following example illustrates what happens if only one participant allocates some of his (her)
tokens to a combined project, while the other participant does not allocate any tokens to that
combined project.

Example: Only allocations larger than zero (0) have an effect:

If YOU allocate 5 tokens to a combined project with another participant and the OTHER
participant allocates 0 tokens to this project, you produce no points together. In the same way,
if YOU allocate 0 tokens, no matter how much the OTHER allocates to the combined project,
you produce nothing with that participant.

Summary: You earn points depending on your choices and the choices of the other participants in
your group. Only positive allocations by both participants have an effect on combined projects.
The total number of points you earn are exchanged for money.

Overview of the experiment - Part 2.

Points earned and profit: In each round, after the decision making, you will see a screen as
illustrated below. This is an information screen and you will not need to make any decision on
it. The screen gives you information about the decisions that have already been made in the
current round by YOU and the OTHER participants. It also shows how many points you have
earned in each project, in total, and the money you get. Please scroll down the bar on the right
to read the rest of the instructions.

The screen is composed of four elements: (1) the chart of projects, (2) the table of allocations,
(3) your summary table, and (4) the profit table (see Figure B.2).

The chart of projects: The chart of projects has the number one (1) in the illustration below.
Every participant in your group is represented by a circle with its own ID. If a participant
allocated any tokens to her individual project, there will be a loop connected to the circle of
that participant. The different allocations to combined projects are represented by arrows from
one circle to another. If there is an arrow from one participant to another, this means the first
participant allocated at least one (1) token to the combined project with the second. If the
arrow has two heads, one on each side, it means that both participants allocated tokens to their
combined project together.
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Example 1: The chart of projects: In the illustration below, participants A and C have allocated
tokens to earn points individually (so there is a loop connected to the circles of participants A
and C), but participants B and D did not allocate tokens to earn points alone (so there is NO
loop connected to B or D). Participant A allocated to the combined project with B and C but
not with D (so there is an arrow from A to B, A to C, but NO arrow from A to D). Participant
B allocated only to the combined project with D (so there is an arrow from B to D). Participant
C did not allocate tokens to any combined project, only to his (her) individual project (so there
is only a loop connected to C but NO arrows from C to any other participant). Participant D
allocated all the tokens to his (her) combined projects (so there are arrows from D to all others
but NO loop connected to the circle of D).

(2) The table of allocations: The table of allocations has the number two (2) in the illustration
below. This table shows the exact allocations made by every participant in your group. The
rows show the IDs of the participants that allocate the tokens. The columns show the IDs of the
participant with whom the project is formed. The cell where the two ID’s intersect shows the
number of tokens allocated.

Example 2: The table of allocations: The cell where row A (From A) and column A (To A)
intersect illustrates the number of tokens participant A allocated to his (her) individual project.
The cell where row B (From B) and column C (To C) intersect, illustrates the number of tokens
B allocated to his (her) combined project with C. In the same way, the cell where row C (From
C) and column B (To B) intersect illustrates the number of tokens that participant C allocated
to his(her) combined project with B.

(3) Your summary table: Your summary table is numbered as three (3) in the illustration below.
This table shows how many points you have earned individually and in each combined project,
given your decisions and the decisions of the other participants.

(4) The profit table: This table shows the total number of points you earn and the profit you
receive by exchanging the points at the exchange rate of: 5 points = 1 euro cent.

Using the Tables of Points.

Recall that in this experiment you are asked to choose the way you want to allocate 10 tokens
to four (4) different projects. One project is individual, so your decision alone determines the
points you earn. The other three (3) are combined projects with the other participants in your
group. It is the decision made by both participants in a combined project what determines the
points each earns. You cannot allocate more than 10 tokens in total among these four projects.
Please scroll down the bar on the right to read the rest of the instructions.

The different tables: Individual and Combined: Please have a look at the tables on your desk (see
Figure B.3). The table on the left (labeled Individual) illustrates the points you can earn ALONE.
The tables on the right (labeled Combined) illustrate the points you can earn TOGETHER in
the combined project with any other participant in your group depending on his (her) ID. In a
combined project the points earned are the same for YOU and for the OTHER participant. For
example, if ten (10) points are earned, both YOU and the OTHER participant will receive 10
points each.

How to use the tables: The Individual table (left hand side) has two (2) columns. The first
column shows the number of tokens you allocate to your individual project, from zero (0) to
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ten (10). The cells that represent tokens are black (see the Tables of Points you have received).
The second column shows the points you earn individually. The cells that represent the points
you earn are white (see the Tables of Points). For example, if YOU allocate zero tokens to the
individual project you earn zero points from this project, and if YOU allocate 10 tokens to the
individual project, you earn 33 points (see the Tables of Points).

The tables of combined projects (right hand side) show the points you earn in a combined project
with any other participant in your group, depending on who he (she) is. The first column (vertical
black) shows how many tokens YOU allocate to a combined project (see -Your tokens- on the
Table of Points). The first row (horizontal black) shows what the OTHER participant allocates
(see -Other’s tokens- on the Table of Points).

To find out the number of points you earn in a combined project, look for the cell where the
two allocations intersect. Recall that in a combined project the points obtained are the same for
YOU and for the OTHER participant.

Example: Combined projects: If YOU allocate 3 tokens and the OTHER participant allocates
2 tokens, the points you earn in the combined project are shown in the cell where 3 horizontal
and 2 vertical intersect (see the illustration). As you can observe in the Tables of Points if the
OTHER participant is B, you each earn 16 points. If the OTHER participant is C or D, you
each earn 13 points (see the Table of Points).

At the time you make your decision, you do not know what the other participants will do. Given
there are 3 other participants, you do this same process to calculate the points you earn in each
project. Keep in mind that you cannot allocate more than 10 tokens in total among your 4
projects. The total number of points you earn is obtained by adding the points you earn in each
project as follows:

Total Points = PointsAlone + Pointswith B + Pointswith C + Pointswith D

You are paid for the total number of points you earn. On the next screen you will practice on
how to use the Tables of Points you have received.

Practice - How to use the Tables of Points.

This is a practice exercise. You will practice how to use the Tables of Points by considering the
tokens YOU allocate to each project and the tokens the OTHER participants allocate to your
combined projects together. In this exercise you will be given 3 cases. Each case is an invented
example where you are told the way YOU allocated your tokens among the four projects you
have available. You are also told the way the OTHER participants allocated their tokens in
your combined project together. Your task in this exercise is to find the number of points you
earned in each project (Individual, Combined with B, Combined with C, and Combined with D)
using the Tables of Points. This is an exercise and you are NOT participating with the other
participants yet.

Example: Cases and points: In the cases below, you are told the way you allocated your tokens
to each project. Also the tokens the other participants allocated to the combined projects, as
follows. ”YOU (2-4-3-1), B (4), C (4), D (0).” This means that you allocated 2 tokens to your
individual project, 4 tokens to your combined project with B, 3 tokens to your combined project
with C and 1 token to your combined project with D. It also means that B allocated 4 tokens
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to the combined project with you, C allocated 4 tokens to the combined project with you, and
D allocated zero (0) tokens to the combined project with you.

Given you allocated 2 points to your individual project you earn 17 points (see the Tables of
Points). Given you allocated 4 and B also allocated 4 to your combined project together, you
look for the cell where 4 horizontal and 4 vertical intersect in the table labeled Combined with
participant B. In this combined project you earn 23 points. You allocated 3 and C allocated 4
tokens to your combined project together. Then, you look for the cell where 3 horizontal and 4
vertical intersect in the table labeled Combined with participant C or D. In this combined project
you earn 17 points. Finally, you allocated 1 and D allocated zero (0) tokens to your combined
project together. Then, you look for the cell where 1 horizontal and 0 vertical intersect in the
table labeled Combined with participant C or D. In this combined project you earn zero (0)
points. The total number of points you earned is calculated simply by adding the points of each
project:

Total Points = 17 + 23 + 17 + 0 = 57

This is the way you can calculate the points you earn using the Tables of Points you have
received. Once you have introduced the solutions to the practice exercise click the OK button. If
all your answers are correct you will go to the next screen, otherwise a message will be displayed
informing you where the error is, so you can fix it.

The practice is over!

On the following screen you will start the decision making of the experiment. You will play 20
rounds in a group with three other participants. Each participant in the group has been given an
ID (A, B, C, or D). Your ID and that of the other participants is fixed for the entire experiment.
The group composition is fixed as well, so that you will participate the 20 rounds with the same
three other participants.

You earn money depending on your choices and the choices of the other participants in your
group. Recall that the exchange rate is: 1 euro cent for every 5 points you produce.
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Figure B.1: Overview Experiment - Part 1

Figure B.2: Overview Experiment - Part 2

Figure B.3: Instruction: Tables of Points



Appendix C
Instructions Experiment Chapter 5

Welcome. You are going to participate in an economic experiment. Please read carefully the
following instructions. If you have any question, please rise up your hand and one of the exper-
imenters will answer your question personally. During the experiment you are not allowed to
communicate with other participants, neither to use your cellphone, nor to use the computer for
anything else but to participate in the experiment.

In this experiment you will earn points, which will exchanged into euros. The number of points
you earn depend on your choices and the choices of the other participants.

You will participate in this experiment for 25 rounds. The first 5 rounds are trial rounds. At the
beginning of the experiment all the participants are randomly divided into groups of 15 people,
each person identified with a number from 1 to 15 (that is 1,2,3,...,15). The computer will
randomly assign a symbol to each participant: circle or square. The symbol for each participant
will be kept constant along the entire experiment, but the group composition and the numbers
will change randomly in each round. All participants will be informed about the number and
symbol assigned to each and every member in their group, but they will not be informed of their
identity.

In each round you will make 2 decisions, and every round consists of 4 parts:

1. You choose, from the 14 remaining members in your group, whom you want to propose a
connection to.

2. You will be informed of the connection proposals all members in your group make to you
and to others. A connection is formed between two participants if both have proposed a
connection to each other.

3. You will choose an action: up or down.

4. You will be informed of action chosen by all members of your group and of the points you
have earned in that round.

Your decisions, connection proposal and action, as well as the decisions of the other participants
in your group, will determine the total number of points you can earn in each round. Each
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connection proposal, even if it is not formed, costs 2 points. You will receive points for
each participant you are connected to who chooses the same action you choose. The number of
points you earn depends on the action that is chosen and on your symbol:

You are circle:

• If you choose up you get 6 points for each coordination with your connections.

• If you choose down you get 4 points for each coordination with your connections.

You are square:

• If you choose down you get 6 points for each coordination with your connections.

• If you choose up you get 4 points for each coordination with your connections.

The detailed instructions for each part of the experiment together with some examples are
presented as follows (keep in mind the numbers of each participant, their symbol, the connections
formed and the actions chosen are only examples and need not occur in this same way along the
experiment):

Beginning of a round:

At the beginning of each round you will be informed of your number and symbol, as well as the
numbers and symbols of all other participants in your group. Your symbol will be the same along
the entire experiment, but your number and the composition of your group will change.

Part 1- Proposals:

The first decision you make is whom in your group you want to propose a connection to. To
propose a connection you check the box next to the number of a participant on the list at the
right hand side. In the example in Figure C.1, connections are proposed to participants 14 and
15.

Part 2- Connections:

Once all the participants have proposed the connections they want to form you will see the
network of connections that results. A connection is formed when two participants propose to
each other. You will see your connections highlighted in green, and on the table next to it you
will also see a Green highlight on the row corresponding to the proposals you have made and on
the column corresponding to the proposals you have received.

In the example in Figure C.2 you are participant 4. You have proposed connections to the
following participants:

• Participants with symbol circle: 2,3,5,8, and 11

• Participants with symbol square: 13 and 15
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You have been proposed a connection from participants 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 15. Therefore,
you have a connection with 3, 8, 13 and 15, which are the participants to whom you proposed
a connection and who also proposed a connection to you. That is, the final connections are the
intersection between the proposals made and received.

Part 3- Action:

Once the network of connections is formed, in the next part you will choose an action, up or
down. You will be able to see the formed network, but on the table on the right hand side you
will only see the connections formed between the participants. Remember that the points you
can earn are:

If you are a circle:

• 6 points for each coordination in up

• 4 points for each coordination in down

If you are a square:

• 6 points for each coordination in down

• 4 points for each coordination in up

Part 4- Summary:

In the last part you will see a screen summarizing what happened in the current round: the pro-
posals you made, the proposals made to you, the action chosen by every participant, whether you
coordinated or not, and the points you earned from the interaction with each one of them.

In the example in Figure C.3 you are participant 15, your symbol is square, and you have chosen
action down. Let’s observe in detail you interaction with some of the participants:

• With 2: You proposed and connection and 2 proposed a connection to you, and you have
coordinated in the action you chose. You win: 6 (cost of the proposal) = 6-2=4 points

• With 6: There is a connection formed by you did not coordinated. You earn no points but
pay the cost of the proposal (-2 points)

• With 12: You proposed a connection but 12 did not propose to you. You pay the cost of
the proposal (-2 points)

• With 14: You did not propose a connection but 14 proposed a connection to you. 14 pays
the cost of proposing a connection but you do not pay.

• With 15: You always coordinate with “yourself”
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Figure C.1: Screen - Proposals

Figure C.2: Screen - Connections

Figure C.3: Screen - Summary



Samenvatting - Summary in Dutch

Achterklap

Een gevestigde gedachte binnen de sociale wetenschappen is dat mensen relaties vormen in hun
sociale netwerken, omdat dit hen in staat stelt toegang te verkrijgen tot bronnen, gunstige
resultaten, en doelen te behalen die anders grote inspanning zouden vergen of niet haalbaar
zouden zijn. Sociale netwerken spelen dan de rol van het bevorderen van die doelen, welke ac-
toren nastreven. Tot dusver heeft de meerderheid van onderzoek de vorming van sociale relaties
bestudeerd, waarbij actoren identiek (homogeen) zijn in termen van capaciteiten of voorkeuren
over hun gedrag, en dus in termen van de voordelen die geassocieerd worden met hun alter-
natieven. Hoewel duidelijk onrealistisch, werd de homogeniteitsassumptie gebruikt met het doel
om te onderzoeken in hoeverre individuele verschillen verklaard kunnen worden als gevolg van
een sociaal proces, zonder a priori verschillen aan te nemen. Echter, er wordt steeds meer erk-
end dat actoren die contact met elkaar hebben in sociale netwerken verschillen in belangrijke
kenmerken, wat veelal het resulterende patroon van relaties die gevormd worden en de manier
waarop relaties plaatsvinden kan bëınvloeden.

Derhalve wordt de vraag hoe individuele verschillen tussen actoren een invloed hebben op de
keuzes die zij maken saillant. Het is aannemelijk dat individuele beslissingen over relaties
en gedrag leiden tot selectieve keuzes met betrekking tot interactie-partners, gegeven wie zij
zijn, resulterend in de inclusie van sommige actoren en de uitsluiting van anderen. Verder kan
dit resulteren in diverse toegang tot voordelen en kansen, leidend tot ongelijkheid in de baten
die gëıncludeerde actoren hebben, vergeleken met de baten verzameld door uitgesloten actoren.
Overeenkomstig heeft dit proefschrift de totstandkoming van patronen van relaties, uitsluiting,
en ongelijke mogelijkheden van toegang tot baten bestudeerd, als gevolg van de micro-processen
tussen heterogene actoren, door zich te richten op de condities waaronder verschillen in indi-
viduele kenmerken tussen mensen leiden tot sociale uitsluiting.

Wij hebben ons gericht op twee typen settings, waarin individuele verschillen een fundamentele
rol spelen in het ontstaan van relationele en gedragsmatige patronen: productieve uitwisselingen
(productive exchange) en coördinatie spellen (coordination games). Voor elke setting hebben we
overwogen wat het essentiële individuele kenmerk is dat kan helpen om patronen van relaties
te verklaren en keuzes voor inclusie/uitsluiting tussen actoren kan motiveren. Ons werk met
betrekking tot productieve uitwisseling bijvoorbeeld, betreft individuele verschillen die relevant
zijn voor samenwerkingsnetwerken. We hebben daarom bestudeerd hoe verschillen in de produc-
tieve capaciteiten van de actoren een invloed hebben op hun keuzes en het patroon van relaties
die vanuit hen tot stand komt. In ons werk met betrekking tot coördinatie spellen, waar actoren
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beter af zijn wanneer keuzes maken die gelijk zijn aan de keuzes van anderen, hebben we ons
gefocust op verschillen in individuele voorkeuren die actoren hebben voor de ene keuze of de
andere. Op deze manier hebben we ons gericht op zaken van conflicterende voorkeuren waar
actoren hetzelfde willen kiezen als anderen om hen heen, maar waarin zij verschillen in wat de
beste keuze is om zich op te richten.

In beide settings impliceren de keuzes van actoren de natuurlijke beperking dat bronnen en
mogelijkheden schaars zijn. In productieve uitwisseling is het zo dat wanneer een actor haar
bronnen deelt met een partner, zij deze niet tegelijkertijd kan delen met iemand anders. In
coördinatie spellen is het zo dat wanneer een actor een bepaalde conventie (d.w.z. een sociale
setting) kiest die overeenkomt met de keuzes van een aantal van haar vrienden, zij niet tegelijk-
ertijd overeenkomstige keuzes kan maken met anderen, met betrekking tot een andere conventie.
Het gevolg is dat sommige actoren uitgesloten zullen worden door anderen. Wij hebben specifiek
deze keuzes in de twee bovengenoemde settings bestudeerd. In de volgende secties bespreken we
de belangrijkste resultaten van onze twee studies.

Studies over Productieve Uitwisselingsnetwerken (Productive Ex-
change Networks)

De studies over productieve uitwisselingsnetwerken in dit proefschrift zijn gebaseerd op het prob-
leem hoe mensen samenwerkingsrelaties vormen wanneer zij verschillen in de manier waarop ze
de haalbare uitkomsten kunnen bëınvloeden. Om dit te kunnen onderzoeken, hebben we een veel
voorkomende game-theoretische setting gebruikt waarin individuen hun partners en hun niveau
van betrokkenheid kiezen in elke relatie, door bronnen toe te wijzen tussen hen.

In hoofdstuk 2 bespreken we theoretisch hoe en onder welke omstandigheden sociale uitsluit-
ing optreedt in productieve uitwisselings- (d.w.z. samenwerkings-) netwerken. Een belangrijke
innovatie van ons model is het onderscheid van twee typen expertise in samenwerkingsrelaties,
generalist en specialist expertise, vanuit waar we hebben kunnen bijdragen aan het onderzoek-
sprogramma over hoe ongelijkheid een gevolg is van verschillen op het individuele niveau. De
resultaten van ons model wijzen naar individuele expertise als precursor van een actor zijn neig-
ing om meer of minder samenwerkingsverbanden te vormen. Bovendien treedt er segregatie
op tussen typen expertise wanneer actoren vrij zijn om hun relaties te herschikken als er een
meer winstgevendere optie beschikbaar is. De specialisten sluiten de generalisten uit van de
uitwisseling, ondanks dat de generalisten het meest interessant zijn om mee samen te werken.
Derhalve zijn mensen die samenwerking het meeste nodig hebben om optimaal productief te zijn,
het mist waarschijnlijk om opgenomen te worden in samenwerkingsuitwisselingen (collaborative
exchanges).

Hoofdstuk 3 is een gedragsmatig game-theoretisch experiment over samenwerkingsrelaties. In dit
experiment vragen we hoe de ernst van het coördinatie probleem waarmee actoren geconfronteerd
worden (met wie zich te verhouden en hoe) de duurzaamheid van de relaties gedurende de
tijd kan reduceren. De resultaten van ons experiment suggereren dat het aantal potentieel
stabiele uitkomsten in het netwerk geen invloed heeft op de kans om die stabiele uitkomsten
te bereiken. Echter, het bestaan van uitkomsten waarin paren van actoren geen incentives
vinden om hun gedrag te veranderen, kan stabiele configuraties verzekeren; wat suggereert dat
individuele rationale niet genoeg is en dyadische rationale ook noodzakelijk is om stabiliteit te
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bereiken. Daarnaast vinden we dat personen wederkerigheid gebruiken als het criterium om een
uitwisselingsrelatie vol te houden. Dus, netwerken evolueren doormiddel van wederkerig gedrag
waarin actoren geneigd zijn om relaties gedurende de tijd te onderhouden en te bekrachtigen.
Het onderhouden van deze relaties leidt tot de uitsluiting van die partners die niet wederkerig
zijn met betrekking tot de toekenningen (allocations) die zij ontvangen.

Studies over Coördinatie Spellen (Coordination Games) in Netwerken

De studies over coördinatie spellen in dit proefschrift zijn gebaseerd op het volgende probleem:
welke typen netwerken van relaties en patronen van gedrag zijn het gevolg van keuzes die actoren
maken wanneer er conflicterende voorkeuren zijn tussen hen. Individuen kiezen een conventie
(sociale setting) en zij ontvangen baten door gelijke keuzes te maken als anderen om hen heen,
maar actoren kunnen verschillende voorkeuren hebben over de conventies waar zij graag met
anderen een strategie over afstemmen. Dit komt doordat zij niet alleen baten ontvangen voor
het feit met hoeveel anderen zij samenwerken, maar ook voor welke strategie overeenstemming
bereikt wordt.

Hoofdstuk 4 biedt een theoretisch model over coördinatie spellen. De resultaten van deze the-
oretische studie laten zien dat een actor minder support van mensen om haar heen nodig heeft
om haar voorkeur te kiezen, maar meer druk nodig heeft om iets te kiezen waar ze een hekel aan
heeft/niet van houdt. Daarnaast vinden we dat wanneer twee groepen die met elkaar omgaan ver-
schillende voorkeuren hebben over de manier van handelen, individuen het meest waarschijnlijk
ondersteuning ontvangen voor hetgeen ze leuk vinden/wat ze willen, als de groepen van gelijke
grootte zijn. Dus, heterogeniteit, vertegenwoordigd door de relatieve grootte van elke groep, kan
leiden tot uitsluiting wanneer de verschillende sets van actoren van gelijke grootte zijn, omdat
geen van beiden genoeg invloed kan uitoefenen op de ander om hem/haar een andere voorkeur
te laten kiezen. Deze uitsluiting wordt uitgedrukt als de onmogelijkheid om te interacteren en
voordeel te verkrijgen met hen die anders kiezen, maar wel met die actoren die gelijke sociale
conventies kiezen.

In hoofdstuk 5 onderzoeken we de wisselwerking tussen iemands individuele voorkeur en de
sociale invloed die anderen uitoefenen, wanneer ze hun buren in het netwerk kunnen kiezen. Dit
is een natuurlijke uitbreiding van ons werk in hoofdstuk 4, waar actoren alleen konden kiezen
hoe zij zich gedragen, maar niet hun sociale netwerk konden kiezen. We verstrekken een model
van netwerkrelaties met conflicterende voorkeuren en testen ons model door middel van een
experiment, waarin we het niveau van heterogeniteit in de populatie variëren. De resultaten
van ons experiment suggereren dat voorkeuren saillanter zijn dan sociale invloed. Dit betekent
dat zelfs wanneer personen meer baten konden bereiken (d.w.z. monetaire verdiensten in het
experiment) door zich te verbinden met de meeste anderen en gelijke keuzes te maken met
betrekking tot een bepaalde strategie, hun voorkeur voor gedrag deze integratie belemmert.
Personen vormen dus voornamelijk relaties met anderen die dezelfde voorkeur delen. Dit leidt
tot netwerksegregatie, omdat actoren onderscheid maken tussen hen die een voorkeur geven
voor een actie en hen die een voorkeur geven voor een andere actie. In dit opzicht vinden we
dat dezelfde kracht die mensen individueel helpt, d.w.z. hun individuele kenmerken, de totale
productiviteit van een maatschappij verminderd op een drastische manier.

Samenvattend laten onze bevindingen zien dat individuele heterogeniteit een determinant is van
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sociale uitsluiting en segregatie, ongeacht of we problemen vanuit productieve uitwisseling (pro-
ductive exchange) of coördinatie spellen (coordination games) bekijken. Ons doel is om ons
onderzoek, zowel theoretisch als experimenteel, verder uit te bouwen. Theoretisch moeten we,
als we variaties in de manier waarop actoren relaties vormen en onderhouden in sociale netwerken
willen verklaren, wederkerigheid introduceren als een essentieel deel van het besluitvormingspro-
ces van een actor, zoals we vonden in hoofdstuk 3. Vanzelfsprekend behoeft het toevoegen van
wederkerigheid in de analyse ook de interacties die bestudeerd moeten worden over de tijd heen,
wat niet zo is in de theoretische modellen van dit proefschrift. Om die reden is een aanvulling
het modelleren welke invloed wederkerigheid heeft op de beslissingen die actoren maken, door
te bestuderen hoe gedrag en het netwerk van relaties evolueren over tijd. Experimenteel vinden
we een belangrijke uitbreiding die nodig is het onderzoeken van het effect van communicatie
tussen actoren wanneer zij de spellen (games) spelen. Communicatie is een fundamenteel as-
pect van menselijke relaties. Verder, toegepast op netwerkrelaties, kan communicatie de ervaren
coördinatieproblemen simplificeren en onzekerheid reduceren over hoe potentiele partners zich
zullen gedrag. Daardoor kan dit een mechanisme worden dat integratie promoot, zelfs tussen
heterogene individuen.
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